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UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION
Investigations Nos. 731-TA-641-642 (Preliminary)
FERROSILICON FROM BRAZIL AND EGYPT
Determinations
On the basis of the record1 developed in the subject investigations, the
Commission determines, 2 pursuant to section 733(a) of the Tariff Act of 1930
(19 U.S.C. § 1673b(a)), that there is a reasonable indication that an industry
in the United States is materially injured by reason of imports from Brazil
and Egypt of ferrosilicon, 3 provided for in subheadings 7202.21.10,
7202.21.50, 7202.21.75, 7202.21.90, and 7202.29.00 of the Harmonized Tariff
Schedule of the United States, that are alleged to be sold in the United
States at less than fair value (LTFV).
Background

On January 12, 1993, a petition was filed with the Commission and the
Department of Commerce by AIMCOR, Pittsburgh, PA; Alabama Silicon, Inc.,
Bessemer, AL; American Alloys, Inc., Pittsburgh, PA; Globe Metallurgical,
Inc., Cleveland, OH; Silicon Metaltech, Inc,, Seattle, WA; Oil, Chemical &
Atomic Workers Union (local 389); United Autoworkers of America Union (locals
523 and 12646); and United Steelworkers of America Union (locals 2528, 3081,
and 5171), alleging that an industry in the United States is materially
The record is defined in sec. 207.2(f) of the Commission's Rules of
Practice and Procedure (19 CFR § 207.2(f)).
2 Vice Chairman Watson and Commissioners Brunsdale and Crawford dissent
with respect to Egypt.
3 For purposes of these investigations, the subject product is
ferrosilicon, a ferroalloy generally containing, by weight, not less than four
percent iron, more than 8 percent but not more than 96 percent silicon, not
more than 10 percent chromium, not more than 30 percent manganese, not more
than three percent phosphorus, less than 2.75 percent magnesium, and not more
than 10 percent calcium or any other element.
1

2

injured by reason of LTFV imports of ferrosilicon from Brazil and Egypt.
Accordingly, effective January 12, 1993, the Commission instituted antidumping
investigations Nos. 731-TA-641-642 (Preliminary).
Notice of the institution of the Commission's investigations and of a
public conference to be held in connection therewith was given by posting
copies of the notice in the Office of the Secretary, U.S. International Trade
Commission, Washington, DC, and by publishing the notice in the Federal
Register of January 21, 1993 (58 FR 5413).

The conference was held in

Washington, DC, on February 3, 1993, and all persons who requested
opportunity were permitted to appear in person or by counsel.

~he

VIEWS OF THE COMMISSION
Based on the record in these preliminary investigations, we determine
that there is a reasonable indication that an industry in the United States is
materially injured
Brazil and Egypt.

1

by reason of allegedly LTFV imports of ferrosilicon from

2

I. THE LEGAL STANDARD FOR PRELIMINARY DETERMINATIONS
The legal standard in preliminary antidumping investigations requires
the Commission to determine whether, based on the best information available
at this time, there is a reasonable indication of material injury or threat
thereof to a domestic industry by reason of the subject imports.

3

In these

investigations, the Commission considered whether "(l) the record as a whole
contains clear and convincing evidence that there is no material injury or
threat of material injury; and (2) no likelihood exists that contrary evidence
will arise in a final investigation."

The U.S. Court of .Appeals for the

.4

Federal Circuit has held that this interpretation of the standard "accords
with clearly discernible legislative intent and is sufficiently reasonable."

5

II. LIKE PRODUCT AND DOMESTIC INDUSTRY
In these, as in other Title VII investigations, we must first define the
"like product" and the "industry".

Section 771(4) (A) of the Tariff Act of

1930 (the "Act") defines the relevant industry as "the domestic producers as a

1
Whether the establishment of an industry in the United States is
materially retarded is not an issue in these investigations.
2
Vice Chairman Watson and Commissioners Brunsdale and Crawford dissent
from this determination with respect to Egypt. See Concurring and Dissenting
Views of Vice Chairman Watson, Commissioner Brunsdale and Commissioner
Crawford.
3
19 U.S.C. §§ 1673b(a); American Lamb Co. v. United States, 785 F.2d 994
(Fed. Cir. 1986).
4
Id. at 1001-04.
5
Id. at 1004.

3

whole of a like product, or those producers whose collective output of the
like product constitutes a major proportion of the total domestic production
of that product . . . "

6

In turn, the statute defines "like product" as "a

product which is like, or in the absence of like, most similar in
characteristics and uses with, the article subject to an investigation.

II

7

A. Like Product
The Department of Commerce has defined the imported product subject to
these investigations as:
ferrosilicon, a ferroalloy containing, by weight, not
less than four percent iron, more than eight percent
but not more than 96 percent silicon, not more than 10
percent chromium, not more than 30 percent manganese,
not more than three percent phosphorous, less than
2.75 percent magnesium, and not more than 10 percent
calcium or any other element. 8
Ferrosilicon is used primarily as an alloying agent in the production of
iron and steel

9

and is sold in different grades.

The principal

characteristic defining the grades is the percentage of silicon present in the
product as measured by contained weight; grades are referred to primarily by
silicon percentage.

Ferrosilicon grades are further defined by the

percentages of minor elements present in the product, some of which are
6

19 U.S.C. § 1677(4)(a).
19 U.S.C. § 1677(10). The Ccnnmission applies the standard "like" and
"most similar in characteristics and uses" on a case-by-case basis.
The
Commission generally considers a number of factors in analyzing like product
issues including:
(1) physical characteristics and uses;
(2) interchangeability; (3) channels of distribution; (4) common manufacturing
facilities and production employees; (5) customer or producer perceptions;
and, where appropriate, (6) price. No single factor is dispositive, and the
Commission may consider other factors it deems relevant based on the facts of
a given investigation. The Commission looks for clear dividing lines between
like products, and has found minor distinctions to be an insufficient basis
for finding separate like products. Torrington Companv v. United States, 747
F. Supp. 744, 748-749 (Ct. Int'l Trade 1990), aff'd 938 F.2d 1278 (1991).
8
58 F.R. 7529 (February 8, 1993).
9
Report at I-6.
7

4

considered impurities and others of which are considered enhancements.

10

Low-silicon-content ferrosilicon is defined as ferrosilicon containing
by weight more than 8 percent but not more than 55 percent of silicon, and
includes ferrosilicon 50 and silvery pig iron.

High-silicon-content

ferrosilicon contains by weight more than 55 percent but not more than 96
percent of silicon, and includes ferrosilicon 65 and 75.

The great majority

of ferrosilicon manufactured in the United States and consumed in the iron and
steel industries consists of standard grades of ferrosilicon 50 and
ferrosilicon 75.

11

Generally, ferrosilicon is available in "standard" grades and
"specialty" grades.

The standard ferrosilicon grades include "regular",

"high-purity", "low-aluminum" and "foundry grade" material.

12

Specialty

grades include ferrosilicon with specific percentages of supplemental minor
elements that add desired properties to the ferrosilicon.

By convention,

specialty grades also refer to ferrosilicon that is neither ferrosilicon 50
nor ferrosilicon 75, such as ferrosilicon 65.

13

Ferrosilicon is also sold

according to various size characteristics which affect the performance of the
product.
The like product issue we address in these preliminary investigations is
whether all grades of ferrosilicon should be included within one like product
or whether there should be two like products, consisting of low-siliconcontent ferrosilicon and high-silicon-content ferrosilicon.
10

14

We find a

Report at I-6.
Report at I-5.
12
Report at I-6.
13
Id.
14
While no party to these preliminary investigations argued for two like
products, one respondent to the concurrent final investigations of subject
(continued ... )
11

5

single like product consisting of all grades of ferrosilicon.
Few differences exist in the physical characteristics and end uses of
the various grades of ferrosilicon.

Iron and steel producers have the

technical capability to use either grade of ferrosilicon in their production
process.

15

Although switching between grades is not frequent once a

particular grade is selected, some end-users have switched between
ferrosilicon SO and 75 when the price gap

16

between the two grades is wide

enough, and of long enough duration, to justify the short-term costs of
switching.

17

Channels of distribution also overlap.

The largest end use markets are

the steel and foundry industries, both of which purchase 50, 75, and other
specific grades of ferrosilicon. 18

The same manufacturing facilities can be,

and in some circumstances are, used to produce both grade SO and grade 75
ferrosilicon.

19

Although there is evidence that it is preferable to use

different furnaces for the production of ferrosilicon 50 and 75,

20

it is

possible to produce ferrosilicon 50 in a furnace designed for ferrosilicon 75,
and more than one producer does so commercially.

21

There is also evidence

14 ( ••• continued)

imports from Kazakhstan, Russia and Ukraine made this argument. See
Posthearing Brief of Minerais U.S. , Inc. ( "Minerais") at 3 in Ferrosilicon
from Argentina. Kazakhstan. The People's Republic of China. Ukraine and
Venezuela, Invs. Nos. 731-TA-566-570 (Final).
15
Although some end-users indicated that they would not or could not
switch between ferrosilicon grades because of complexities of their production
processes, material handling and inventory requirements, some purchasers
indicated that switching between the commodity grades of ferrosilicon 50 and
75 was possible. See EC-Q-017 at 35; Report at I-7.
16
Prices for the various grades of ferrosilicon are based on the silicon
content of the product. Report at I-7.
17
Report at I-7; EC-Q-017 at 34.
18
Report at I-22.
19
Report at I-8 and 26.
20
Report at I-8.
21
Report at I-26.
6

that various grades of ferrosilicon are produced using the same employees.

22

Although perceptions of ferrosilicon 50 and 75 differ to some extent based on
the different chemical properties of the grades, actual switching between the
grades indicates that at least some producers and customers consider the goods
to be interchangeable.

23

Thus, there is no clear dividing line between high-silicon-content and
low-silicon-content ferrosilicon.

Accordingly, we find that the like product
24

consists of all grades of ferrosilicon.

We further find that the domestic

industry includes producers of all grades of ferrosilicon.
III.

RELATED PAR.TIES

The related parties provision of the Act, 19 U.S.C. §1677(4) (B), allows
for the exclusion of certain domestic producers from the dQmestic industry for
the purposes of an injury determination.
steps.

25

Applying the provision involves two

First, the Commission must determine whether the domestic producer

meets the definition of a related party.

Second, if a producer is a related

party, the Commission may exclude such producers from the domestic industry in
"appropriate circumstances. "

26

The statute defines related parties as producers who are "related to the

22

Report at I-7; EC-Q-017 at 2~ and 23.
Report at I-7; EC-Q-017 at 34.
24
We also note that the Commission generaily has not found differing
.
grades of a product to be separate like.products. ~. JL..SL., M&anesium from
Canacia, Invs. Nos. 701-TA-309, 731-TA-528 (Final), USITC Pub. 2550 (July
1992); Potassium Hydroxide from Canacia. Italy. and the United Kingdom, Inv.
No. 731-TA-542 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. 2482 (February 1992); Silicon Metal
from Brazil, Inv. No. 731-TA-471 (Final), USITC Pub. 2404 (July 19.91); Silicon
Metal from the People's Republic of China, Inv. No. 731-TA-472 (Final), USITC
Pub. 2385 (June 1991) .
25.
See, iL:..9.:. 1 Certain CarQon Steel Butt-Weld Pipe Fittings from Cbina and
Thailand, Invs. Nos. 731-TA-520 and 521 (Final), USITC Pub. 2528 at 7 (June
1992) .
26
Id
23

-·

7

exporters or importers, or are themselves importers of the allegedly
subsidized or dumped merchandise."

27

Exclusion of a related party is within

the Conunission's discretion based upon the facts presented in each case.

28

The rationale for the related parties provision is the concern that domestic
producers who either are related to foreign producers or exporters, or are
themselves importers of the subject merchandise, may be in a position that
shields them from any injury that might be caused by the imports.

29

Thus,

including these parties within the domestic industry would distort the
analysis of the condition of the domestic industry-.

30

The factors the

Conunission has examined in its related party analysis include:
(1) the percentage of domestic production attributable to the importing
producer;
(2) the reasons the U.S. producer has decided to import the product
subject to investigation, i.e., whether the firm benefits from the LTFV
27

19 U.S.C. § 1677(4) (B).
See, ~. Torrington Co. v. United States, 790 F. Supp. 1161 (Ct. Int'l
Trade 1989), aff'd without opinion 904 F.2d 46 (Fed. Cir. 1992); Empire Plow
Co. v. United States, 675 F. Supp. 1348, 1352 (Ct. Int'l Trade 1987).
29
Sees. Rep. No. 249, 96th Cong., 1st Sees. at 83 (1979). The Senate
Report states that:
28

The ITC is given discretion not to include within the
domestic industry those domestic producers of the like
product which are either related to exporters or
importers of the imported product being investigated,
or which import that product. Thus, for example,
where a U.S. producer is related to a foreign exporter
and the foreign exporter directs his exports to the
United States so as not to canpete with his related
U.S. producer, this should be a case where the ITC
would not consider the related U.S. producer to be a
part of the domestic industry.
This is the only legislative guidance provided by Congress with regard to the
Commission's application of the related party provision.
30
See Sandvik .AB v. United States, 721 F. Supp. at 1331-32 (related party
appeared to benefit from the dumped imports); Certain Carbon Steel Butt-Weld
Pipe Fittings from China and Thailand, Invs. Nos. 731-TA- 520-521 (Final),
USITC Pub. 2528 (June 1992) .
8

sales or subsidies or whether the firm must import in order to enable it
to continue production and compete in the U.S. market; and
(3) the position of the related producer vis-a-vis the rest of the
industry, i.e., whether inclusion or exclusion of the related party will
skew the data for the rest of the industry. 31
In addition, the Commission has considered other factors, such as the ratio of
import shipments to U.S. production for each producer, the length of time that
the producer has been engaged in domestic production, whether each company's
books are kept separately from its "relations," and whether the primary
interest of the related producers lies in domestic production or in
importation.

32

Although no party in these investigations argued that any producer
should be excluded from the domestic industry as a related party, the
Commission has considered whether *** is a related party, and if so, whether
appropriate circumstances exist for excluding it from the domestic industry. 33
There is information on the record that *** has been an importer of record of
subject material from Brazil and is thus a related party.

34

Information on

the record further indicates, however, that such importation was based on a

31

See Torrington Co. v. United States, 790 F. Supp. 1161 (Ct. Int'l Trade
1992) (affirming Commission's application of the related party provision).
32
See Rock Salt from Canada, Inv. No. 731-TA-239 (Final), USITC Pub. 1798
(January 1986) at 12.
33
In the preliminary investigations with respect to Ferrosilicon from
Argentina. Kazakhstan. The People's Republic of China. Russia. Ukraine and
Venezuela, Invs. Nos. 303-TA-23, 731-TA-565-570 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. 2535
(July 1992), we considered whether Keokuk Ferro-Sil, Inc. or Elkem Metals Co.
were related parties in those investigations, and if so, whether appropriate
circumstances existed to exclude either firm from the domestic industry.
Although the Commission determined that both firms were related parties, we
concluded that appropriate circumstances did not exist to exclude either firm
from the domestic industry. See USITC Pub. 2535 at 11-12. We received no
additional evidence in the course of any of the concurrent investigations that
indicates that appropriate circumstances exist to exclude these two related
parties from the domestic industry.
34
Report at I-45.
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single purchase during the period of investigation and that *** does not have
any form of on-going relationship with any Brazilian exporter.
We next examine whether appropriate circumstances exist to exclude ***
from the domestic industry.

*** was a significant U.S. producer of

ferrosilicon during the period of investigation.

35

Evidence on the record

does not indicate that *** is being shielded from any adverse effects of the
subject imports on the demestic industry as a result of its related party
status.

36

Based on this information, we do not believe that appropriate

circumstances exist to exclude *** from the domestic industry.

IV.

CONDITION OF THE DOMESTIC INDUSTRY
In determining whether there is a reasonable indication that the

domestic industry is materially injured by the allegedly LTFV imports, the
statute directs us to consider "all relevant economic factors which have a
bearing on the state of the industry in the United States."

37

These factors

include production, consumption, shipments, inventories, capacity utilization,
market share, employment, wages, productivity, financial performance, capital
expenditures, and research and development.

38

No single factor is

determinative, and the Commission considers all relevant factors "within the
context of the business cycle and conditions of competition that are
distinctive to the affected industry."

39

The demand for ferrosilicon is directly tied to the steel and foundry
industries.

35
36

37
38
39
40

40

Weak demand from the construction, automotive, and appliance

Report at Table 13.
Report at I-21 and I-33.
19 u.s.c. § 1677 (7) (C) .
Id.
Id.
Report at I-13.
10

sectors contributed to a decline in output in the steel industry from 1989 to
1991.

Technological advances in the composition and production processes of

cast iron have also contributed to a decline in cast iron produc~ion.

41

Total U.S. consumption of ferrosilicon measured in quantity decreased by 13.0
percent from 1989 to 1991, but increased by 25.7 percent between January 1 September 30, 1991 to January i - September 30; 1992 (the "interim periods").

42

In terms of value, total U.S. consumption fell.by 31.9 percent from January
1989 to 1991, but rose by 11.5 percent from interim 1991 to interim 1992.

43

Generally, indicators of° the condition of the domestic industry fell
during the period of investigation.

U.S. production of ferrosilicon decreased

by 31.8 percent from 1989 to 1991, and declined by 12 .. 1 percent between the
.
. perio
' d s.
interim

44

Similarly, U.S. producers' total U.S .. ferrosilicon

shipments decreased steadily, by 23.8 percent from 1989 to 1991 and by i3.8
percent between the inter~m periods.

45 ·

In terms of value, U.S. producers'

domestic shipments decreased by 38.5 percent from 1989 to 1991 and by 17.8
percent between the interim periods.

46

Average U.S. capacity also decreased from 318,332 silicon-content-sho+t
tons ("short tons 0 ) in 1989 to 300,918 short tons in 1991 and continued to
decline to 217,194 short tons through interim 1992.

47

Average capacity

utilization decreased from 85.1 percent in 1989 to 61.4 percent in 1991.
Capacity utilization continued to decline in the interim periods from 62.8

41
42
43
44
45

See Report at I-13; se~ algo
Report at I-13.
Id.
Report at I-23.
Report at I-25, Table 6.

46

I,g.

47

Report at I-24, Table 5.

EC-Q-017 at 13.
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percent in interim 1991 to 59.5 percent in interim 1992.

48

The number of hours worked by production and related workers producing
ferrosilicon declined by 38.5 percent from 1989 to 1991, and continued to
fall, by 20 .8 percent, between interim periods. ·Wag.es and total compensation
paid to production and related workers by U.S. producers also decreased from
1989 to 1991 and between interim periods.

Hourly total compensation paid to

U.S. producers' production and related workers increased from $17.22 in 1989
to $17.98 in 1990 and then decreased to $17.75 in 1991.

Hourly total

compensation increased to $18.37 in interim 1992 compared with $17.85 in the
corresponding period of 1991.

Productivity of production and related workers

increased by 5.8 percent from 1989 to 1991, and continued to rise, by 16.1
percent, between the interim periods.

49

Domestic prices also declined during the period of investigation.

With

respect to ferrosilicon 75, the U.S. producers' average selling price declined
by 43.1 percent from the first quarter of 1989 to the first quarter of 1992.

Prices of ferrosilicon 75 rose somewhat through September 1992, but remained
37.7 percent below the first quarter of 1989 ..

50

Similarly, the U.S.

producers' .average price of ferrosilicon 50 fell by 29. 3 percent from the
first quarter of 1989 to the first quarter of 1992.

As with ferrosilicon 75,

prices of ferrosilicon 50 rose slightly through September, 1992, but remained
24.8 percent below the first quarter of 1989.

51

Overall financial experience of domestic ferrosilicon producers also
deteriorated during the period of investigation.

48
49
50
51

Id.
Report at I-29, Table 10.
Report at I-58, Table 26.
Id.
12

For example, 1991 net sales

value was less than two thirds of the corresponding 1989 figure.

Positive

1989 operating and net income became losses and cash flow became negative in
the remainder of the period of investigation.

Financial results in most of

these categories continued to decline between the interim periods.

Finally,

total capital expenditures decreased from $13.4 million in 1989 to $4.7
million in 1991 and increased only slightly from $3.5 million in interim 1991
to $3.6 million in interim 1992. s2

S3

V. CUMULATION
A. In General
In determining whether there is a reasonable indication of material
injury by reason of the allegedly LTFV or subsidized imports, the Commission
is required to cumulatively assess the volume and effect of imports from two
or more countries subject to investigation if such imports are reasonably
coincident with one another and "compete with each other and with products of
the domestic industry in the United States market." s 4

Cumulation is ·not

required, however, when imports from a subject country are negligible and have
no discernible adverse impact on the domestic industry. ss
In assessing whether imports compete with each other and with the
domestic like product, the Cormnission generally has considered four factors:
(1) the degree of fungibility between the imports from different
countries and the domestic like product, including consideration
S2

Report at I-34-35.
Based on the declines in all indicators of the domestic industry's
performance, including substantial declines in production, capacity
utilization, employment, net sales, and a shift from net income to substantial
net losses, Chairman Newquist and Commissioner Rohr find that there is a
reasonable indication that the domestic ferrosilicon industry is experiencing
material injury.
s4
19 U.S.C. § 1677(7) (C) (iv) (I); Chaparral Steel Co. v. United States, 901
F.2d 1097 (Fed. Cir. 1990).
SS
19 U.S.C. § 1677(7) (C) (v}.
S3
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of specific customer requirements and other quality related
questions;
(2) the presence of sales or offers to sell in the same geographic
markets of imports from different countries and the domestic like
product;
(3) the existence of common or similar channels of distribution for
imports from different countries and the domestic like product;
and
(4) whether the imports are simultaneously present in the market.

56

While no single factor is determinative, and the list of factors is not
exclusive, these factors are intended to provide the Conunission with a
framework for determining whether the imports compete with each other and with
the domestic like product.
required.

58

57

Only a "reasonable overlap" of competition is

Further, the Commission generally has cumulated imports even

where there were alleged differences in quality between imports and domestic
products, although considerations of quality differences are relevant to
whether there is "reasonable overlap" of competition.

59

In addition to

ferrosilicon imports from Brazil and Egypt, imports from Argentina,
Kazakhstan, the People's Republic of China ("PRC" or "China"), Russia,

56

See Cast Iron Pipe Fittings from Brazil. Korea and Taiwan, Invs. Nos.
731-TA-278 through 280 (Final), USITC Pub. 1845 (May 1988), aff'd, Fundicao
TuPY S.A. v. United States, 678 F. Supp. 898 (Ct. Int'l Trade 1988), aff'd,
859 F.2d 915 (Fed. Cir. 1988).
57
See, ~Wieland Werke. AG v. United States, 718 F. Supp. 50, 52 (Ct.
Int'l Trade 1989).
58
~. ~. Granges Metallverken AB v. United States, 716 F. Supp~ 17
(Ct. Int'l Trade 1989).
59
~.
~. Certain Flat-Rolled Carbon Steel Products from Argentina.
Australia. Austria. Belgium. Brazil. Canad.a. Finland. France. Germany. Italy.
Japan. Korea. Mexico. The Netherlands. New Zealand. Poland. Romania. Spain.
Sweden. Taiwan. and the United Kingdom, Invs. Nos. 701-TA- 319-354 and 731TA-573-620 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. No. 2549 at 44-46 (August 1992); Silicon
Metal from the People's Republic of China, Inv. No. 731-TA-472 (Final), USITC
Pub. 2385 at 22-24(June 1991).
14

Ukraine, and Venezuela are all subject to investigation and can be cumulated.

60

Chairman Newquist, and Commissioners Rohr and Nuzum cumulated the volume
and effect of imports from all countries subject to investigation.
Commissioners Brunsdale and Crawford cumulated the volume and effect of
imports from all countries subject to investigation except Egypt and China,
and Vice Chairman Watson cumulated the volume and effect of imports from all
countries subject to investigation except Egypt.

61

We address below the

various issues raised with respect to cumulating imports subject to
investigation.
1. The Competition Requirement.
a. Ferrosilicon from Kazakhstan. Russia and Ukraine.
We find that there is a reasonable overlap in competition between all
countries' imports of ferrosilicon 50 and ferrosilicon 75 and the domestic
like product and do not find any basis for declining to cumulate any country's
imports based on differences between the grades.
60

62

Purchasers generally have

Although imports from Argentina were the subject of a negative
preliminary determination by the Commerce Department, 57 F.R. 61874 (December
29, 1992), they remain subject to investigation. See United Engineering &
Forging v. United States, 779 F. Supp. 1375, 1392-93 (Ct. Int'l Trade 1991),
affirming, Certain Forged Steel Crankshafts from the Federal Repµblic of
Germany and the United Kingdom, Invs. Nos. 731-TA-351 and 353 (Final), USITC
Pub. 2014 (September 1987) at 14.
61
See Concurring and Dissenting Views of Vice Chairman Watson,
Commissioner Brunsdale and Commissioner Crawford in Ferrosilicon from Egypt
and Brazil, Invs. No. 731-TA-641-642 (Preliminary); see also, Dissenting Views
of Commissioners Brunsdale and Crawford in Ferrosilicon from The People's
Republic of China, Inv. No. 731-TA-567 (Final).
62
Respondent to the final investigations on imports from Kazakhstan,
Russia and Ukraine, Minerais U.S., Inc. (nMinerais") has argued that there is
no reasonable overlap in competition between ferrosilicon 50 and ferrosilicon
75. Petitioners, on the other hand, argued that virtually complete
fungibility exists between the two grades, and that both grades are used
primarily as alloying agents in steel and cast iron production. See, Hearing
Tr. in Ferrosilicon from Kazakhstan. Russia and Ukraine and Venezuela, Invs.
Nos. 303-TA-23 and 731-TA-568-570 (Final) at 133-34 ("Hearing Tr.n); Minerais'
Posthearing Brief at 6-7, 21; see also, Petitioners' Prehearing Brief at 41.
15

the technical ability to use either grade, with some producers more readily
able than others to use either grade.

63

Further, some purchasers report

actual, albeit limited, switching between ferrosilicon 50 and ferrosilicon 75.

64

Finally, although Minerais has argued that it alone imports ferrosilicon 50
into the United States,

65

there is evidence on the record showing that

ferrosilicon 50 has been imported from other countries

sub~ect

to

investigation.
Respondent Minerais has also argued that Kazakh ferrosilicon does not
compete with domestic and other imported sources because Kazakh importers are
unable to provide SPC

66

quality standard documentation, which is required by

a number of iron and steel producers.

67

In the preliminary investigation

with respect to Kazakh imports, we acknowledged that "a significant portion"
of Minerais' sales do not compete with the domestic industry, but concluded
that there was sufficient competition to satisfy the "reasonable overlap"
standard.

68

In these investigations, while available data do indicate that

the subject imports have generally not been able to supply SPC documentation,

69

only 23 percent of U.S. producers sales to iron foundries and 14 percent of
reported sales to steel producers required SPC documentation during the period

63

Report at I-7. Indeed, one U.S. producer indicated that in the vast
majority of cases ferrosilicon 50 and ferrosilicon 75 are substitutable and
many end users request prices of both products when buying the standard grade.
See, Memorandum EC-Q-004 at 26.
64
~ EC-Q-017 at 33.
65
See Hearing Tr. at 50; Minerai1J' Prehearing Brief at 21-22 ("All of the
imports from Kazakhstan are FeSi 50, while all of the other imports are FeSi
75").
66
11 SPC" refers to Statistical Production Controls documentation used by
the iron foundry and steel industry. Report at I-47, n. 54.
67
Minerais' Prehearing Brief at 23, n. 8.
68
~ USITC Pub. 2535 at 23.
69
Report at I-62.
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of investigation.

7

°

Further, not all imports from other countries subject to

investigation are able to supply SPC documentation.

71

documentation appears to be an increasing requirement,

While SPC
72

imports were not

thereby foreclosed on this ground for competing for most sales during the
period of investigation.

We thus do not find a basis for declining to

cumulate any country's subject imports on these grounds.

73

b. Ferrosilicon from Venezuela.
Respondent CVG-Venezolana de Ferrosilicio, C.A. ("CVG") has also argued
that the export practices of Kazakhstan, Russia and the Ukraine

74

are

entirely different from Venezuelan exporters' practices and do not compete
with Venezuelan product because they do not have the same long-term coxmnitment
to the domestic market.

75

We find CVG's arguments unpersuasive.

The

legislative history of the competition requirement of the cumulation provision
indicates Congressional concern over "simultaneous unfair imports from
different countries."

While marketing of imports to be cumulated are to be

"reasonably coincident,"

76

there is no requirement of a long-standing

70

Report at I-55, n. 90.
Report at I-62.
72
Report at I-55.
73
While Respondent Minerais also argues that it sells a large proportion
of its imports from Kazakhstan, Russia and Ukraine to a single customer to
which the domestic industry did not "seriously" attempt to market its product,
a significant amount of imports from these countries are sold to other
customers which do compete with the domestic industry. See Minerais'
Posthearing Brief at 10.
74
CVG makes these same arguments with respect to imports from the PRC.
our analysis of these issues with respect to the former Soviet Republics
applies to the PRC as well.
75
CVG contends that the "hit or run" export tactics of these countries
reflect a lack of long-standing commitments to market their goods, and are
simply short term efforts to "flood the market" to raise hard currency. See
CVG's Prehearing Brief at 14-15.
76
See H.R. No. 1156, 98th Cong., 2nd Sees. 173 (1984); H.R. Rep. No. 725,
98th Cong., 2d Sess. 37 (1984).
71
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commitment to the U.S. market.

We accordingly find that any such differences

in marketing practices do not negate an otherwise reasonable overlap in
competition.
c. Ferrosilicon from the PRC.
We considered whether to exclude Chinese imports from the cumulated
imports based on Respondent CVG's arguments in the concurrent final
investigations that imports from the PRC are of inferior quality due to their
high aluminum content, and are therefore unsuitable for the carbon steel and
foundry industries.

77

In our preliminary determination, we found that a

reasonable overlap of competition existed with respect to imports from the PRC
because, "even if it is true that ferrosilicon from China is suitable only for
the production of stainless steel, the production of stainless together with
heat-resisting steels accounted for about 47 percent of the consumption of
ferrosilicon in 1990."

78

We have not-been presented with any additional

information with respect to these investigations that supports a contrary
determination.

We accordingly find that a reasonable overlap of competition

exists between imports from the PRC, other imports, and the domestic like
product.
d. Ferrosilicon from Egypt.

79

Respondents Egyptian Ferroalloy Company ("EFACO"), MG Ores & Alloys
("MG") and ACI Chemical, Inc. ("ACI")

("Egyptian Respondents") argue in these

preliminary investigations that the allegedly LTFV imports from Egypt do not

77

CVG's Prehearing Brief at 13-14.
See OSITC Pub. 2535 at 22-23 and n. 89.
79
Vice Chairman Watson and Commissioners Brunsdale and Crawford do not
join in this section of the Views of the Commission. ~ Concurring and
Dissenting Views of Vice Chairman Watson, Commissioner Brunsdale and
Commissioner Crawford.
78
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compete with the domestic like product or with other imports because they
serve a narrow market niche that those products either do not serve or serve
only to a limited extent.

80

With the exception of what Respondents

characterize as a "small parcel" of ferrosilicon 75, the Egyptian Respondents
indicate Egyptian imports consisted of "waste (slag), by-product (fines) and
off-specification (65%) product."

81

They further argue that these articles were sold through channels of
distribution that differ from the normal channels of distribution in which the
domestic products are sold.

Rather than being sold directly to end-users,

Egyptian subject imports were sold to "processors" who then sold the product
to the steel and iron foundry industries.

Furthermore, while arguing that

sales of slag and fines are insignificant, the Egyptian Respondents do concede
that the domestic ferrosilicon industry also may sell slag and fines to
processors, including either of the
material .

p~ocessors

that purchase Egyptian

82

With respect to channels of distribution, we note that the .fact that
additional processing (i...JL., screening) was necessary for Egyptian imports due
to sizing is not unique to the imports under investigation.
Argentine, Brazilian, Kazakh,
had to be screened.

83

Russi~,

Some of the

Ukrainian, and Venezuelan product also

The Petitioners to these investigations also claim

that screening is done by U.S. producers, and "bagging" or "briquetting" of
fines such as is performed on the Egyptian imports is also done for the U.S.
product.

80
81
82

83

We note that the limited amount of ferrosilicon 75 imported by

Egyptian Respondents' Postconference Brief at 2-9.
Egyptian Respondents' Postconference Brief at 2-3 and n. 6.
Egyptian Respondents' Postconference Brief at 6.
Report at I-50--I-52 and notes thereto, and at E-2, n. 2.
19

Egyptian Respondents appears to be generally comparable to the domestic like
product and to other imports of ferrosilicon 75.

84

We also note that some

domestic producers do sell slag, fines and off-specification material (i.e.,
ferrosilicon 65)

85

and that there were imports, albeit limited, of slag from

other countries during the period of investigation.

86

We are mindful of the apparent differences that exist between some of
the Egyptian imports and a large percentage of the domestic like product and
other imports.

We find for the purposes of these preliminary investigations

that there is sufficient level of competition among Egyptian imports, the
domestic like product, and other subject imports to establish a "reasonable
overlap" of competition.

87

Accordingly, we determine to cumulatively assess

the effects of the Egyptian imports with other imports subject to
investigation.
2. Negligible Imports Exception.
We must next determine whether the negligible import exception applies
to any of the subject imports.

In determining whether imports are negligible,

the Commission shall consider all relevant economic factors including whether:
(I) the volume and market share of the imports are negligible;
(II) sales transactions involving the imports are isolated and sporadic;
and
(III) the domestic market for the like product is price sensitive by
reason of the nature of the product, so that a small quantity of imports

84

Report at I-51.
Report at I-18, n. 23.
86
See, ~ EC-Q-017 at 40.
87
We will further explore the issue of a reasonable overlap of competition
with respect to Egyptian products in any final investigation.
We invite the
parties to submit any additional evidence in the course of any final
investigation on subject imports from Egypt that they may deem relevant to the
issue of competition.
85
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can result in price suppression or depression.

88

In addition to the three enumerated statutory factors, the Commission has in
the past considered additional factors, for example: whether imports have been
increasing;

89

whether the domestic industry is "already suffering

considerable injury and has long been battered by import price competition";
trends in market penetration; the degree of competition between the imported
product and the domestic product; and any relationships of foreign producers
to one another and to common importers.

90

a. Ferrosilicon Imports from Russia and Ukraine.
In contrast to information presented in the preliminary investigations
on imports from these countries, there is now evidence on the record that
19 u.s.c. § 1677(7) (C) (V). Chairman Newquist, Commissioner Rohr and
Commissioner Nuzum note that both the House Ways and Means Committee Report
and the Conference Committee Report stress that the Commission is to apply the
exception sparingly and that it is not to be used to subvert the purpose and
general application of the mandatory cumulation provision of the statute. See
H.R. Rep. No. 40, Part 1, lOOth Cong., 1st Sees. 131 (1987); H.R. Rep. No.
576, lOOth Cong., 2d Sees. at 621. They note further that the House Ways and
Means Committee Report emphasizes that whether imports are "negligible" may
differ from industry to industry and for that reason the statute does not
provide a specific numeric definition of negligibility. H.R. Rep. No. 40,
lOOth Cong., let. Sees. 130 (Part I, 1987) at 131. In addition, they note
that the legislative history indicates this exception should be applied with
"particular care in situations involving fungible products, where a small
quantity of low-priced imports can have a very real effect on the market."
Id.; see also H.R. Rep. 576, lOOth Cong., 2d Sees. at 621 (April 20, 1988).
89
See Coated Groundwood Paper from Austria. Belgiµm, Finland. France.
Germany. Italy, the Netherlands. Sweden, and the United Kingdom, Invs. Nos.
731-TA-486 through 494 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. 2359 (February 1991) at 31.
90
See, ~, Certain Flat-Rolled Carbon Steel Products from Argentina.
Australia. Austria. Belgium. Brazil, Canacia. Finland. France. Germany, Italy.
Japan. Korea. Mexico. the Netherlands. New Zealand. Poland. Romania. Spain.
Sweden. Taiwan. and the United Kingdpm, Invs. Nos. 701-TA-319 -- 354
(Preliminary) and Invs. Nos. 731-TA-573-620 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. 2549
(August 1992) at 49 ("the Commission has considered upward trends in imports
as a reason not to exercise its discretion to find imports are negligible.
The Commission has also examined the degree of competition between the
imported product and the domestic product."); Certain Stainless Steel ButtWeld Pipe Fittings from Korea and Taiwan, Invs. Nos. 731-TA-563 and 564
(Preliminary), USITC Pub. 2534 (July 1992) at 16, n. 61.
88
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there have been imports of ferrosilicon from Russia and Ukraine during the
period of investigation.

Although imports from Russia and Ukraine, as a share

of consumption, each fluctuated at very low levels until 1992, imports from
Russia and Ukraine each increased substantially in interim 1992.

91

These

levels lead us to conclude that imports from Russia and Ukraine are not
negligible.
Respondent Minerais has also raised an issue relevant to considering
whether imports are "isolated and sporadic."

Minerais suggests that the

Commission should examine import market share based on U.S. import shipments
in the United States, and not imports

92

as such, because a substantial

portion of Minerais' imports are held in inventory, and may be re-exported.

93

As discussed further below with respect to the volume of imports, we find that
the statute requires the Commission to consider "imports", and not import
shipments,

94

although the Commission may consider the degree to which imports

are held in inventory instead of being immediately sold as·a factor in
assessing the significance of the imports.

95

Even measuring import

shipments, as opposed to imports, however, we find no negligibility with
respect to ferrosilicon from Russia and Ukraine.

96 97

91

Report at I-46.
"Imports" are actual importations into the United States while "import
shipments" are shipments of the imports within the United States. 19 U.S.C.
1677(7) (C) (i) requires the Commission to consider imports rather than import
shipments in evaluating the volume of subject imports.
93
~ Minerais' Prehearing Brief at 25-27; Minerais' Posthearing Brief,
ex. l at 15-16.
94
19 U.S.C. 1677(7) (C) (i).
95
See Iwatsu Electric Co. v. United States, 758 F. Supp. 1506, 1513-14
(Ct. Int'l Trade 1991) citing USX Corporation v. United States, 655 F. Supp.
at 490); Wells Manufacturing co. v. United States, 677 F. Supp. 1239, 1240
(Ct. Int'l Trade 1987).
96
While less dramatic than the increase in imports, import shipments of
Russian and Ukrainian product also increased during interim 1992.
92
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b. Ferrosilicon Imports from Argentina.
The Commission reaffirms its preliminary finding that imports from
Argentina are not negligible.

98

Imports from Argentina were made in all

periods of the investigation except the first three quarters of 1992.

99

100

Shipments of Argentine product were made in every period, including interim
1992.

101

Information on the record demonstrates that the level of imports

throughout the period of investigation exceeds the level which the Commission
has generally considered to be negligible in the past, and that imports
increased from 1990 to 1991.

97 ( ••• continued)
97

102

Commissioner Brunsdale finds that given the facts in the current case,
the issue of Russian and Ukrainian negligibility should be resolved by
examining imports and not shipments of imports. She therefore does not reach
the issue of whether the data on import shipments do ~r do not indicate
negligibility.
98
~ USITC Pub. 2535 at 24 .
99
Report at I-44.
100
The Commission generally evaluates negligibility based on the entire
period of investigation. ~. ~ Certain Telephone Systems and
S\1bassemblies Thereof from Japan and Taiwan, Invs. Nos. 731-TA-426 and 428 at
32 (November 1989) •
101
Report at I-46.
102
Report at I-44.
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c. Ferrosilicon Imoorts from China. · 103

104

We also reaffirm our preliminary finding that imports from China are not
negligible.

105

The level of imports from China, although small at the

beginning of the period of investigation, has increased substantially during
the period of investigation.

106

The data show that imports from China

increased from 1989 through 1991 and between interim 1991 and interim 1992.
Further, even relatively small amounts of imports may adversely affect an
industry under severe stress when the like product is sold in a price
sensitive market, as is the case here.

107 108

d. Ferrosilicon Imports from Egypt.

109

We similarly find that Egyptian imports are not negligible.

Egyptian

import levels are higher than the levels the Conmission has in the past
considered to be negligible.

110

Egyptian Respondents further argue that

imports from Egypt should be considered negligible based on importations in
only 3 out the 15 quarters, different channels of distribution, lack of
fungibility and the fact that the sales were spot transactions as opposed to

103

Commissioners Brunsdale and Crawford do not join in this section of the
Views of the Commission. ~ Concurring and Dissenting Views of Commissioner
Brunsdale and Commissioner Crawford.
104
As explained more fully below, Vice Chairman Watson does not believe
this a price sensitive market.
105
~ OSITC Pub. 235 at 25.
106
Report at I-46.
107
~. ~. H.R. Rep. 40, lOOth Cong. lat Seas. at 131.
108
In this context we also find the low and declining levels of capacity
utilization to be relevant.
109
Vice Chairman Watson, and Commis,ioners Brunsdale and Crawford do .not
join in this section of the Views of the Commission. See Concurring and
Dissenting Views of Vice Chairman Watson, Commissioner Brunsdale and
Commissioner Crawford.
110
Report at I-46. All imports of Egyptian material subject to
investigation entered the U.S. in 1990 or in interim 1992. See also Report at
I-40.
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long-term contracts.
sporadic.

112

111

We find that imports from Egypt are not isolated or

Additionally, as with imports from the PRC, we find even small

amounts of imports from Egypt to be significant in light of the price
sensitive nature of the ferrosilicon market and the fact that the domestic
industry is in severe stress.
We thus find that cumulation of all imports under investigation is
appropriate under the statute.
VI. REASONABLE INDICATION OF MATERIAL INJURY BY REASON OF ALLEGEDLY LTFV

IMPORTS

113

In its determination of whether there is a reasonable indication that
the domestic industry is 1naterially injured by reason of the subject imports,
the statute directs the Commission to consider:

114

(I) the volume of imports of the merchandise which is the subject of the
investigation;
(II) the effect of imports of that merchandise on prices in the United
States for like products; and
(III) the impact of imports of such merchandise on domestic producers of
like products, but only in the context of production operations in the
United States.
In making this determination, the Commission may consider "such other economic
factors as are relevant to the determination. .

111

"

115

However, the

Egyptian Respondents' Postconference Brief at 11-15.
The statute directs us to examine whether sales transactions involving
the subject imports are isolated. See 19 U.S.C. 1677(7) (C) (V) (II). Because
Egyptian products are sold to processors who in turn resell these products in
a form which canpetes more directly with the domestic like product over a
longer period of time then is reflected by the initial importation or sale to
the processor, we do not find Egyptian sales to be isolated or sporadic.
113
Vice Chairman Watson, Commissioners Brunsdale and Crawford do not concur
in the discussion as it applies to Egypt. Commissioners Brunsdale and
Crawford also do not concur in this discussion as it applies to China.
114
see 19 u.s.c. § 1677(7)(B).
115
19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(B)(ii).
112
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Conunission is not to weigh causes.

116 117 118 119

Finally, the Conunission is

116

See, ~' Citrosuco Paulista. S.A. v. United States, 704 F. Supp. 1075,
1101 (Ct. Int'l Trade 1988).
117
Chairman Newquist, Commissioner Rohr, and Commissioner Nuzum note that
the Commission need not determine that imports are "the principal, a
substantial or a significant cause of material injury." s. Rep. No. 249, 96th
Cong., lst Sess. 57 and 74 (1979). Rather, a finding that imports are a cause
of material injury is sufficient. See, ~ Metallverken Nederland. B.V. v.
United States, 728 F. Supp. 730, 741 (Ct. Int'l Trade 1989); Citrosuco
Paulista S.A. v. United States, 704 F. Supp. 1075, 1101 (Ct. Int'l Trade
1988) .
118
Vice Chairman Watson notes that,the courts have interpreted the
statutory requirement that the Commissio~ consider whether there is material
injury "by reason of" the subject imports in a number of different ways.
Compare,~, United Engineering & Forging,v. United States, 779 F. Supp.
1375, 1391 (Ct. Int'l Trade 1989) ("rather it must determine whether unfairlytraded imports are contributing to such injury to the domestic industry. Such
imports, therefore, need not be the only cause of harm to the domestic
industry" (citations omitted)); Metallverken Nederland B.V. v. United States,
728 F. Supp. 730, 741 (Ct. Int'l Trade 1989) (affirming a determination by two
Commissioners that "the imports were a cause of material injury"); USX
Corporation v. United States, 682 F. Supp. 60, 67 (Ct. Int'l Trade 1988) ("any
causation analysis must have at its core, the issue of whether the imports at
issue cause, in a non de minimis,manner, the material injury to the industry .
•

• II)

Accordingly, Vice Chairman Watson has decided to adhere to the standard
provisions, which state that the Commission must, satisfy itself that, in light
of all the information presented, there is a "sufficient causal link between
the less-than-fair-value imports and the requisite injury." S. Rep. No. 249,
96th Cong., 1st Sees. 75 (1979).
119
Commissioner Brunsdale and COlllllissioner Crawford note that the statute
requires that the Commission determine whether a dcimestic industry is
"materially injured by reason of" the allegedly LTFV imports. Many, if not
most, domestic industries are subject to injury from more than one economic
factor. Of these factors, there may be more than one that independently is
causing material injury to the domestic industry. It is assumed in the
legislative history that the "ITC will consider information which indicates
that harm is caused by factors other than the less-th~-fair-value imports."
S. Rep. No. 249 at 75. However, the legislative his~ory makes it clear that
the Commission is not to weigh or prioritize the 'factors that are
independently causing material injury. Id. at 74; H.R. Rep. No. 317 at 47.
The Commission is not to determine if .the allegedly LTFV imports are "the
principal, a substantial or a significant cause of material injury." S. Rep.
No. 249 at 74. Rather, it is to determine whether any injury "by reason of"
the allegedly LTFV imports is material. , , That is, the Commission must
determine if the subject imports are causing material injury to the domestic
industry. "When determining the effect of imports on the domestic industry,
the Commission must consider all relevant factors that can demonstrate if
unfairly traded imports are materially injuring the domestic industry." S.
Rep. No. 71, lOOth Cong., lst Sees. 116 (1987) (emphasis supplied).
26

directed to "evaluate all relevant factors . . . within the context of the . .
conditions of competition that are distinctive to the affected industry. 11120
The volume and market share of cumulated imports was significant and
increasing throughout the period of investigation.

The volume of cumulated

imports increased from 1989 to 1991, and also in interim 1991 compared to
1992.

121

quantity,

Similarly, the U.S. market share of the subject imports measured in
w~ich

was significant throughout the period of investigations, rose

from 1989 to 1990, declined slightly in 1991, and increased significantly from
interim 1991 to interim 1992.

122

These import volume and market share

increases were in contrast to the steadily declining shipments and market
share of domestic ferrosilicon producers which continued to decline even when
consumption rose in 1992.

123 124

Respondent Minerais argued that we should examine market share based on
import shipments because a substantial portion of Minerais' imports are held
in inventory and may be re-exported and never sold in the United States.

125

The statute directs the Camnission to consider the volume of imports rather
than import shipments but also indicates that we are to consider whether the

120

19 O.S.C. § 1677(7) (C).
Report at I-40.
122
Report at I-45, Table C-1; EC-Q-017 at 8.
123
Report at I-25, Table C-1.
124
Vice Chairman Watson, Commissioner Brunsdale and Commissioner Crawford
note that while they did not cumulate imports from Egypt and for Commissioners
Brunsdale and Crawford, China, in making their determination, the trends in
the imports from the other countries are the same as those discussed in the
text.
125
Minerais has contended in the course of these proceedings that it
intends to re-export a portion of these inventories, and as such, its import
shipments would be a more accurate indication of volume and import penetration
in the domestic market. We are not persuaded by Minerais' arguments or its
reasoning.
121
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volume of imports are "significant."

126

Further, where the industry

customarily maintains large inventories, as appears to be the case here~

127

the Cormnission may adjust import penetration figures to account for
inventories, particularly when a large initial shipment was used to establish
an inventory.

128

Regardless of whether the Cormnission considers total imports

and market share or import shipments and market share, however, we find the
import volume to be significant.

129

In evaluating the effect of the subject imports on prices, the
Cormnission considers whether there has been significant price underselling of
imports and whether the imports suppress or depress prices to a significant
degree.

130 131

We find that the subject imports significantly depressed

domestic prices.
A number of factors indicate the price depressing effect of the subject

126

19 U.S.C. § 1677(7) (C) (i); Iwatsu Electric Co. v. United States, 758 F.
Supp. 1506, 1513-14 (Ct. Int'l Trade 1991).
127
See Report at I-28 (while inventories declined, represented 21 to 29
percent of domestic shipments); Tr. at 64 (Mr. Beard) ("[W]e always have
inventory on hand for customer demands."), 65 (customers try to maintain zero
inventory for themselves), 66 (Mr. Koestner) (greater burden on producers to
maintain inventory) .
128
See Wells Ma.nufacturinq co. v. United States, 677 F. Supp. 1239, 1240
(Ct. Int'l Trade 1987).
129
Report at I-44.
130
19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(C)(ii).
131
Vice Chairman Watson, Cormnissioner Brunsdale and Commissioner Crawford
do not join in the following lengthy discussion of the price depressing
effects of the subject imports. Because of the historically unprecedented
high level of prices in 1988 and 1989 and the decline in demand that has
occurred since that time, they do not believe it is possible to determine.from
the record whether the price decline is due in part to the subject imports or
whether it was solely the result of other economic factors. Iri 1990, 1991 and
interim 1992, prices returned to levels consistent with the previous decade.
Commissioners Brunsdale and Crawford do not rely on a showing that competition
from the imports caused domestic producers to lose particular sales or forced
them to reduce their prices on other sales in reaching their determination.
28

imports on domestic prices.

132

First, there was significant underselling,

both in terms of absolute price differences and frequency.

When considering

all countries under investigation, 52 of a total of 75 price comparisons
showed underselling by subject imports.

133

Second, this underselling

occurred in conjunction with increasing market penetration by the cumulated
imports at a time of declining market share of the U.S. industry. 134

Third,

the U.S. selling price of the domestic and subject imported ferrosilicon
generally fell during the period of investigation,

135

and import prices

declined at somewhat higher rates than domestic prices during this same
period.

136 137

Fourth, domestic producers lost sales to the subject imports

due to the lower prices of the imports.

138

In considering the effect of the subject imports on price, we find it
important that the ferrosilicon market is price sensitive.

Declines in

ferrosilicon prices do not lead to increased consumption of ferrosilicon.
Changes in the price of ferrosilicon have very little effect on the quantity
of ferrosilicon demanded by the iron and steel industries or on the total cost
of iron and steel production because quantities of ferrosilicon used by iron
and steel producers are dictated by the nature of the finished product and
See Iwatsu Electric Co. v. United States, 758 F. Supp. 1506, 1514, 1515
(Ct. Int'l Trade 1991).
133
Report at I-62, E-4.
134
See, Iwatsu, 758 F. Supp. at 1514 (evidence of price depression
corroborated by both lost sales data (including data on underselling) and
other data which indicated that the purchasing decision was price sensitive) ;
see also Metallverken Nederland, 728 F. Supp. 730, 745.
135
EC-Q-017 at 10.
136
Id.
137
See Iwatsu 758 F. Supp. 1506, 1514 (prices of the subject imports well
below domestic prices is evidence of price depression) .
138
See Report at I-75-I-78 providing evidence of lost sales; See also,
Report at I-48 (noting that domestic producers and importers reported that
they would consider lowering their price for the next bid request if the prior
sale had been awarded to a competitor) .
·

132
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production processes used.

Further, the cost of ferrosilicon as an input in

iron and steel is relatively small compared to the total cost of the finished
product.

139

We have evaluated arguments that the decline in U.S. ferrosilicon prices
during the period of investigation is due to the operation of the business
cycle rather than the effects of the subject imports.

140

While ferrosilicon

prices in 1988-89 were at record high levels and that current prices are
arguably more similar to prices that existed prior to that historic peak,
price depression in the domestic ferrosilicon industry is significant
regardless of these historically high price levels.

We note in particular

that although total unit costs have decreased somewhat during the period of
investigation,

141

the cost of goods sold as a share of net sales increased. 142

This indicates that pricing has not been at sufficient levels to allow the
industry to recover costs at the·same·rate as it had early in the period of
investigation.
Finally, we find that the significant volume and price effects of the
subject imports have had an adverse impact on the domestic producers of like
products.

First, domestic producers have experienced actual declines in

output, sales, market share, profits, return on investments, and capacity
utilization during the period of investigation.

143

Further, several domestic

producers ceased or decreased production during the period of investigation
due to poor market conditions in general and the fact that it was less

139
140
141
142
143

Report at I-48, EC-Q-017 at 46. See also, Iwatsu, 758 F. Supp. at 1514.
CVG's Prehearing Brief at 7-8.
Report at I-31.
Report at I-32.
See Section on Conditions of Domestic Industry infra.
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expensive to import ferrosilicon than to produce it domestically.

144

There

have also been negative effects on the domestic industry's cash flow,
inventories, employment, wages, growth, ability to raise capital, research and
development and investment. 145

Finally, as previously discussed, we find

that the subject imports have contributed to price depression in the domestic
industry, through significantly increasing market share and by significant
underselling of the domestic like product.

CONCLUSION
For all the reasons set forth above, we determine that there is a
reasonable indication that the domestic industry producing all grades of
ferrosilicon is materially injured by reason of the allegedly LTFV imports of
ferrosilicon from Brazil and Egypt.

144

~Report

145

IQ..

146

at I-19--I-21.

Vice Chairman Watson, and COlllllissioners Brunsdale and Crawford dissent
from this determination with respect to Egypt. See Concurring and dissenting
views of Vice Chair:man Watson, Commissioner Brunsdale and COlllllissioner
Crawford.
146
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COHCURRIHG J\RD DISSEHTIHG VIBWS
OP VICE CHAIRXAJf WA'l'SOll, COMHISSIOHBR BRUllSDUiB,
J\RD COMMISSIOHBR CRAWPORD
Perrosilicon from Brazil and Bgypt
Invs. Nos. 731-'l'A-641 - 642 (Prelimin•ry>

In these preliminary investigations, we concur in the
>

determination that there is a reasonable indication that an
industry in the United States is materially injured by reason of
allegedly dumped imports of ferrosilicon from Brazil.

We find,

however, no such indication with respect to allegedly dumped
imports of ferrosilicon from Egypt.
We also concur in the Commission's opinion on the issues· of·
like product, domestic industry and related parties, and the
condition of the industry.

We further concur in the Commission's

opinion on the issue of cumulation except as it applies to Egypt
and, in the case of Commissioners Brunsdale and Crawford, China.
Finally, we concur in the discussion in the opinion as to why
there is a reasonable indication of material injury by reason of
allegedly dumped imports from Brazil.

The Legal standard for Preliminazy Determinations
In determining whether there is a reasonable indication of
material injury, we have considered whether '' (1) the record as a
whole contains clear and convincing evidence that there is no
material injury ••• ; and (2) no likelihood exists that contrary

-
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evidence will arise in a final investigation." 1

As our

colleagues note, the u. S. ·Court of Appeals for the Federal
Circuit held in American Lamb that this interpretation of the
standard "accords with clearly discernible legislative intent and
is sufficiently reasonable." 2
In addition to approving this standard for preliminary
determinations, the Court in American Lamb provided additional
.,

guidance as to the amount of evidence needed to provide a
reasonable indication of material injury.
We are unable to join the [Court of International
Trade] in its view that the statutory phr~se
"reasonable indication" means the same as a mere
·"·possibility", or that it ·suggests "only the barest
clues or signs needed to justify further inquiry.•• The
statute calls for a reasonable indication of injury,
not a reasonable need for furth.er inquiry. 3
It is with this guidance in mind that we interpret the
record evidence concerning imports from Egypt in these
investigations.

cumulation of Imports from Egypt is Inappropriate
In determining whether there is material injury or a
reasonable indication of material injury by reason of subject
imports, the Commission is required to assess cumulatively the
volume and price effects of imports from two or more countries

1

American Lamb v. United States, 785 F.2d 994 at 1001.

2

Id. at 1004.

3

Id. at 1001.

- 35 that are subject to investigation, if such imports "compete with
each other and with like products of the domestic industry in the
United states market. 114
In these investigations, there is compelling evidence that
imports of ferrosilicon from Egypt do not compete with imports
from other subject countries and should not be cumulated with
these other imports.

Egyptian imports of ferrosilicon consist of

byproduct (fines), waste (slag), and off-specification
ferrosilicon 65 that is produced as a result of below-standard
furnace operations, raw material problems, and power
variations. 5

In contrast to other subject imports and domestic

products, Egyptian ferrosilicon products cannot be sold directly
to steel companies or iron foundries, the primary customers for
other imported ferrosilicon.

Instead, these products are sold to

two U.S. processors that add significant value to the Egyptian
product to transform it into a commercially viable·product. 6
19 u.s.c. 1677(7)(C)(iv)(I). Cumulation is also not
required where imports "are negligible and have no discernable
adverse impact on the domestic industry." 19 u.s.c. 1677(7)(C) (v)
The negligible imports exception does not enter into our
determination that imports from Egypt should not be cumulated
with imports from other countries, and is therefore not discussed
further here. However, in the related final investigation
involving ferrosilicon from the People's Republic of China,
Commissioners Brunsdale and Crawford determined that imports from
China were negligible. See their dissenting views in that
investigation.
4

5

Report at I-18.

Conference Transcript at 34-35 (Testimony of Ulrich
Krauskopf, Vice President of Metallic Alloys and head of the
Ferro Alloy Department, MG Ores and Alloys)) and 43 (Testimony of
Robin Snyder, ACI Chemicals).
6
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Accordinq to testimony at the conference, the Eqyptian material "would flOt be sellable to any of the·. end users.

They would not

be able to accept our material as it is. 117
Eqyptian ferrosilicon 65 is not produced to meet certain
silicon content ranqes, but is merely the combination of various
off-spe~

ferrosilicons to form a mixture that as a whole has a

silicon content similar to ferrosilicon 65.

In contrast,

domestically produced ferrosilicon 65 is produced for a single
end user and is made to meet a strict silicon content of 65
percent.

The processors of Eqyptian ferrosilicon do not purchase

ferrosilicon 65 from domestic producers.

Because of siqnif icant

quality differences and the fact the end use for Eqyptian
ferrosilicon 65 is different from domestically produced
ferrosilicon 65, the Eqyptian product does not and cannot compete
with the domestically produced product.
Slaq is produced from tappinq the furnaces containinq
varying degrees of ferrosilicon.

Mixed in with the slag are

rakeouts which are ferrosilicon that adheres to and remains. in
the ladles when ferrosilicon is poured from the ladle into the
molds.

We note that all ferrosil1con producers -- includinq

domestic producers -- create slag, rakeouts, and fines in the
production of ferrosilicon 50 and 75. 8

7

However, processors

Conference Transcript at 34 (Testimony of Mr. Krauskopf).

As noted in the report, slag and rakeouts constitute about
(***] percent of the ferrosilicon produced by domestic producers.
(Report at I-18, n. 23) According to one U.S. processor, (***].
8

-
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confirm that the Egyptian product is inferior to that produced by
domestic producers and, therefore, requires significantly more
processing before it can be used to produce a commercially-viable
product.
U. s. processors [ ***] •9

According to U.S. processors i

[***]·
Finally, the fact that the Egyptian imports are of off-spec
materials is further supported by the pricing data collected by
the Commission.

Data on prices of standard grades ferrosilicon

50 and ferrosilicon 75 were sought from importers
purchasers.

an~

from

However, "U.S. importers did not report any prices

of the Eqyptian ferrosilicon; most of the imports from Eqypt are
off-grade material that does not include the ferrosilicon
products for which price data were requested" • 10 .

Egyptian Imports Are Not Causing Material Injury
In determining that there is no reasonable indication that
an industry in the United States is materially injured by reason
of dumped imports of ferrosilicon from Eqypt, we have examined,
as the statute directs,
(I) the volume of imports of the merchandise which is
the subject of the investigation;
(II) the effect of imports of that merchandise on
prices in the United States for like products, and.·
9

10

This additional material consists of [***]·
Report at I-53 •
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(III) the impact· of imports of-such.merchandise on
domestic producers of like products •••• 11

The Volume of Subject Imports.

There were imports of Egyptian

ferrosilicon in only three of the 15 quarters covered by the
commission's period of investigation. 12
occurred in 1990 and in interim 1992.

These shipments
Further, as the

confidential record shows, the level of imports from Egypt was
very low both in absolute terms and as a percent of U.S. apparent
consumption of ferrosilicon in each period when there were
imports. 13

The Effect on Prices of Domestic Like Products.

The small market

share of the Egyptian imports and the lack of substitutability
between the Egyptian imports and the domestic product strongly
support the conclusion that such imports are not causing material
injury.

As discussed above, the imports from Egypt

overwhelmingly consist of waste and off-spec products, and
require substantial processing before they can be sold to
ferrosilicon. consumers.

This means not only that there is

essentially no substitutability between the imports from Egypt
and those from other subject countries, but also that there is
11

19

.u.s.c.

1677 (7)

CB).

Conference Transcript at 37 (Testimony of Mr. Krauskopf)
and 44 (Testimony-of Ms. Snyder)
12

See Report at I-14 (Table 1), I-15 (Table 2), I-46 (Table
24), and I-46 (Table 25).
13
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virtually no substitutability between the Egyptian product and
that produced by the domestic industry.

Like the other

importers, domestic ferrosilicon producers make and sell
ferrosilicon that is ready for use by the iron and steel firms
that purchase ferrosilicon.

They do not "make" waste that

requires additional processing. 14
Because there is essentially no substitution between the
domestic product and the product imported from Egypt, it is not
possible that a small quantity of such imports could have any
measurable effect on the prices domestic producers receive for
their ferrosilicon.

The Impact on the Domestic Industry.

In addition to price, we

are directed to consider a variety of factors that could be
affected by dumping.

These include such things as output,

employment, capacity, and capacity utilization.
the nature of the Egyptian product,

~,

In this case,

the fact that it is

essentially a waste product, ensures that it will have no effect
on the domestic industry.
If the subject Egyptian imports compete directly with
domestic U.S. products, the competition is with the domestic
industry's waste and byproducts.

And if this competition exists,

it has no effect on the output of the domestic industry.

Firms

14 Indeed, it is not clear that the Egyptian's "make" the
products that are imported into the United States. These imports
are waste that results from problems with the production process.
(Report at I-18)
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do not choose to produce waste or off-specification products.
Their purpose is to produce the desired product, which in this
case is ferrosilicon 50 and 75.

A change in the demand for waste

and off-spec byproducts, perhaps resulting from dumping, can have
no effect on the production decisions made by ferrosilicon
produce~s.

No Material Injury.

Imports of Egyptian ferrosilicon have been

very small both in absolute terms and relative to U.S. apparent
consumption of ferrosilicon.

In addition, there is essentially

no substitutability between the waste and off-spec products
imported from Egypt and the products produced by domestic
producers.

As a result, there is no discernible impact on the

price received by the domestic producers or on the other
indicators of the impact of dumping.

For all of these reasons,

we find no evidence of a reasonable indication of material injury
by reason of subject imports from Eqypt. 15

No Threat of Future Injury

15 we note that in the Petition (Petition at 56) and
throughout the ITC Conference, Petitioners stated that Egyptian
imports consisted of ferrosilicon 5o·a11d ferrosilicon 75 and
discussed the competition between the Egyptian imports and
domestically-produced ferrosilicon 50 and 75. It was only after
being· informed at the Conference that Egyptian imports consisted
of slags, fines, and off-spec ferrosilicon 65 that Petitioners
raised the issue of co~petition between U.S. processors'
domestically-produced slag conditioners and briquettes made with
imports and slag conditioners and briquettes made by domestic
ferrosilicon producers.
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In turning to the threat of future injury, we are mindful of the
ten factors to be considered in making threat determinations, 16

.

and we have considered those which are relevant to the present
case.

We note, however, that most of the considerations

traditionally addressed in threat determinations do not apply to
the

pres~nt

case because of the nature of the imports.

Since the

imported product results from inefficiencies in the production
process, there is no reason to believe that any existing
underutilized capacity, for example, will cause the Egyptian
producers to start producing more of this material for export to
the United States. 17

Similarly, because the Egyptian imports do

not directly compete with the domestic product, there is no
danger that "imports of the merchandise will enter the United
States at prices that will have a depressing or suppressing
effect on domestic prices of the merchandise" • 18
We further note that for those factors that could arguably
be found to have relevance in this case, idL,., rapidly increasing
market share or large inventories in the United States, the
record contains no evidence consistent with a threat of injury.
As already explained, the Egyptian product entered the U.S. only
sporadically during the period of investigation and never
16

19 U. S. C. 16 7 7 ( 7) ( F) ( i) •

17 [***]
(Report at I-40, Table 18) Therefore, even in a
more normal case, the capacity utilization data would not suggest
that "the threat of material injury is real and that actual
injury is imminent." (19 u.s.c. 1677(7) (F) (ii))

18

19 U.S.C. 1677(7) (F) (i) (IV).
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captured more than a very small market share.
there were none except at

th~

As to inventories,

end of the period of investiqation

when extremely small levels of such imports were held in the
United States. 19
For all of the above r,asons, we find that the record in
these investiqations

provid~~

no evidence of a threat of future

injury.

Conclusion
we find that the record in these investiqations contains clear
and convincinq evidence of no reasonable indication that an
industry in the United States is materially injured or is
threatened with material injury by reason of imports of
ferrosilicon from Eqypt.

We further believe that there is no

likelihood that contrary evidence would be developed in any final
investiqations.
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INFORMATION OBTAINED IN THE INVESTIGATIONS

1-3

INTRODUCTION
Institution of Investigations Nos. 303-TA-23 and
731-TA-566-570 (Final)
Following preliminary determinations by the U.S. Department of Commerce
that imports of ferrosilicon 1 are being subsidized by the Government of
Venezuela (57 F.R. 38482, August 25, 1992) and that such imports from
Kazakhstan, China, Russia, Ukraine, and Venezuela are being, or are likely to
be, sold in the United States at less than fair value (LTFV) (57 F.R. 52759,
November 5, 1992; 57 F.R. 61876, December 29, 1992), the U.S. International
Trade Commission instituted investigation No. 303-TA-23 2 (Final) (concerning
Venezuela) on August 21, 1992, investigation No. 731-TA-567 (Final)
(concerning China) on November 5, 1992, and investigations Nos. 731-TA-566 and
568-570 (Final) (concerning Kazakhstan, Russia, Ukraine, and Venezuela,
respectively) on December 21, 1992. These investigations were instituted
under sections 303 and 735(b) of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. SS 1303 and
1673d(b)) to determine whether an industry in the United States is materially
injured or threatened with material injury, or the establishment of an
industry in the United States is materially retarded, by reason of imports of
such merchandise. Notices of the institution of the Commission's
investigations and of a public hearing to be held in connection therewith was
posted in the Office of the Secretary, U.S. International Trade Commission,
Washington, DC, and published in the Federal Register on September 11, 1992
(57 F.R. 41777), December 2, 1992 (57 F.R. 57076), and December 29, 1992 (57
F.R. 61919). Copies of the Federal Register notices are presented in appendix
A. The hearing was held in Washington, DC, on January 22, 1993. A list of
participants in the hearing is presented in appendix B.
In its final determination concerning investigation No. 731-TA-567, as
published in the Federal Register on January 21, 1993 (58 F.R. 5356), Commerce
determined that imports of ferrosilicon from China are being, or are likely to
be, sold in the United States at LTFV. Commerce's Federal Register notice is
presented in appendix A. The applicable statute directs that the Commission
make its final determination within 120 days after an affirmative preliminary
determination by Commerce or 45 days after an affirmative final determination
by Commerce (whichever is later), or in this case (i.e., concerning China) by
1 For purposes of these investigations, the subject product is
ferrosilicon, a ferroalloy generally containing, by weight, not less than 4
percent iron, more than 8 percent but not more than 96 percent silicon, not
more than 10 percent chromium, not more than 30 percent manganese, not more
than 3 percent phosphorus, less than 2.75 percent magnesium, and not more than
10 percent calcium or any other element. Ferrosilicon is classified in
subheadings 7202.21.10, 7202.21.50, 7202.21.75, 7202.21.90, and 7202.29.00 of
the Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United States (HTS).
2 Venezuela is not a signatory of the General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade (GATT) subsidies code and thus is not "under the Agreement" pursuant to
sec. 70l(b) of the act. However, Venezuela has been accorded an injury
investigation under sec. 303 of the act for those articles that are free of
duty (whether under the GSP or under subheading 7202.29.00).
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March 4, 1993. The Commission voted on this investigation on February 23,
1993. Commerce is scheduled to make its final determinations regarding
investigations Nos. 731-TA-566 and 568~569 (concerning Kazakhstan, Russia, and
Ukraine) by March 2, 1993 and investigations Nos. 303-TA-23 and 731-TA-565 and
570 (concerning Argentina 3 and Venezuela) by May 3, 1993.
These investigations result from a petition filed by AIMCOR, Pittsburgh,
PA; Alabama Silicon, Inc., Bessemer, AL; American Alloys, Inc., Pittsburgh,
PA; Globe Metallurgical, Inc., Cleveland, OH; Silicon Metaltech, Inc.,
Seattle, ~A; Oil, Chemical & Atomic Workers Union (local 389); United
Autoworkers of America Union (locals 523 and 12646); and United Steelworkers
of America Union (locals 2528, 3081, and 5171) on May 22, 1992. In response
to that petition the Commission instituted investigations Nos. 303-TA-23 and
731-TA-565-570 (Preliminary) under sections 303 and 733 of the Tariff Act of
1930 (19 U.S.C. SS 1303 and 1673b(a)) and, on July 6, 1992, determined that
there was a reasonable indication of such material injury.
Institution of Investigations Nos. 731-TA-641-642 (Preliminary)
On January 12, 1993, petitions were filed with the Commission and
Commerce by counsel on behalf of the same companies and unions mentioned
above, alleging that an industry in the United States is materially injured,
or is threatened with material injury, or the establishment of an industry in
the United States is materially retarded, by reason of imports of ferrosilicon
from Brazil and Egypt that are allegedly being sold in the United States at
LTFV. Accordingly, effective January 12, 1993, the Commission instituted
investigations Nos. 731-TA-641-642 (Preliminary), under section 733(a) of the
Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. S 1673(a)) to determine whether there is a
reasonable indication that an industry in the United States is materially
injured, or is threatened with material injury, or that the establishment of
an industry in the United States is materially retarded, by reason of the
allegedly LTFV imports of ferrosilicon into the United States.
Notice of the institution of these investigations and of a conference to
be held in connection therewith was given by posting copies of the notice in
the Office of the Secretary, U.S. International Trade Commission, Washington,
DC, and by publishing the notice in the Federal Register of January 21, 1993
(58 F.R. 5413). Commerce published its notice of initiation in the Federal
Register of February 8, 1993 (58 F.R. 7529). Copies of the Federal Register
notices are presented in appendix A. The conference was held on February 3,
In investigation No. 731-TA-565, Commerce preliminarily determined that
imports of ferrosilicon from Argentina are not being, and are not likely to
be, sold in the United States at LTFV (57 F.R. 61874, December 29, 1992).
While the Commission has not instituted a final investigation concerning
imports from Argentina because of Commerce's negative preliminary
determination, such imports are still "subject to investigation" for purposes
of section 1677 (7)(C)(iv)(I) of the act. Accordingly, available information
on such products is presented throughout this report. The term "subject
countries" in this report refers to the countries in investigations which the
Commission has instituted to date.
3
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1993, and the Commission's vote in these investigations was held on February
23, 1993. A list of the participants at the conference is presented in
appendix B. The statute directs that the Commission make its determinations
in these investigations within 45 days after receipt of the petition, or by
February 26, 1993.
A summary of the data collected in all investigations covered by this
report is presented in appendix C.
Previous Commission Investigations Concerning Ferrosilicon
On January 24, 1984, the Commission determined, pursuant to the Trade.
Act of 1974, that market disruption did not exist as a result of imports of
ferrosilicon from the USSR. 4 Although the Commission noted that imports of
ferrosilicon from the USSR were increasing rapidly and that domestic
ferrosilicon producers were suffering material injury, it. determined that the
imports were not a significant cause of material injury or threat thereof.

THE PRODUCT
Description and Uses
Ferrosilicon is an alloy of iron and silicon used primarily by steel
producers and iron casters, as discussed below. Although the product subject
to investigation encompasses ferrosilicon containing from 4 percent to
96 percent silicon, in practice the product is sold within a few set ranges of
silicon content. The most common are ferrosilicon 50 and ferrosilicon 75,
·
which in 1991 accounted for 53 percent and 42 percent of total U.S. apparent
consumption, respectively. By industry standards, ferrosilicon 50 contains
between 47 percent and 51 percent silicon. Similarly, ferrosilicon 75
contains 74 percent to 79 percent silicon. Silvery pig iron, which has a
silicon content under 25 percent, accounted for 4 percent of total U.S.
apparent consumption during 1991. The remaining 1 percent of apparent
consumption of ferrosilicon was accounted for by specialty grades, which
include ferrosilicon 65 and proprietary grades.
The Commission's questionnaires requested data on U.S. shipments and
imports by two product categories; low-silicon-content and high-siliconcontent. These product categories were defined according to HTS
classifications, so official statistics of the U.S. Department of Commerce
could be used for imports from non-subject sources. The low-silicon-content
category, inclusive of ferrosilicon 50 and silvery pig iron, is defined as
ferrosilicon containing by weight more than 8 percent but not more than 55
percent of silicon. The high-silicon-content category is ferrosilicon
containing by weight more than 55 percent but not more than 96 percent of
silicon. It includes ferrosilicon 65 and ferrosilicon 75.
4 Ferrosilicon from the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics:
Determination
of the Commission in Investigation No. TA-406-10, USITC Publication 1484,
February 1984.
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In addition to s,ilicon content, ferrosilicon is sold according to the
presence of other elements, some of which are considered impurities and others
of which are considered enhancements. Elements that are considered impurities
(e.g. phosphorus, sulfur, and aluminum) must be kept under set percentages in
order for the ferrosilicon to be useable. 5 Regular, or commodity, grade
f errosilicon generally has close to the maximum allowable amount of the
undesired elements. Ferrosilicon with substantially lower amounts of these
elements is referred to as high-purity. One high-purity grade that is common
is low-aluminum ferrosilicon, which, for ferrosilicon 50, would contain a
maximum of 0.4 percent aluminum, as opposed to a maximum of 1.25 percent for
regular grade ferrosilicon 50. Foundry grade ferrosilicon, specified for cast
, iron applications, has a minimum amount of calcium or other minor elements.
Regular, high-purity, and foundry grades of ferros~licon are considered
standard grades, as distinct from specialty grades.
Specialty grades include ferrosilicon with specific percentages of
supplemental minor elements (e.g., chromium, copper) that add desired
properties to the ferrosilicon. Because specialty grades were often designed
by ferrosilicon producers to meet the needs of a particular application, many
have trademark protection, and are sold as proprietary grades. By convention,
specialty grades also refer to ferrosilicon that is neither ferrosilicon 50
nor ferrosilicon 75, such as ferrosilicon 65.
Another characteristic that is specified in the sale of ferrosilicon is
size. 6 Size is important because it affects the performance of the ferrosilicon. Lumps are generally preferred over fines. Lumps added for
deoxidizing purposes to the furnace are generally large, since they are heavy
enough to penetrate the layer of slag on top of the molten metal. Smaller
lumps are more commonly used for alloying purposes in the ladle, where they
are dissolved more quickly. Fines are less desirable than lumps because it is
more difficult to recover the silicon content in them. To overcome this,
fines are often shaped in a mold and held together by a binding agent to form
a briquette.
The principal use of ferrosilicon 50 and ferrosilicon 75 is as an
alloying agent in the production of steel and cast iron. When added to molten
steel, ferrosilicon can improve the finished product's strength, toughness,
corrosion resistance, and magnetic properties. Similarly, when added to
molten iron, ferrosilicon makes the cast iron softer, more machineable, and
heat- and corrosion-resistant. Besides its role as an alloying agent,
ferrosilicon serves other functions. It is used by steelmakers as a

Many of the more common limits for the content of impurities are set by
the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM).
6 Sizes vary from 8" by 4" to 1/4" by down.
"Down," when used as minimum
size, means that a high percentage (15 to 20 percent) of the material can pass
through a small sieve. For example, in 4" by down ferrosilicon, "down" refers
to a minimum dimension of 1/4"; in 1 by down product, "down" may have no
minimum size dimension. (Petition, p. 10.)
5
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deoxidizer 7 and a reducing agent, 8 and by cast iron producers as an inoculant. 9
The function that the ferrosilicon actually serves depends on several factors,
including its grade, size, and the stage in the process in which it is added
to the molten metal.
Within the steel industry, ferrosilicon is most commonly used in the
production of stainless and heat-resisting steels. Although these grades make
up less than 5 percent of total production of steel, they accounted for about
47 percent of the consumption of ferrosilicon by the steel industry in 1990.
Ferrosilicon also provides the desired magnetic properties for the production
of electric sheet steels.
Steel and iron producers have the technical capability to use either
grade of ferrosilicon in their production process, with some producers more
readily able than others to use either grade. 10 The decision to use a
specific grade is initially made by comparing costs on a per-unit-of-silicon
basis. Once a grade is selected, however, switching is infrequent as it
involves costs that are normally greater than the potential savings of using a
new, cheaper grade. When a steel or cast iron producer switches ferrosilicon
grades, all the steelmaking or ironmaking ingredients are affected and must be
adjusted. Although computers help producers make the necessary changes, in
practice it may take plant operators several days before they can run the
furnace efficiently or produce iron or steel to tight metallurgical
specifications. Frequent switching also runs the risk of confusing plant
operators, who, by inadvertently adding one grade of ferrosilicon instead of
the other, could ruin an entire heat of iron or steel. Furthermore, as
ferrosilicon represents a small part of the total cost of steelmaking (see
"Prices" section), the potential savings from the switch is generally minor.
However, if the gap in the price for ferrosilicon 50 and ferrosilicon 75 (on a per-unit-of-silicon basis) becomes wide, and the gap appears
likely to last for more than a brief period, switching becomes more likely.
The threshold point is difficult to define, as it varies from one producer to
another. However, the gap in ferrosilicon 50 and ferrosilicon 75 prices has
generally been below that threshold in recent years, as ferrosilicon producers
and steel industry representatives report few instances of switching.

7 When ferrosilicon is added to the molten steel, silicon combines with
oxygen, thereby reducing the oxygen content to a minimum. The presence of
oxygen can result in the presence of undesired bubbles in the solidified
steel.
8 When ferrosilicon is added to molten steel, some of the silicon reduces
the metal oxides present in the layer of slag floating on the top of the bath.
The silicon combines with the oxygen, allowing desired materials, such as
chromium, to sink into the bath.
9 As an inoculant, ferrosilicon changes the graphite structure of the iron,
resulting in a softer and more machineable cast iron product.
10 In limited applications, ferrosilicon 50 cannot substitute for
ferrosilicon 75. For example, in argon oxygen decarburization (AOD) furnaces
used for specialty steelmaking, ferrosilicon 50 introduces too many
contaminants to be useful. ***• telephone conversation, June 16, 1992.
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Outside of the steel and cast iron industries, consumption of ferrosilicon is relatively minor, with such uses accounting for an estimated 16
percent of total apparent consumption. 11 Producers of magnesium, nickel,
ferrovanadium, and metallic sodium all use small quantities of ferrosilicon.
Applications for silvery pig iron are limited. In most cases, it is
used in the production of gray cast iron. 12 Some foundries prefer silvery pig
iron to ferrosilicon 50 because silvery pig iron has unique magnetic
properties that facilitate handling. Silvery pig iron in a finely ground form
is also u~ed for its magnetic properties in the separation of heavy and medium
ores (e.g., fluorite, barite) from waste materials.
Production Processes
Ferrosilicon is produced by smelting iron and silicon in a submergedarc electric furnace, 13 in which large carbon electrodes extend into the
furnace and supply the electrical energy needed to produce high
temperatures. 14 The iron comes in the form of iron or steel scrap, whereas
the silicon content comes from silica (Si02 ) in the form of quartzite. These
are combined in the furnace together with a carbonaceous material (e.g., lowash coal, petroleum coke, or coal char) and wood chips or other bulking
agents, which give the furnace mixture the desired porosity to allow an even
flow of the reactant gases. The submerged-arc furnace can either be covered
or open. While open furnaces burn off carbon monoxide as a by-product,
covered furnaces recover the gas and use it as a source of power for furnace
operation. By reducing energy consumption, covered furnaces can lower
operating costs. For technical reasons, however, furnaces used in the
production of ferrosilicon 75 cannot be covered. 15
As the submerged-arc furnace reaches its operating temperature, the
carbon from the coal or coke separates the quartzite's silicon from its
oxygen, leaving the silicon to combine with the iron from the scrap to form
ferrosilicon, and the oxygen to combine with the carbon to form carbon
monoxide as a by-product gas. 16

Estimated based on statistics of Clark R. Neuharth, Bureau of Mines,
Ferroalloys: Annual Report 1990, April 1992, p. 22.
12 Gray iron is distinguished from other cast iron (ductile, malleable) by
the presence of flake graphite. It accounts for approximately 60 percent of
cast iron produced in the United States.
13 Ferrosilicon can be produced in either blast furnaces or submerged-arc
electric furnaces. All the domestic producers use electric furnaces.
14 Because of the tremendous quantity of electricity required to run
ferrosilicon furnaces (50 million kilowatt hours of energy consumed each month
by American Alloys' facility), new air pollution control standards resulting
in the higher cost of electricity have increased the cost of producing
ferrosilicon in the United States. (Transcript of the Commission's conference
in investigations Nos. 303-TA-23 and 731-TA-565-570 (Conference TR), p. 15.)
15 Conference TR, p. 125.
16 The basic chemical reaction is as follows: Si0 2 + 2C + Fe - -> FeSi + 2CO.
11
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As molten ferrosilicon accumulates in the furnace, it is drawn off into
ll:dles (figure 1). While in the ladle, the molten ferrosilicon may undergo
further refinement. Because the raw materials frequently contain elements
that are considered impurities, oxygen or lime sand may be injected into the
mixture, where they combine with the unwanted elements (e.g., aluminum,
ca'icium) to form slag. However, oxygen and lime sand will not.combine with
other unwanted elements (e.g., manganese, titaniWI!, and chromium), so it is
essential that the raw materials be carefully selected. After the
ferrosilicon undergoes any necessary refinement in the ladle, it is poured
into cast iron molds or onto a bed of ferrosiU.con fines, where it is
cooled. 17 'The solidified product ~s then crushed into the size required by
customers. Both lumps (standard sizes) and fines (small, nonstandard sizes)
are produced in the crushing operation. One alternative to the casting and
crushing operation is the pouring of the ~o+ten ferrosilicon into a high- .
powered water stream. The force and cooling effect of the water forces the
molten material to solidify into uniform chunks.
Figure 1
Ferrosilicon:
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17 In the case of silvery pig iron, ferrosilicon is cast into small blocks
of standard size, typically weighing 12.5 pounds. The blocks are referred to
as piglets.
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.Substitute Products
There are few substitute products for ferrosilicon. Those that
generally exist either cost more, introduce undesired elements, or both. The
usefulness of ferrosillcon lies in the contained silicon. Iron only serves as
the carrier. For cast iron and steel applications, iron is the ideal carrier
because when the ferrosilicon is added to the bath, the iron blends into the
molten metal, which is itself iron-based. ·'When silicon is carried by other
materials, the carrier material often is a contaminant . . For example, silicon
carbide, an alloy of silicon and carbon, is rarely used in the steel industry
because carbon is a contaminant for steel. It is, however, used by cast iron
producers, for whom the presence of c~rbon presents less of a problem.
Silicomanganese is an alloy that can substitute simultaneously for
ferrosilicon and ferromanganese. Because manganese and silicon are the most
common alloying agents in the steel industry, applications t~at make use of
both are common. The decision to use silicomanganese in place of ferrosilicon
and ferromanganese is basically made on the basis of cost, i.e., whichever is
cheaper on a per-unit silicon and per-unit manganese basis. However,
producers generally prefer to work with ferrosilicon and ferromanganese
separately, since they alone are sufficient to meet all their silicon and
manganese requirements. 18
Silicon metal, which contains 96 percent or more of silicon, is
generally not an economical substitute for ferrosilicon 50 or ferrosilicon 75, since the cost per unit of silicon is ·substantially higher in
silicon metal. 19
Other elements and ferroalloys that may also substitute for ferrosilicon
include ferrochrome silicon and ferromanganese silicon (as alloys), and
aluminum and ferromanganese (as deoxidizers). In practice, these products
rarely substitute for ferrosilicon.because they are more expensive. In
addition, for certain steels, using aluminum for deoxidizing would increase
the aluminum content to unacceptable levels. 20 With respect to inoculation,
research has resulted in the discovery of other elements besides silicon that
serve inoculant functions, specifically calcium, aluminum, and strontium. The
use of these substitutes is limited, however, by cost considerations and
negative side effects. For example, although calcium is a more effective
inoculant than silicon, it can cause the formation of slag and waste product,
which are undesirable. 21

18

***• telephone conversation, June 15, 1992.
***• telephone conversation, June 15, 1992.

Steel producers would
substitute silicon metal for ferrosilicon only if the grade of steel had a
specified maximum for iron. This application is limited.
20 *** interview.
21 Elkem, The Inoculation of Gray Cast Irons, p. 10.
19
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U.S. Tariff Treatment
U.S. imports of ferrosilicon containing by weight more than 55 percent
but not more than 80 percent of silicon are classified in subheadings
7202.21.10 and 7202.21.50 of the HTS. The most-favored-nation (MFN) (col. !general) rates of duty, applicable to products of Brazil, China, Egypt,
Venezuela, Russia, Ukraine, and all other MFN countries, are 1.1 and 1.5
percent ad valorem, respectively. Such imports of ferrosilicon from Egypt and
Venezuela may be eligible for duty-free entry under the Generalized System of
Preferences (GSP), based on importer request and a showing that shipments
qualify. Imports classified under these HTS subheadings from Brazil are not
eligible for GSP duty-free entry. The duty applied to imports from Kazakhstan
is the column 2 rate of duty of 11.5 percent ad valorem under both
subheadings.
The rates of duty for ferrosilicon containing by weight more than 80
percent but not more than 90 percent of silicon (HTS subheading 7202.21.75)
are 1.9 percent ad valorem under column 1-general and 9 percent ad valorem
under column 2. Similarly, the rates of duty for ferrosilicon containing by
weight more than 90 percent of silicon (HTS subheading 7202.21.90) are 5.8
percent ad valorem under column 1-general and 40 percent under column 2. For
these two subheadings, imports are not eligible for duty-free entry under the
GSP. Thus, Brazil, China, Egypt, Russia, Ukraine, and Venezuela are subject
to the column 1-general rates of duty and Kazakhstan is subject to the column
2 rates.
U.S. imports of all other ferrosilicon from countries entitled to the
column 1-general duty rate enter unconditionally free of duty under subheading
7202.29.00. The column 2 rate of duty is 4.4 cents per kilogram on silicon
content, and is applicable to imports from Kazakhstan.
THE NATURE AND EXTENT OF SUBSIDIES AND SALES AT LTFV
Subsidies
Effective August 25, 1992, Commerce preliminarily determined that
Fesilven, presently Venezuela's only ferrosilicon producer, received benefits
which constituted bounties or grants within the meaning of section 303 of the
Tariff Act of 1930. Commerce found that Fesilven received preferential power
rates and export bonds, which resulted in an estimated net subsidy of 4.97
percent ad valorem.
Although Venezuela is not a "country under the agreement" pursuant to
section 70l(b) of the act, the Commission is conducting a countervailing duty
investigation pursuant to section 303 of the act because ferrosilicon from
Venezuela can enter the United States free of duty under HTS subheadings
7202.21.10, 7202.21.50, and 7202.29.00. There have been no imports from
Venezuela of ferrosilicon under the two HTS subheadings, 7202.21.75 and
7202.21.90, for which imports cannot enter free of duty.
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Sales at LTFV
Brazil
In assessing LTFV margins, the' petitioners calculated foreign market
value (FMV) based on both constructed value and Brazilian home market prices.
The petitioners based the FMV on constructed value because of the. limited
availability of Brazilian home market price data and the allegations that
Brazilian producers are selling below the cost of production in their domestic
market. '!'.he petitioners calculated LTFV margins of between 13.07 percent and
23.45 percent if FMV is based on home market sales and at margins of between
64.17 percent and 89.52 percent if FMV is based on constructed value.
Commerce recalculated margins based on constructed value to be between 24.43
percent and 34.73 percent. Commerce is scheduled to make its preliminary
determination by June 21, 1993.
China
On the basis of best information available, Commerce determined that
imports of ferrosilicon from China are being, or are likely to be, sold in the
United States at LTFV. Accordingly, effective January 21, 1993, Commerce
directed the U.S. Customs Service to suspend liquidation of all entries of
ferrosilicon from China. Customs requires a cash deposit or the posting of a
bond equal to Commerce's determination, which in this case is 137.73 percent.
Egypt
Basing U.S. price (USP) on monthly weighted-average Customs unit values
for ferrosilicon classified under HTS subheading 7202.21.5000 and FMV on
Egyptian home market prices, the petitioners allege that the Egyptian producer
is exporting ferrosilicon to the United States at LTFV margins of between
52.41 percent and 90.50 percent. Commerce is scheduled to make.its
preliminary determination by June 21, 1993.
Kazakhstan, Russia, and Ukraine
On December 29, 1992, the Commission received notice from Commerce of
its affirmative preliminary determination of sales at less than fair value of
ferrosilicon from Kazakhstan, Russia, and Ukraine. Because the respondents
were unable to produce the information requested in a timely manner, Commerce
determined to use best information available in their calculation of the
dumping margin. As alleged in the petition, Commerce preliminarily determined
margins to be 104.18 percent for all three countries. Commerce also found
that critical circumstances exist for such imports. A finding of critical
circumstances means that suspension of liquidation will apply to all entries
of ferrosilicon from Kazakhstan, Russia, or Ukraine that are entered, or
withdrawn from warehouse, for consumption on or after August 30, 1992.

Venezuela
On the basis of comparisons of USP and FMV, Commerce preliminarily
determined on December 18, 1992, that imports of ferrosilicon from Venezuela
are being, or are likely to be, sold in the United States at LTFV. Basing the
USP on packed f .o.b. prices to unrelated customers and FMV on packed f .o.t.
(free on truck) prices to unrelated customers in the home market, Commerce
preliminarily determined dumping margins (in percent) as follows:
Manufacturer/exporter

Margin

CVG-Fesilven ............................. 1.49
All others. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1. 49

THE U.S. MARKET
Apparent U.S. Consumption
The demand for ferrosilicon is directly tied to the steel and foundry
industries. Although the United States is the third largest steel producer in
the world, weak demand from the construction, automotive, and appliance
sectors contributed to a decline in steel output from 1989 to 1991. The steel
industry had experienced high growth.in 1988, but production decreased in 1989
as the rate of general economic growth slowed.
Technological advances in the composition and production processes of
cast irons have contributed to a decline in cast iron production starting in
the mid-1970s. Through improved design and metallurgical. composit;ions, it is
possible to produce much thinner and lighter castings with the same or even
improved levels of performance. Ductile iron has replaced some of the
traditional grades of cast iron in applications where a lighter casting is
preferred.
·
Data on apparent consumption of ferrosilicon based on U.S. producers'
shipments and U.S. imports are presented in table 1. Total U.S. consumption,
by quantity, decreased by 13.0 percent from 1989 to 1991, but increased 25.7
percent between the interim periods. In terms of value, total reported U.S.
consumption fell by 31.9 percent from 1989 to 1991, but rose by 11.5 percent
from January-September 1991 to January-September 1992. Data on apparent
consumption based on U.S. producers' and U.S. importers' shipments are
presented in table 2. As indicated, apparent consumption (by quantity)
decreased 12.1 percent from 1989 to 1991, but rose 10.8 percent between the
interim periods.
Apparent U.S. consumption by product grade is presented in table 3. In
terms of quantity, the low-silicon-content grade averaged *** percent of total
consumption during 1989-91 and*** percent in January-September 1992. In
terms of value, the low-silicon-content grade accounted for an average of ***
percent of total U.S. consumption during 1989-91 and *** percent in JanuarySeptember 1992. Imports from Kazakhstan, Russia, and Ukraine were
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Table 1
Ferrosilicon: U.S. shipments of domestic product, U.S. imports, and apparent
U.S. consumption, 1 1989-91, Januafy-September 1991, and January-September 1992
Item

19-89

1990

Jan. -SeJ2t. -1991
1992

1991

Quantity {silicon-content short tons)
Producers' U.S. shipments
U.S. imports from-Brazil
China . . .
Egypt . . .
Kazakhstan
Russia
Ukraine . .
Venezuela .
Subtotal
Argentina .
Subtotal
Other sources
Total . . .
Apparent consumption

246,632

219,185

188,024

138' 897

119,790

13,435

30,063

11,700

5,924

44, 118

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

21,624

26,585

32,979

17,197

11,703

7,718

5,432

7,829

6,487

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

44i642

·***
***

***

47,883

***
***

***

0

43,917

28,639

41,765

***
***

***
***

***
***

Value Cl, 000 dollars)
Producers' U.S. shipments
U.S. imports from-Brazil
China . . .
Egypt . . .
Kazakhstan
Russia
Ukraine . .
Venezuela .
Subtotal
Argentina .
Subtotal
Other sources
Total . . .
Apparent consumption

254,143

192,402

156,341

117,364

96,467

12,055

20,952

7,001

3,904

26,909

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

20,819

***

. 8, Jl2

***

16,811

***

3,676

***

21,561

***

4,827

***

11,309

7,330

***

***

4,005

***

0

***

41,035

39,104

36,088

24,217

32,124

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

1 The data in the table are for 10 producers and 25 importers, accounting
for 100 percent of U.S. producers' U.S. shipments and 100 percent of U.S.
imports from the subject countries and Argentina. U.S. imports from all other
sources were compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department of
Commerce.

Source: Compiled from data sub1dtted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission and from official statistics of the U.S.
Department of Commerce.
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Table 2
Ferrosilicon: U.S. shipments of domestic product, U.S. shipments of imports,
and apparent U.S. consumption, 1 1989-91, January-September 1991, .and
January-September 1992 ·
Item

1989

1990

Jan. -SeI!t. - 1991
1992

1991

Quantity (silicon-content short tons)
Producers' U.S. shipments .
Importers' U.S. shipments:
Brazil
China . . .
Egypt . . .
Kazakhstan
Russia
Ukraine . .
Venezuela .
Subtotal
Argentina .
Subtotal
Other sources
Total . . .
·.
Apparent consumption

246,632

219,185

188,024

138,897

119,790

10,076

21, 720

21,125

13,757

30,174

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

17,678

29,187

27,314

17,093

***

***

***

***

7,120

***

4,886

***

4,675

***

2,557

***

18,594

***

2,752

***

44,642

47,883

43,917

28,639

41,765

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

Value (1,000 dollars)
Producers' U.S. shipments .
Importers' U.S. shipments:
Brazil
China . . .
Egypt . . .
Kazakhstan
Russia
Ukraine . .
Venezuela .
Subtotal
Argentina .
..
Subtotal
Other sources
Total . . .
Apparent consumption

254,143

192,402

156,341

117,364

96,467

8,199

16,784

15,739

10,510

19,192

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

18,827

***

6,585

***

22,114

***

3,893

***

19,605

***

3,664

***

12,409

***

2,166

***

12,698

***

1,873

***

41,035

39,104

36,088

24,217

32,124

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

1 The data in the table are for 10 producers and 25 importers, accounting
for 100 percent of U.S. producers' U.S. shipments and 100 percent of U.S.
imports from the subject countries and Argentina. Since shipments for all
other source~ are not available, imports compiled from official statistics of
the U.S. be'partment of Commerce were used.

Source:

Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
Trade Commission and from official statistics of the U.S.
l>eptrtment o~ Commerce.
tht~rnational
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Table 3
Ferrosilicon: U.S. shipments of domestic product, U.S. imports, and apparent
U.S. consumption, 1 by product categories, 1989-91, January-September 1991, and
January-September 1992
Item

1989

1990

Jan. -Sept. -1991
1992

1991

Quantity (silicon-content short tons)
Low silic~n content:
Producers• U.S. shipments
U.S. imports from-Brazil
China . . .
Egypt2
Kazakhstan
Russia
Ukraine
Venezuela
S\lbtotal
Argentina .
Subtotal
Other sources
Total .
.
Apparent consUJllption
High silicon content:
Producers• U.S. shipments
U.S. imports from-Brazil
China . .
Egypt3
Kazakhstan"
Russia" .
tlkraine . . .
Venezuela .
Subtotal
Argentina .
Subtotal
Other sources
Total . . .
Apparent consumption

142,301

132,361

114,573

83,424

73,669

1,452

1,826

2,165

565

2,395

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***

0

***
0

***

676

1 350

1 350

***

***

***

0

0

***

***

0

***

0

0

***

4.969

. 7. 998

2.059

1.460

2.226

·***
***

***
***

***
***

***
*.**

***
***

103,804

86,358

72 937

54,964

45,935

· 11,982

28,237

9,536

5,359

41, 723

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
*fr*

***
***
***
***
***

Footnotes appear at end of table.

I

'

21. 624

25.909

31.628

15.846

11.703

***

***

***

***

***

7 718

***

5 432

***

7 829

***

6 487

***

0

***

39.673

39.884

41. 857

27,17.9

39.539

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***
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Table 3--Continued
Ferrosilicon: U.S. shipments of domestic product, U.S. imports, and apparent
U.S. consumption, 1 by product categories, 1989-91, January-September 1991, and
January-September 1992
Item

1989

1990

Jan.-Sept.-1991
1992

1991

Value (1.000 dollars)
Low silicon content:
Producers' U.S. shipments
U.S. imports from-Brazil
China . .
Egypt2
Kazakhstan
Russia
Ukraine
Venezuela
Subtotal
Argentina
Subtotal
Other sources
Total . . .
Apparent consumption
High silicon content:
Producers' U.S. shipments
U.S. imports from-Brazil
China
.
Egypt 3
Kazakhstan4
Russia4
Ukraine
Venezuela
Subtotal
Argentina .
Subtotal
Other sources
Total .
.
Apparent consumption

138,300

113 ,401

92,644

68,253

57,952

907
***
***
***
***
***

1,039
***
***
***
***
***
723
***

906
***
***
***
***
***
801
***

251
***
***
***
***
***
801
***

1,106
***
***
***
***
***

0

***

0

***

0

0

0

0

0

***
5.002
"***
***

***
7.360
***
***

***
2.599
***
***

***
1.851
***
***

***
2.054
***
***

115,410

78,647

63,306

48, 721

38,369

11,148
***
***
***
***
***
20.819
***
8.312
***
36.033
***
***

19,913
***
***
***
***
***
16.088
***
3.676
***
31. 744
***
***

6,095
***
***
***
***
***
20.760
***
4.857
***
33.490
***
***

3,653
***
***
***
***
***
10.508
***
4.005
***
22.366
***
***

25,803
***
***
***
***
***
7.330
***
0

***
30.070
***
***

1 The data in the table are for 10 producers and 25 importers, accounting
for 100 percent of U.S. producers' U.S. shipments and 100 percent of U.S.
imports from the subject countries and Argentina. U.S. imports for all other
sources were compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department of
Commerce.
2 All imports from Egypt reported in the low-silicon-content category were
slag.
3 Imports from Egypt in the high-silicon-content category were as follows:
ferrosilicon 65 (***percent), off-spec fines (***percent), and ferrosilicon
75 (***percent).
4 All of Minerais' imports in the high-silicon-content category from
Kazakhstan and Russia were ferrosilicon 65.

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission and from official statistics of the U.S.
Department of Commerce.
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predominately ferrosilicon 50, which is a low-silicon-content grade. 22 The
low-silicon-content category imported from Kazakhstan, Russia, Ukraine, and
Venezuela, by quantity, accounted for an average of *** percent of the lowsilicon-content market during 1989-91 and *** percent during January-September
1992. In comparison, the U.S. producers accounted for an average of ***
percent of the low-silicon-content market during 1989-91 and *** percent during
January-September 1992.
The high-silicon-content category accounted for an average of ***
percent, in terms of quantity, of U.S. apparent consumption during 1989-91 and
*** percent in January-September 1992. In ~erms of value, the high-siliconcontent category accounted for an average of *** percent during 1989-91 and ***
percent in January-September 1992. Brazil, China, and Venezuela export
predominantly ferrosilicon 75, which is in the high-silicon-content category.
In terms of quantity, the Brazilian product accounted for an average of ***
percent of the high-silicon-content .market during 1989-91 and *** percent
during January-September 1992. Venezuela's share in the high-silicon-content
market was *** percent during 1989-91 and *** percent during the 1992 interim
period. In comparison, China's share in the high-silicon-content market was
*** percent during 1989-91 and *** percent during January-September 1992.
Egypt's exports have been primarily off-specification material. In the
low-silicon-content market, Egypt exports a by-product which is the direct
result of tapping ferrosilicon from the furnaces and cleaning the build-up from
the ladles. The slag produced from tapping the furnaces contains varying
degrees of ferrosilicon, with the silicon content taking several forms, such as
silicon carbide, silicon dioxide, unreduced quartz, and to a lesser degree the
desired metallic silicon. Consequently, a large portion of the material does
not contain any recoverable silicon ;and is discarded. Sometimes, the metallic
silicon is hidden inside and is only visible after the pieces are crushed.
Mixed in with the slag is what the industry characterizes as "rake
outs." Rake outs refer to the ferrosilicon that adheres to and remains in the
ladles when ferrosilicon is poured from the ladle into the molds. The buildup is recovered and then .sold to distributor/processors. 23
In the high-silicon-content category, Egypt has exported ferrosilicon
75, ferrosilicon 65, and off-spec fines.· ***
As reported by Efaco, it does
not produce ferrosilicon 65_ intentionally, but rather its production is a
result of below-standard furnace operations, raw material problems, and power
variations. Thus, the ferrosilicon 65 is not produced to meet certain silicon
content ranges, but is merely combined with other off-spec ferrosilicon to form
a mixture that as a whole has a silicon content most similar to .ferrosilicon
65. The remainder of Efaco 's exp.arts in the high-silicon-content market are
fines ***

22
23

***
***

(Minerais' postconference brief, exhibit 4, p. 5.)
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U.S. Producers
There are 10 firms known to have produced ferrosilicon during the period
of investigation. The Commission sent producer questionnaires to these firms
and received complete responses from all 10. The names of the producers, the
location of their manufacturing facilities, each firm's share of reported
production in 1991, and the position each firm has taken with respect to the
petitions are presented in table 4.
Table 4
Ferrosilicon: U.S. producers and their plant locations, shares of reported
production in 1991, and position on the petitions
Plant
locations

Firm
AIMCOR
Alabama Silicon, Inc. 1
American Alloys, Inc.
Elkem Metals Company
Glenbrook Nickel 2 . •
Globe Metallurgical.
Keokuk Ferro-Sil, Inc.
Northwest Alloys, Inc. 3
Silicon Metaltech, Inc. 4 •
SKY Alloys, Inc. . . . .

Bridgeport, AL
Bessemer, AL
New Haven, WV
Ashtabula, OH
Alloy, WV
Riddle, OR
Beverly, OH
Keokuk, IA
Addy, WA
Rock Island, WA
Niagara Falls, NY
Calvert City, KY

Share of reported
production in
Position on
1991
the petition

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

Alabama Silicon, Inc. produced ferrosilicon ***
Glenbrook Nickel captively produced ferrosilicon until
ferronickel operations. It now purchases ferrosilicon from
3 Northwest Alloys captively produced ferrosilicon until
its use in magnesium production. ***
4 Silicon Metaltech produced ferrosilicon for *** before
furnace to produce silicon metal.

Supports
Supports
Supports

***
Opposes
Supports

***
***

Supports

***

1

2

1990 for its
Minerais.
November 1989 for
switching the

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
Accounting for *** percent of total U.S. production in 1991, Applied
Industrial Materials Corp. (AIMCOR), of Pittsburgh, PA, produces both
ferrosilicon 50 and 75 on one furnace at its Bridgeport, AL, facility. The
Bridgeport facility is part of a joint venture agreement with Allegheny Ludlum
Steel Corp. (Allegheny Ludlum). Under the terms of the arrangement, Allegheny
Ludlum is committed to purchase 25 percent of the ferrosilicon output. 24
AIMCOR shut down its Kimball, TN, plant in February 1987 because of a downturn

24

Conference TR, p. 31.
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in the steel industry. 25 The company assessed the possibility of reopening the
plant in 1989 but further company analysis showed that the expense of
renovating the plant could not be justified in light of current market
conditions. Even though the plant remains closed, the maintenance cost is
$100, 000 per year. 26
Alabama Silicon, Inc. started producing ferrosilicon in April 1990 at
its plant in Bessemer, AL. The Alabama Alloy Co. had operated the plant until
1981, when it exited the ferrosilicon business reportedly due to difficult
market co~ditions. ***. 27 Alabama Silicon accounted for *** percent of total
U.S. production in 1991.
American Alloys, Inc., of Pittsburgh, PA, produces a range of siliconbased products, including ferrosilicon; silicon metal, and magnesium
ferrosilicon, at its New Haven, WV, plant. After Foote Mineral Co. announced
its decision to close the plant in 1985, a coalition involving Foote employees
and other interested parties conducted a leveraged buy out of the plant to form
American Alloys. Operations began in early 1988 with three furnaces producing
a wide range of ferrosilicon products. 28 In September 1991, a fourth furnace
was commissioned to produce primarily silicon metal. 29 American Alloys
accounted for *** percent of to,tal U.S. production of ferrosilicon in 1991.
Elkem Metals Co. (Elkem), of Pittsburgh, PA, is a wholly owned
subsidiary of Elkem A/S of Norway. £lkem was *** U.S. producer of ferrosilicon
in 1991, accounting for *** percent of total U.S. production in that year.
***
Accounting for *** percent of the total U.S. imports of ferrosilicon in
1991, Elkem imports fro~***· ***
Glenbrook Nickel, of Spokane, WA, produced ferrosilicon from 1952 to
1990 at its plant in Riddle, .OR, mainly for its use in the production of
ferronickel. According ·to Eric Norton, Operations Manager, Glenbrook Nickel
stopped producing ferrosiiicon in early 1990 as a result of increasing employee
safety risks and maintena~ce costs associated with operating an old furnace.
In opposition to the petition, Glenbrook Nickel asserts that its furnace
shutdown had nothing to do with the allegedly unfairly traded imports. It
currently purchases its supply of ferrosilicon 50 from.Minerais U.S., Inc.
Accounting for*** percent of total U.S. production.in 1991, Globe
Metallurgical, Inc. (Globe), of Cleveland, OH, produces ferrosilicon at its
Beverly, OH, plant. ***
Globe produces silicon metal and magnesium
ferrosilicon in addition to ferrosilicon.
Keokuk Ferro-Sil, Inc. (Keokuk) was formed in December 1987 when a group
of former employees purchased Foote Mineral Co.'s Keokuk, IA, ferrosilicon
plant. Foote had announced the closure of the plant in September 1987.
Accounting for *** percent of total production in 1991, Keokuk produces
ferrosilicon 50, silvery pig iron, and pulverized silvery pig iron on two

25
26
27
28
29

Conference TR, p. 26.
Conference TR, p. 31.
***· telephone conversation, June 15, 1992.
Conference TR, p. 14.
***· conversation, June 9, 1992.
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f1.ccnaces. All production is distributed by Minerais U.S., the sole importer of
iP-r!'osilicon produced in Kazakhstan, Russia, and Ukraine. 30
Northwest Alloys, Inc., a wholly owned subsidiary of Alcoa, produced
:ferrosilicon at its plant in Addy, WA, until *** for its use in the production
of magnesium. Northwest Alloys ceased ferrosilicon production reportedly
because it was less expensive to purchase the product than to produce it.
***. 31
Since 1986, Silicon Metaltech, Inc. concentrated on silicon metal
productio~ with the exception of one furnace, ***· The furnace was repaired
and placed back on line February 1, 1990, producing silicon metal. Silicon
Metaltech's shipments of ferrosilicon were predominantly exports to ***
Since
June 1990, the company has been operating under Chapter 11 of the U.S.
Bankruptcy Code.
SKW Alloys, Inc. (SKW), of Niagara Falls, NY, is a wholly owned
subsidiary of SKW Trostberg AG of Germany. Operating at two plants in Niagara
Falls, NY, and Calvert City, KY, SKW is ***U.S. producer of ferrosilicon,
accounting for *** percent of total U.S. production in 1991. ***
U.S. Importers
Questionnaires were sent to 26 firms known to be importing ferrosilicon
from the subject countries. All but one firm responded to the Commission's
request for information.
***of the subject material was Minerais U.S., Inc., the sole importer
of ferrosilicon from Kazakhstan, Russia, and Ukraine. Minerais U.S. imports
via its parent company, SA des Minerais of Luxembourg, which has set up a joint
venture with the Kazakh producer, Ermok, to help it improve the quality of its
products. Minerais U.S. purchases a portion of SA des Minerais' imports from
Kazakhstan, Russia, and Ukraine for importation to the United States. 32 33 ***
Twenty-four importers have reported imports from Brazil, China, and/or
Venezuela, of which *** are the largest. Currently, *** is not importing
ferrosilicon because Fesilven cancelled its contract with the company in
1991. 34
Three U.S. producers imported ferrosilicon during the period of
investigation. ***

30
31
32
33
34

***
***·
***·
***
***·

(Minerais' postconference brief, exhibit 4, p. 7)
telephone conversation, June 15, 1992.
telephone conversation, June 18, 1992.
telephone conversation, June 18, 1992.
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Channels of Distribution
In the U.S. market, sales of ferrosilicon by U.S. producers and
importers are primarily made to end users. Accounting for 96 percent of total
U.S. ferrosilicon sales during 1991, the largest end use markets are the steel
and foundry industries. The following tabulation presents a summa:ry of the
channels of distribution used by U.S. producers and importers of ferrosilicon
in 1991 (in percent):
·
End users
Distributors
Share of U.S. producers' shipments made to .....
Importers:
Share of Argentine product shipped to ....... .
Share of Brazilian product shipped to ....... .
Share of Chinese product shipped to ......... .
Share of Egyptian product shipped to 1 • • • • • • • •
Share of Kazakh product shipped to .......... .
Share of Russian product shipped to ......... .
Share of Ukrainian product shipped to ..•.....
Share of Venezuelan product shipped to ...... .
Share of the imported product
shipped to ............................... .

82

18

***

***

***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***2
***
***2

76

24

83

17

80

20

1 No shipments were reported for 1991.
All shipments in 1992 were made to
distributor/processors.
2 Shipments to distributors of *** ferrosilicon were primarily to ***

The following tabulation presents data on the shares of total 1991
shipments to end users that went to steel producers, iron foundries, and other
users (in percent):
Steel
Iron
producers
foundries Other 1
Share of U.S. ·producers' shipments made to .... 51
49
Importers:
Share of Argentine product.shipped to 3...... ***·
***
***
Share of Brazilian product shipped to ....... 99
1
0
Share of Chinese product shipped to ......... ***
***
***
Share of Egyptian product shipped to 4....... ***
***
***
Share of Kazakh product shipped to .......... ***
***
***
Share of Russian product shipped to ......... ***
***
***
Share of Ukrainian product shipped to ....... ***
***
***
Share of Venezuelan product shipped to ...... ~9~9_____________,l~---------=O
Share of the imported product
18
shipped to. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 5
7
This category includes shipments to ferronickel and magnesium
producers.
2 Less than 0.5 percent.
1

3 ***·
4

No shipments of Egyptian ferrosilicon were sold directly to end users.
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*** percent of Minerais' shipments to distributors were sales to U.S.
ferrosilicon producers during 1991. U.S. ferrosilicon producers purchase
various grades of ferrosilicon in order to provide their customers with a
reliable source of supply of both grades of ferrosilicon. ***

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

CONSIDERATION OF ALLEGED MATERIAL INJURY
TO AN INDUSTRY IN THE UNITED STATES
The information provided in this section of the report is based on
responses to Commission questionnaires. Ten firms, accounting for 100 percent
of U.S. production of ferrosilicon during the period of investigation, provided
complete responses to the Commission '·s request for data.
U.S. Producers' Capacity, Production, and Capacity Utilization
As indicated in table 5, the U.S. producers' average-of-period capacity
to produce ferrosilicon decreased 5.5 percent from 1989 to 1991, and continued
to decline, by 7.2 percent, between the interim periods. The exits of Alabama
Silicon, Glenbrook Nickel, Northwest Alloys, and Silicon Metaltech contributed
to the decline in capacity. In addition to these exits, *** reduced its
capacity to produce ferrosilicon from *** silicon-content short tons in 1990 to
*** silicon-content short tons in 1991 when it switched *** to produce silicon
metal.
U.S. production decreased by 31.8 percent from 1989 to 1991, and
continued to decline, by 12.1 percent, between the interim periods. Accounting
for the fall in production from 1989 to 1991, four firms reported the
suspension of their ferrosilicon production and five firms reported temporary
or permanent shutdowns of furnaces producing ferrosilicon. *** was the only
firm not to report any disruption of its production of ferrosilicon during the
period for which data were collected. Of the four firms which ceased
production of ferrosilicon, Glenbrook Nickel and Northwest Alloys were captive
producers, manufacturing ferrosilicon solely for use in their production of
ferronickel and magnesium, respectively. Both companies currently purchase ***
material because it is more economical to purchase the subject product than to
produce it.
Silicon Metaltech and Alabama Silicon exited the ferrosilicon industry
in 1989 and 1991, respectively. Predominantly a silicon metal producer,
Silicon Metaltech manufactured ferrosilicon for ***· The furnace which was
used to produce ferrosilicon was refurbished to now produce silicon metal.
Alabama Silicon had produced ferrosilicon for *** before shutting down
operations at the end of 1991.
Average-of-period capacity utilization decreased from 85.1 percent in
1989 to 61.4 percent in 1991, and continued to decline in the interim periods
from 62.8 percent in January-September 1991 to 59.5 percent in JanuarySeptember 1992.
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Table 5
Ferrosilicon: U.S. capacity, production; ~nd capacity utilization, 1 1989-91,
January-September 1991, and January-September 1992
Item

1989

End-of-period capacity
(silicon-content short
. .. 321,452
tons) .>. . . . . . . .
Average-of-period capacity
(silicon-content short
tons) . . . . . . . . . .
318,332
Production (silicon-content
270,923
short tons) . . . . .
End-of-period capacity
utilization (percent)
84.3
.•
Average-of-period capacity
utilization (percent) . .
85.1

1990

1991

Jan. -Sept. -1991
1992

299,401

294,718

227,131

217,194

297,226

300,918

234,031

217,194

227,093

184,818

147,088

129,298

75.8

62.7

64.8

59.5

76.4

61.4

62.8

59.5

1 The data in the table are for 10 producers accounting for 100 percent of
U.S. production of ferrosilicon in 1991. ·

Note.--Capacity utilization is calculated using data of firms providing both
capacity and production information.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.

U.S. Producers' Shipments
U.S. Shipments
The U.S. producers' total U.S. shipments of ferrosilicon decreased
steadily by a total of 23.8 percent from 1989 to 1991 (table 6). For the
interim periods, shipments decreased by 13.8 percent from January-September
1991 to January-September 1992. In terms of value, U.S. producers' domestic
shipments decreased by 38.5 percent from 1989 to 1991 and by 17.8 percent
between the interim periods.

Export Shipments
As indicated in table 7, the quantity and value of U.S. producers'
exports decreased from 1989 to 1991, but remained fairly constant between the
interim periods. The exports account for only a small share of U.S.
producers' total shipments. U.S. producers' export markets include Australia,
Canada, Mexico, Japan, and Europe.
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Table 6
Ferrosilicon: Shipments by U.S. producers, 1 by types, 1989-91, JanuarySeptember 1991, and January-September 1992
1989

Item

1990

1991

Jan. -Se~t. - 1991
1992

Quantity (silicon-content short tons)
19,243
227,389
246,632
10,939
257,571

Company t~ansfers .
Domestic shipments
Subtotal
Exports .
Total . .

5,947
213,238
219,185
8,568
227.753

527
187,497
188,024
7,402
195,426

522
138,375
138,897
5,304
144,201

190
119,600
119,790
5,311
125,101

Value Cl, 000 dollars)
Company transfers .
Domestic shipments
Subtotal
Exports .
Total . .

21,671
232,472
254,143
16,319
270,462

5,321
187,081
192,402
11,679
204,081

401
155,940
156,341
10,252
166,593

395
116,969
117,364
6,883
124,247

146
96,321
96,467
6,971
103,438

The data in the table are for 10 producers accounting for 100 percent of
U.S. production of ferrosilicon in 1991.
1

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
Table 7
Ferrosilicon: U.S. producers• export shipments, 1 1989-91, January-September
1991, and January-September 1992
Item
Quantity (silicon-content
short tons) . . . .
Value (1,000 dollars) .
As a share of total
shipments (quantity)
As a share of total
shipments (value) . .

....

1989

1990

1991

Jan. -Se~t. - 1991
1992

10,939
16,319

8,568
11,679

7,402
10,252

5,304
6,883

5,311
6,971

4.2

3.8

3.8

3.7

4.2

6.0

5.7

6.2

5.5

6.7

1 The data in the table are for 10 producers accounting for 100 percent of
U.S. production of ferrosilicon in 1991.

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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Total Shipments
As indicated in table 6, total U.S. producers• shipments of
domestically produced ferrosilicon decreased steadily, by a total of 24.1
percent, from 1989-91, and continued to fall, by 13.2 percent, between the
interim periods. The value of such shipments decreased by 38.4 percent from
1989 to 1991, and continued to decline, by 16.7 percent, between the interim
periods. The quantity of company transfers decreased sharply by 97.3 percent
during 1989-91, and continued to decline by 63.6 percent between the interim
periods. Contributing to the sharp decline in company transfers was the 1989
and 1990 exit of two firms, Glenbrook Nickel and Northwest Alloys, which
produced ferrosilicon solely for internal use. 3 5 Both companies found it to
be less expensive to purchase the subject product than to produce it.
U.S. Producers' Purchases
U.S. producers• purchases of ferrosilicon are presented in table 8.
*** purchased ferrosilicon *** from Minerais during the period for which data
were collected in order to ensure their supplies of various product grades.
*** purchased f errosilicon *** during the period for which data were
collected. Because AIMCOR produces both ferrosilicon 50 and 75 on the same
furnace, it prolongs the production runs of one grade versus another according
to changes in demand for ferrosilicon 50 and ferrosilicon 75. The purchases
enable AIMCOR to provide its customers a reliable source of supply for both
grades of ferrosilicon. 36 Primarily a ferrosilicon 50 producer, *** purchased
some ferrosilicon 75 from Brazil. In addition to the *** referenced
companies, ***has purchased ferrosilicon from other domestic producers.
In addition to purchases, U.S. producers and traders (importers or
distributors) swap ferrosilicon. Swaps are exchanges of ownership titles of
the subject ferrosilicon products among U.S. producers and traders. U.S.
producer and importer questionnaires requested information regarding swaps.
The four U.S. producers and three importers that responded to this request
identified three major types of swaps in their questionnaire responses-product swaps, location swaps, and time swaps. The ferrosilicon products
involved in any of the three types of swaps can have the same or different
silicon contents. Product swaps involve an exchange of one firm's
ferrosilicon for another firm's ferrosilicon both at the same location.
Location swaps involve an exchange of one firm's ferrosilicon in location A
with another firm's ferrosilicon in location B. Time swaps involve an
exchange of one firm's ferrosilicon available in the present period with
another firm's ferrosilicon available in a specified future period. Time
swaps can involve the same or different locations.
Swaps allow the U.S. ferrosilicon market to operate more efficiently by
minimizing freight costs and reducing supply costs associated with inventory
shortfalls and production inflexibilities. The responding U.S. producers and
Currently, Glenbrook Nickel purchases Kazakh-produced ferrosilicon and
Northwest Alloys purchases ***
36 Conference TR, p. 79.
35
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Table 8
Ferrosilicon: U.S. producers' domestic and import purchases, 1 1989-91,
January-September 1991, and January-September 1992
Item

1989

1990

Jan. -Se:et. -1991
1992

1991

Quantity (silicon-content short tons)
Purchases from domestic sources
Import purchases from:
Brazil
Kazakhstan
Venezuela
Subtotal
Other sources
Total . . .

6,037

2,499

2,569

1,083

5,221

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

7' 137
878
8,015

5,811
2,893
8,704

Value
Purchases from domestic sources
Import purchases from:
Brazil
Kazakhstan
Venezuela
Subtotal
Other sources .
Total . .

9,447
.3,380
12,827
(1, 000

6,121
1,975
8.096

14,920
2,803
17 723
I

dollars)

6,195

1,915

2,159

803

4,090

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

7,583
1,035
8,618

4,141
10
4,151

7,289
1,702
8,991

4,592
1,176
5,768

11,471
1,864
13' 335

The data in the table are for 10 producers accounting for 100 percent of
U.S. production of ferrosilicon in 1991.
1

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
importers indicated that the volume of ferrosilicon swaps in the U.S. market
was limited and had a negligible effect on U.S. prices. The volume of swaps
reported for 1991 by the responding firms amounted to 8 percent of total .
domestic ferrosilicon and 9 percent of total subject foreign ferrosilicon
shipped in the United States during this period.
U.S. Producers' Inventories
The U.S. producers' end-of-period inventories of ferrosilicon are
presented in table 9. These inventories decreased 21.4 percent from 1989 to
1991, and continued to fall, by 16.9 percent, from January-September 1991 to
January-September 1992. The ratio of U.S. producers' inventories to their
U.S. shipments remained fairly constant during 1989-91, but fell from 29.0
percent in January-September 1991 to 27.8 percent in January-September 1992.
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warehouses. 60 The domestic and subject imported ferrosilicon were generally
available throughout the United States, with sales of the domestic and imported
products concentrated in the major U.S. consuming areas located in the midwest,
mid-Atlantic, southeast, and southwest.
Ferrosilicon is most frequently purchased in bulk61 and otherwise
packaged in drums, pallet boxes, supersacks, 62 drop-box containers, 63 or 50pound bags; the prices reported for each type of container varied from firm to
firm. For example, the price of a one-ton supersack ranged from $15.00 to
$50.00. Most producers and importers reported that costs of the containers are
sometimes included in their ferrosilicon prices. *** stated that during the
last few years there has been an oversupply of ferrosilicon resulting in
increased competition and causing some producers to include packaging in their
prices to retain customers. 64
Product; comparisons

During the current final and preliminary ferrosilicon investigations,
U.S. producer and importer questionnaires requested that the responding firms
discuss any differences between the domestic and subject imported ferrosilicon
that would explain differences in prices. Purchaser questionnaires sent out in
connection with the final ferrosilicon investigations also requested this
information.
Eight U.S. ferrosilicon producers, 13 importers, and 13 purchasers
responded to the question regarding quality of the domestic and subject
imported products. The responding firms commented that the domestic and
imported commodity grades ferrosilicon 75 and ferrosilicon 50 from Brazil,
China, Egypt, Kazakhstan, Russia, Ukraine, and Venezuela were generally
comparable, although they noted some differences in quality and reliability of
supply compared to the domestic products. 65 In addition, four of the importers
60 U.S. importers reported shipping the subject foreign ferrosilicon to
U.S. customers during 1991 from the following warehouse locations: ***
61 Based on U.S. producer and importer questionnaire responses, bulk
shipments accounted for about 78 percent of total U.S. shipments of the
domestic ferrosilicon in 1991 and 86 percent of U.S. shipments of all the
subject imported ferrosilicon during this period.
62 Supersacks are large bags, often lined with plastic, that hold about
2,000 pounds of material; supersacks are occasionally sent back for refill.
63 Drop-box containers are square boxes with hinged bottoms that hold
approximately 16,000 pounds of material; drop-box containers are reused.
64 Telephone conversation, June 8, 1992.
65 Twenty-three steel producers and 5 iron foundries also commented on
whether they would pay a premium for the domestic ferrosilicon vis-a-vis the
imported ferrosilicon subject to the final investigations. Twenty of the
responding steel producers and 4 of the responding iron foundries indicated
that they would not pay a premium for the domestic ferrosilicon. Three other
U.S. steel producers *** and 1 other iron foundry *** indicated that they are
willing to pay a premium for the domestic ferrosilicon vis-a-vis the subject
(continued ... )
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identified certain U.S. ferrosilicon market segments that they assert cannot be
served by the subject imports. Comments of the responding producers,
importers, and purchasers are discussed below by the subject foreign
countries . 66

Brazil.--Six U.S. ferrosilicon producers and 9 importers commented on the
imported Brazilian ferrosilicon. 67 The U.S. producers indicated that there was
no discernible difference in quality between the domestic and imported
Brazilian commodity-grade ferrosilicon. One of the U.S. producers, ***, noted,
however, that U.S. producers may have a slight advantage over suppliers of the
Brazilian product by offering a more reliable supply and a wider range of
products, although the firm did not see a significant price premium resulting
from these advantages. Another U.S. producer *** felt U.S. producers had some
advantage over suppliers of the Brazilian ferrosilicon by offering special
packaging and supplying small quantities.
The reporting importers felt that the Brazilian ferrosilicon was
generally comparable to the U.S. product in quality. Three of the importers
*** cited low levels of aluminum, carbon, chrome, and magnesium in the
Brazilian ferrosilicon that they felt made the chemistry of the Brazilian
product attractive to steel producers and iron foundries. 68 Three other
importers *** cited spotty availability, a long supply line, and excessive
fines associated with the Brazilian product, making it somewhat less desirable
than the domestic product. *** also indicated that they had to screen the
imported product in the United States to sell specific sizes and to remove
excessive fines that resulted from extensive handling of the product. 69
China.--Two U.S ferrosilicon producers *** and one importer *** commented
on the imported Chinese ferrosilicon. 70 *** indicated that the quality of
sizing and chemistry of the commodity-grade Chinese product was inferior to
that of the U.S. product and the supply of the imported product was less
( ••• continued)
imported products. All four latter firms explained that they would pay such a
premium to support availability of domestic production, but only *** reported
a specific premium amount, of *** percent.
66 Product comparison information for Argentina is briefly discussed in
appendix E.
67 Importers reported importing primarily ferrosilicon 75 from Brazil, but
also reported importing some ferrosilicon SO.
68 *** indicated that the Brazilian ferrosilicon producers use high quality
quartzite and use charcoal instead of coal/coke to make a low-impurity
ferrosilicon.
69 Based on their questionnaire responses, *** together screened in the
United States about *** percent of total U.S. shipments of the imported
Brazilian ferrosilicon between January 1989 and September 1992. The screening
costs added an average of about *** per pound of silicon content to the U.S.
selling price of the imported ferrosilicon. The *** reported share of import
shipments that were screened and the *** additional cost of screening in the
United States suggests that U.S. screening costs had*** impact on U.S.
selling prices of the ferrosilicon imported from Brazil.
70 U.S. importers reported importing only ferrosilicon 75 from China.
65
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reliable than supply of the domestic product. *** indicated that there was not
much difference in quality between the domestic and imported Chinese
ferrosilicon, although *** felt that supply of the imported product was less
reliable than that of the domestic product. Purchasers did not comment on the
quality of the Chinese ferrosilicon.
Egypt.--Six U.S. ferrosilicon producers and 3 importers commented on the
quality of the imported Egyptian ferrosilicon. All of the U.S. producers
stated that there were no discernible differences between the quality of the
domestic and imported Egyptian commodity-grade products. One of the importers
*** indicated that the Egyptian ferrosilicon 65 comes in unsized lumps (up to
16 inches) and the crushing to size in the United States results in about ***
percent of the material being reduced to fines. In addition, *** claims that
the Egyptian ferrosilicon 65 requires a price discount because of a high (0.2
percent) carbon level. A second responding importer *** asserted that most of
the Egyptian imports are off-grade and by-product ferrosilicon, which are not
offered by U.S. ferrosilicon producers. The third responding importer ***
indicated that it imported Egyptian ferrosilicon that was slag and offspecification ferrosilicon 65, which the importer sold to U.S. processors.
One U.S. purchaser of the imported Egyptian ferrosilicon *** commented on
the quality of the imported material. According to ***, the Egyptian
ferrosilicon consists mostly of slag, fines, and ferrosilicon of varying offgrade silicon contents; the latter product comes in large unsized lumps and has
a high proportion (***percent) of fines. 71
Kazakhstan, Russia, and Ukraine.--Three U.S. ferrosilicon producers***
commented on the imported commodity-grade Kazakh, Russian, and Ukrainian
ferrosilicon. 72 *** indicated that ferrosilicon from the three countries was
not sized as well as that produced in the United States. *** felt that
ferrosilicon from these countries was similar in chemistry to the U.S.produced product, but that the imported material was not available in the 8" x
4" size required by some foundries. *** indicated that no differences existed
in quality between the domestic and imported products.

*** imports were sold as commodity products, but sizing was limited to
nominal 3" x 1/2" and the chemical guarantee was limited to the following
elements: Silicon, aluminum, phosphorous, sulfur, and carbon. No other trace
or residual elements are controlled or tested. ***
*** commented further
that ferrosilicon imported from these three countries cannot be sold to those
foundries and steel producers that require large sizes, special chemistry, or
SPC documentation. 73

Telephone conversation with***·
Minerais accounted for all U.S. imports of ferrosilicon from Kazakhstan,
Russia, and Ukraine and reported importing mostly ferrosilicon 50 from these
countries; Minerais also imported a limited amount of ferrosilicon 65 from
Kazakhstan and Russia.
73 The importer cited three U.S. ferrosilicon end users that refused to buy
the imported products because they did not meet the buyers' requirements for
chemistry, sizing, or SPC documentation. ***
71

72

,
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*** were the only two purchasers commenting on the quality of the Kazakh
ferrosilicon. Both firms indicated that the Kazakh commodity grade
ferrosilicon SO was comparable in quality to the U.S.-produced product and was
generally priced lower than the domestic product. ***
*** was the only purchaser commenting on the quality of the Russian and
Ukrainian ferrosilicon, noting that the imported commodity grade ferrosilicon
SO products were comparable in quality to the U.S.-produced product and
generally priced lower than the domestic product.
Venezuela.--One U.S. ferrosilicon producer*** and five importers***
commented on the imported Venezuelan ferrosilicon. 74 *** indicated that no
difference in quality existed between the domestic and imported commoditygrade products. *** felt the domestic and imported products were comparable in
quality, but *** noted that it had to screen the imported product in the United
States to sell specific sizes and *** commented that the imported product had
more fines than the domestic product. 75 ***cited a longer supply pipeline and
a more limited product range associated with the Venezuelan ferrosilicon
compared to that of the domestic ferrosilicon.
Three U.S. importers *** also reported in their questionnaire responses
that ferrosilicon imported from Venezuela is not considered by end users that
require specialized ferrosilicon such as high-purity or low-aluminum grades and
foundry-grade inoculants.
Eleven purchasers, all steel producers, commented on the quality of the
Venezuelan ferrosilicon. All of the responding purchasers indicated that the
quality of the Venezuelan commodity grade ferrosilicon 75 was comparable to
that of the U.S.-produced product. Seven firms indicated that the imported
product was generally priced below the domestic product and 4 firms indicated
that it was priced about the same as the domestic product. One of the 11
responding purchasers *** indicated that it stopped buying ferrosilicon from
Venezuela in early 1991 because the foreign producer could not supply the SPC
documentation that *** then required.

U.S. importers reported importing primarily ferrosilicon 7S and some
ferrosilicon SO from Venezuela.
75 *** reported in its questionnaire response that it screened in the
United States about ***percent of total U.S. shipments of the imported
Venezuelan ferrosilicon between January 1989 and September 1992. The
screening costs added *** per pound of silicon content to the U.S. selling
price of the imported ferrosilicon. The *** reported share of import
shipments that were screened and the *** additional cost of screening in the
United States suggests that U.S. screening costs had *** impact on U.S.
selling prices of the ferrosilicon imported from Venezuela.
74
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Questionnaire Price Data
The Commission requested U.S. quarterly pr1c1ng data for bulk shipments
of two ferrosilicon products that were crushed in sizes ranging from 2" x 1/4"
up to and including 8" x 4". 76 The specified products are described below.
PRODUCT 1: Regular (commodity) grade 75-percent ferrosilicon.-Ferrosilicon containing by weight 74.0 to 79.0 percent silicon; 0.10
percent or less carbon; 0.025 percent or less sulfur; 0.035 percent or
less phosphorous; 1.50 percent or less aluminum; and 0.40 percent or less
manganese.
PRODUCT 2: Regular (commodity) grade SO-percent ferrosilicon.-Ferrosilicon containing by weight 47.0 to 51.0 percent silicon; 0.10
percent or less carbon; 0.025 percent or less sulfur; 0.040 percent or
less phosphorous; 1.25 percent or less aluminum; and 0.75 percent or less
manganese.

U.S. producers and importers
During the current final and preliminary ferrosilicon investigations, the
Commission requested U.S. producers.and importers to provide U.S. quarterly
selling price data for products 1 and 2 shipped to steel producers and product
2 shipped to iron foundries, on a quarterly/semiannual requirement sales basis,
between January 1989 and September 1992. 77 The price data were requested on
net weighted-average U,S. f .o.b. and delivered bases for the firms' total
quarterly shipments to each of the specified types of end users. Seven
domestic producers and nine importers provided the Commission with useable
selling price data for at least one of the products and part of the period
requested for the domestic ferrosilicon and that imported from all of the
subject countries except Egypt. 78 U.S. importers did not report any prices of
the Egyptian ferrosilicon; most of the imports from Egypt are off-grade
material that does not include the f errosilicon products for which price data
were requested. 79
Petitioners, importers, and end users indicated to the Commission during
the preparation of questionnaires for the final ferrosilicon investigations
that the specified products crushed into the specified size range and shipped
in bulk constitute a significant portion of the U.S. ferrosilicon market and
capture the majority of competition between the domestic and subject imported
ferrosilicon (field trip discussions with representatives of ***.)
77 Iron foundries tend to pay a higher price for ferrosilicon of the same
silicon content and grade as that used by steel producers because foundries
typically use smaller volumes of ferrosilicon than steel producing firms.
Therefore, separate price series were requested for sales of the commodity
grade ferrosilicon SO to steel producers and iron foundries.
78 Minerais accounted for all the reported pricing data for the
ferrosilicon imported from Kazakhstan, Russia, and Ukraine.
79 Most of the imported Egyptian ferrosilicon is further processed in the
United States before it is sold to end users.
76
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The seven responding U.S. producers provided price information for
products accounting for 35 percent of the total quantity of domestic shipments
of U.S.-produced ferrosilicon between January 1989 and September 1992. 80 The
responding U.S. importers provided price information for products accounting
for *** percent of the total quantity of reported U.S. shipments of imports of
ferrosilicon from Brazil, 81 ***percent from China, 82 ***percent from
Kazakhstan, 83 *** percent from Russia, 84 *** percent from Ukraine, 85 and ***
percent from VenezuelaM during this period.
As indicated above, U.S. sales patterns of importers differed markedly
for the individual subject countries. Selling price data for imports from
Brazil, China, and Venezuela were comprised entirely of the subject imported
product 1 shipped to steel producers, 87 which accounted for *** percent of the
total quantity of all the subject imported ferrosilicon for which importers
reported price data. On the other hand, selling price data for imports from
Kazakhstan, Russia, and Ukraine were comprised entirely of product 2. About
*** percent of the total reported price data for all the subject countries
involved sales of product 2 to steel companies, 88 and about ***percent
involved sales of product 2 to iron foundries. 89

The U.S. producers reported price data for shipments of product 1
(commodity grade ferrosilicon 75) to steel producers and product 2 (commodity
grade ferrosilicon 50) to steel producers and to iron foundries. Sales of the
domestic product 1 to steel producers accounted for 16 percent of the total
quantity of ferrosilicon for which U.S. producers reported price data, while
sales of product 2 to steel producers accounted for 51 percent and sales of
product 2 to iron foundries accounted for 33 percent.
81 Six U.S. importers reported price data for the Brazilian product 1
shipped to steel producers.
82 Two U.S. importers reported price "data for the Chinese product 1 shipped
to steel producers.
83 *** reported price data for the Kazakh product 2 shipped mostly to steel
producers and some to iron foundries. Sales of the Kazakh product 2 to steel
producers accounted for *** percent of the total quantity of Kazakh
ferrosilicon for which the importer reported price data, while sales of
product 2 to iron foundries accounted for *** percent.
84 *** reported price data for the Russian product 2 shipped to steel
producers.
85 *** reported price data for the Ukrainian product 2 shipped mostly to
steel producers and some to iron foundries. Sales of the Ukrainian product 2
to steel producers accounted for about *** percent of the total quantity of
Ukrainian ferrosilicon for which the importer reported price data, while sales
of product 2 to iron foundries accounted for ***·
86 Five U.S. importers reported price data for the Venezuelan product 1
shipped to steel producers.
87 As indicated above, this sales category accounted for 16 percent of U.S.
producers' selling price data.
88 As indicated above, this sales category accounted for 51 percent of U.S.
producers' selling price data.
89 As indicated above, this sales category accounted for 33 percent of U.S.
producers' selling price data.
80
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U.S. producers reported that SPC documentation was required on 23.3
percent of their sales of the commodity-grade ferrosilicon for which they
reported price data during January-September 1992, up from 12.5 percent in
1989. 90 U.S. importers reported that all of their U.S. sales of the subject
imported ferrosilicon were to U.S. purchasers that did not require them to
supply SPC documentation.
Purchasers

The Commission also requested both end users and distributors to provide
total quarterly delivered purchase prices and quantities for the specified
ferrosilicon products shipped, on a quarterly/semiannual requirements sales
basis, to their U.S. locations between Janu~ry 1991 and September 1992. The
quarterly price data were requested on a net weighted-average U.S. delivered
basis for total quarterly shipments of the specified products.
The 80 firms that were sent purchaser questionnaires were large
ferrosilicon buyers as reported by U.S. producers and importers of
ferrosilicon. Twenty-one steel producers provided the requested purchase price
data; prices reported involved U.S.-produced products 1 and 2, and primarily
product 1 and a limited quantity of product 2 imported from Venezuela. 91 One
of these responding purchasers also reported price data for combined imports of
the ferrosilicon product 2 from Kazakhstan, Russia, and Ukraine. The
responding steel producers provided price data for ferrosilicon products that
accounted for about 17 percent of the total quantity of domestic shipments of
U.S.-produced ferrosilicon between January 1991 and September 1992, 3 percent
of total combined imports from Kazakhstan, Russia, and Ukraine, and 30 percent
of total imports from Venezuela.

Between January 1989 and September 1992, about 23 percent of the U.S.
producers' sales to iron foundries required SPC documentation, while about 14
percent of the reported sales to steel producers required SPC documentation.
91 In addition, 3 iron foundries, 1 nickel producer, 1 aluminum producer,
and 1 distributor reported the requested price data but not necessarily for
every product or period. No price comparisons could be developed from the
price data reported by firms in these latter four categories of ferrosilicon
buyers. Three iron foundries reported prices only for the domestic product 2;
no purchases of the subject imported ferrosilicon (including that from
Argentina) were reported. The sole reporting nickel producer reported prices
·only for product 2 imported from Kazakhstan, and the sole reporting aluminum
producer reported prices only for the domestic product 2. The sole reporting
distributor reported prices of the domestic products 1 and 2.
90
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Price t:rends 92

Price trends were based on net weighted-average quarterly U.S. f .o.b.
selling prices of ferrosilicon reported by U.S. producers and importers in
their questionnaire responses. Price trends of the domestic products are shown
for all three sales categories and price trends of the subject imported
products are shown for only products 1 and 2 sold to steel producers; too few
sales of the imported product 2 sold to iron foundries were reported to develop
meaningful price trends.
Quarterly prices of the domestic and subject imported products generally
fell between January 1989 and September 1992. Long-run price trends suggest
that ferrosilicon prices were close to an historic high in 1989. In 1988 the
average U.S. price of imported ferrosilicon 75 as reported by Metals Week 93
reached its highest level for the 1980's and, although this price decreased by
14 percent in 1989, the price in 1989 was still substantially higher than the
prices reported for the 6 years prior to 1988. 94 The Met:als Week price for
imported ferrosilicon 75 fell an additional 19 percent in 1990 and 8 percent in
1991; the period-average pric.e of ferrosilicon 75 during January-September 1992
(the latest period for which data were available) was 8 percent below the price
for the comparable period in 1991. 95
Unit:ed St:at:es.--Net weighted-average quarterly U.S. f.o.b. prices and
shipment quantities of the specified.U.S.-produced ferrosilicon products are
92 Price trends of ferrosilicon from Argentina are shown and briefly
discussed in appendix E. Prices of the ferrosilicon from Argentina followed
trends similar to those of prices of ferrosilicon imported from Brazil, China,
Kazakhstan, Russia, Ukraine, and Venezuela.
93 Met:als Week publishes weekly the U.S. f .o.b. selling price ranges of
imported commodity grades ferrosilicon 75 and ferrosilicon 50 based on a
combination of quarterly-requirement sales and spot sales to end users,
primarily steel producers. The firm determines the price ranges based on ***
Mr. Patrick Ryan, the editor and reporter of ferrosilicon pricing for Met:als
Week, indicated that his firm does not publish a current price of U.S.produced ferrosilicon, because ***· But Mr. Ryan noted that the information
he obtains from end users and traders regarding U.S. producers' prices
indicates that prices of domestic ferrosilicon are within the ranges of prices
reported for imported products. (Telephone conversation with Patrick Ryan on
December 9, 1992.)
Some U.S. producers indicated in their questionnaire responses that the
Metals Week prices of only imported ferrosilicon tend to report the lower end
of the price spectrum for the U.S. ferrosilicon market, thereby suppressing
market prices as buyers and sellers use the Metals Week prices in their price
negotiations.
94 Average annual prices of imported ferrosilicon 75 calculated from the
midpoints of the weekly Metals Week price ranges fluctuated but rose from
$0.3802 per pound of silicon content in 1982 to a peak of $0.5675 per pound
during 1988. In 1989, ferrosilicon prices averaged $0.4907 per pound, the
second highest level since 1982.
95 Met:als Week prices of imported ferrosilicon SO during 1982-92 followed a
similar trend as that for the imported ferrosilicon 75 during this period.
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shown in table 26. The U.S. producers' average selling price for product 1
(commodity grade ferrosilicon 75) sold to steel producers fell from $0.5927 per
pound of sili'con content in January-March 1989 to a period low of $0.3375 per
pound in January-March 1992, or by 43.1 percent. Prices of product 1 then rose
somewhat to end the period at $0.3693 per pound, or 37.7 percent below the
initial-period value.
The U.S. producer's average price of product 2 (commodity grade
ferrosilicon 50) fell similarly on sales to steel producers and on sales to
iron foundries; most of the direct competition with the subject imported
ferrosilicon is on sales to steel producers. Prices of product 2 sold to steel
producers fell from $0.4832 per pound in January-March 1989 to a period low of
$0.3415 per pound in January-March 1992, or by 29.3 percent. Prices of product
2 to steel producers then rose somewhat to end the period at $0.3635 per pound,
or 24.8 percent below the initial-period value. The U.S. producers' average
price of product 2 sold to iron foundries generally fell throughout the period,
from $0.5197 per pound in January-March 1989 to $0.3781 per pound in JulySeptember 1992, or by 27.2 percent.

Brazil.--Net weighted-average quarterly U.S. f.o.b. prices and shipment
quantities of the specified Brazilian ferrosilicon product 1 sold to steel
producers are shown in table 27. The quarterly average selling price of the
imported product 1 sold to steel producers fell from *** per pound in JanuaryMarch 1989 to a period low of $0.3351 per pound in January-March 1992, or by
*** percent. Prices of the imported product then rose somewhat to end the
period at $0.3712 per pound in July-September 1992, or *** percent below the
initial-period price level. In comparison, quarterly net f .o.b. prices of the
domestic product'l sold to steel producers fell by*** percent between January
1989 and September 1992.
China.--Net weighted-average quarterly U.S. f.o.b. prices and shipment
quantities of the specified.Chinese ferrosilicon product 1 sold to steel
producers are shown for the few periods reported in table 28. The quarterly
average selling price of the imported product 1 fell from *** per pound in
July-September 1991 to a period low of *** pound in April-June 1992, or by ***
percent, and then rose somewhat to end at ***per pound in July-September 1992,
or *** percent below the July-September 1991 value. In comparison, quarterly
net f .o.b. pric~s of the domestic product 1 sold to steel producers fell by 3.4
percent during July 1991-September 1992.
Kazakhs~an.--Net weighted-average quarterly U.S. f.o.b. prices and
shipment quantities of the specified Kazakh ferrosilicon product 2 sold to
steel producers are shown in table 29. 96 ***

96 Also shown in table 29 are prices of the Kazakh product 2 sold to iron
foundries during July-December 1989. Meaningful price trends could not be
developed for the imported Kazakh product 2 sold to iron foundries from only
two quarters of price data.
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Table 26
Net weighted-average U.S. f.o.b. selling prices and quantities of U.S.produced ferrosilicon, by products; by types of customers, and by qua:rters,
January 1989-September 1992 1
·
Product 1 ·
Sales to steel producers
No. of··
firms
Period

1989:
January-March .......
April-June ..........
July-September ......
October-December ....
1990:
January-March .......
April-June ..........
July-September ......
October-December ....
1991:
January-March .......
April-June ..........
July-September ......
October-December ....
1992:
January-March .......
April-June ..........
July-September ......

Price
~ei;: :goung
silicon
content

Quantity
1.000
pounds
silicon.
content

i;:e:gorti~~

$0.5927
.5763
.4807
.3899

5,446
5,372
6,688
·8,947

4
4
4
4

.3931
.3979
.4158
.4051

4,541
5,096
5,763
4,608

5
5
3
3

.3690
.3788
.3822
.3583

9,556
5,739
3,324
4,057

4
4

.3375
.3479
.3693

4,030
5,178
4,083

3
3
3

See footnote at the end of the table.

4
4
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able 26--Continued
et weighted-average U.S. f.o.b. selling prices and quantities of U.S.-produced ferrosilicon,
y products, by types of customers, and by quarters, January 1989-September 1992 1
Product 2
Sales to steel producers
eriod

Price
Per pound
silicon
content

.989:
Jan. -Mar ...... $0.4832
.4906
Apr. -June .....
.4596
July-Sept .....
.4043
Oct. -Dec ......
.990:
. 3977
Jan. -Mar ......
.4020
Apr. -June .....
.4074
July-Sept .....
.4056
Oct. -Dec ......
L991:
.3715
Jan. -Mar ......
.3789
Apr. -June .....
.3832
July-Sept .....
.3655
Oct. -Dec ......
L992:
.3415
Jan. -Mar ......
.3438
Apr. -June .....
.3635
July-Sept .....

Quantity
1.000
pounds
silicon
content
24,416
24,773
19,425
18,597
19,830
21,318
19,599
19,448

Sales to iron foundries
No. of
firms
reporting

6

5
7

7
7
7

6
6

18,132
15. 773
16,363
17,130

5

14,410
13,262
11,639

5
5

5

5
5

5

No. of
firms
reporting

Price
Pex: pound
silicon
content

Quantity
1.000
pounds
s;bli,con
content

$0.5197
.5205
.4881
.4296

16,115
14,208
10,906
11,874

5
5
6
7

.4062
.4067
.4135
.4083

13,858
12,716
10,750
9,818

7
7
6
6

.4006
.4007
.4050
.3998

10,288
10,186
11,169
9,606

5
5

.3867
.3808
.3781

10,315
10,680
14,589

5
5
5
5
5

1 The prices shown were based on total quarterly/semiannual requirement sales and are the
averages of the net U.S. f .o.b. quarterly selling prices of the reporting U.S. producers
weighted by each producer's quarterly sales of the speci~ied domestic products to each type of
customer shown. Quantities shown are the sum of the reporting producers' total quarterly sales
volumes of the specified domestic products to each type of customer shown.

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response.to questionnaires of the U.S. International
Trade Commission.
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Table 27
Net weighted-average U.S. f .o.b. selling prlces and quantities of ferrosilicon
imported from Brazil, by products, by t)rpes of customers, and by quarters,
January 1989-September 1992 1
Product 1
Sales to steel producers
Period

1989:
January-March .......
April-June ..........
July-September ......
October-December ....
1990:
January-March .......
April-June ....... , ..
July-September ......
October-December ....
1991:
January-March .......
April-June ..........
July-September ......
October-December ....
1992:
January-March .......
April-June ...•......
July-September ......

Price
Per pound
silicon
content

Quantity
1.000
pounds
silicon
content

No. of
firms
reporting

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

$0.3402
.3996
.3733
.4013

989
3,196
4,640
1,872

3
3
4
3

.3939
.3995
.3689

3,195
1,194
3,364

3
3
3

***

***

***

.3351
.3449
.3712

8,507
11,031
16,854

3
3
4

The prices shown were based.on total quarterly/semiannual requirement
sales and are the averages of the net U.S; f .o.b. quarterly selling prices of
the reporting U.S. importers weighted by each firm's quarterly sales of the
specified Brazilian product to the type of customer shown above. Quantities
shown are the sum of the reporting importers' total quarterly sales volumes of
the specified Brazilian product to the type of customer shown above.
1

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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Table 28
Net weighted-average U.S. f .o.b. selling prices and quantities of ferrosilicon
imported from China, by products, by types of customers, and by quarters, July
1991-September 1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Table 29
Net weighted-average U.S. f .o.b. selling prices and quantities of ferrosilicon
imported from Kazakhstan, by products, by types of customers, and by quarters,
January 1989-September 1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

.Russia.--Net weighted-average quartetly U.S. f.o.b. prices and shipment
quantities of the specified Russian ferrosilicon product 2 sold to steel
producers are shown for the few periods reported in table 30. ***
Table 30
Net weighted-average U.S. f .o.b. selling prices and quantities of ferrosilicon
imported from Russia, by products, by types of customers, and by quarters,
January 1990-June 1991

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Ukraine.--Net weighted-average quarterly U,S. f.o.b. prices and shipment
quantities of the specified Ukrainian ferrosiiicon pro4uct 2 sold to steel
producers are shown for the few periods reported in table 31. 17 ***.
Table 31
Net weighted-average U.S. f .o.b. selling prices and quantities of ferrosilicon
imported from Ukraine, by products, by types of customers, and by quarters,
July 1989-September 1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

17 Also shown in table 31 are prices of the Ukraine product 2 sold to iron
foundries during October-December 1989. Price trends could not be developed
for the imported Ukraine product 2 sold to iron_ foundries from a single
quarter of price data.
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Venezuela.--Net weighted-average quarterly U.S. f .o.b. prices and
shipment quantities of the specified Venezuelan ferrosilicon product 1 sold to
steel producers are shown,in table 32. The quarterly average selling price of
the imported product 1 sold to steel producers fell from *** per pound in
January-March 1989 to a period low of $0.3258 per pound in January-March 1992,
or by *** percent. Prices of the imported product then rose somewhat to end
the period at $0.3733 per pound in July-September 1992, or *** percent below
the initial-period price level. In comparison, quarterly net f .o.b: prices of
the domestic product 1 sold to steel producers fell by 37.7 percent during
January 1989-September 1992.
Price comparisons

The majority of the quarterly price comparisons between U.S.-produced
ferrosilicon and the products imported from the subject countries were
developed from net U.S. delivered selling prices reported in the producer and
importer questionnaires. These data were supplemented by price comparisons
based on U.S. delivered purchase prices reported by U.S. steel producers in
their questionnaire responses. The purchaser price data allowed price
comparisons of the domestic and imported ferrosilicon that excluded
ferrosilicon shipments requiring SPC documentation; purchasers reported that
only the domestic ferrosilicon products could meet this requirement. Selling
price data reported by U.S. ferrosilicon producers included sales requiring
SPC documentation, which could not be broken out from sales not requiring this
documentation.
Based on the delivered selling price data reported by U.S. producers and
importers, a total of 64 quarterly price comparisons were possible. Fortyfive of the total 64 price comparisons showed underselling by the foreign
products, with margins of underselling averaging about 4.7 percent. Nineteen
price comparisons showed that prices of the imported products were higher than
prices of the domestic products, averaging 6.1 percent above prices of the
domestic products. 98
Based on the delivered purchase price data reported by U.S. steel
producers, a total of 8 quarterly price comparisons were possible involving
Venezuela, and 3 quarterly price comparisons were possible involving combined
sales of ferrosilicon from Kazakhstan, Russia, and Ukraine. Six of the total
11 delivered purchase price comparisons showed underselling by the foreign

98 Price comparisons involving ferrosilicon from Argentina that were based
on questionnaire responses of U.s~ ferrosilicon producers and importers are
shown and briefly discussed in appendix E. These latter price comparisons are
not reflected in the above summary figures.
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Table 32
Net weighted-average U.S. f.o.b. selling prices and quantities of ferrosilicon
imported from Venezuela, by products, by types of customers, and by quarters,
January 1989-September 1992 1
Product 1
Sales to steel producers
Period

1989:
January-March .......
April-June ..........
July-September ......
October-December ....
1990:
January-March .......
April-June ..........
July-September ......
October-December ....
1991:
January-March .......
April-June ..........
July-September ......
October-December ....
1992:
January-March .......
April-June ..........
July-September ......

Price
Per pound
silicon
content

***

Ouantj.ty
1.000
pounds
silicon
c2ntent

No. of
firms
reporting

$0.6004
.5375

3,609
2,888

***

***

***

***

***

.3758
.3805
.4208
.4067

6,715
3,396
3,543
2,683

4
4
3

.3853

l, ll.6

3

***
***

.3621

***
***

5,424

***
***

.3258
.3446
.3733

7,168
5,914
9,895

4
3
3

3
3

3

5

1 All prices shown were based on total quarterly/semiannual requirements
sales and are the averages of the net U.S. f .o.b. quarterly selling prices of
the reporting U.S. importers weighted by each firm's quarterly sales of the
specified Venezuelan product to the type of customer shown above. Quantities
shown are the sum of the reporting importers' total quarterly sales volumes of
the specified Venezuelan product to the type of customer shown above,

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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products, with margins of underselling averaging 6.8 percent. Five delivered
purchase price comparisons showed that prices of the imported products were
higher than prices of the domestic products, averaging 1.8 percent above
prices of the domestic products. 99
The quarterly weighted-average net U.S. delivered prices of the domestic
and subject imported products and the margins of underselling are discussed
below by the individual subject foreign countries.
Brazi1.--Based on u;s. producer and importer questionnaire data, a total
of 15 quarterly delivered price comparisons were possible between the domestic
and imported Brazilian ferrosilicon between January 1991 and September 1992
(table 33). All 15 price comparisons involved product 1 sold to steel
producers. Nine of the 15 price comparisons showed that the imported product
was priced less than the domestic product, with margins of underselling
averaging 9.0 p~rcent. Six other price comparisons showed that pri~es of the
imported product were higher than prices of the domestic product, averaging
5.9 percent above prices of the domestic product.
Cbina.--Based on U.S. producer and importer questionnaire data, a total
of four quarterly delivered price comparisons were possible between the
domestic and imported Chinese ferrosilicon between July 1991 and September
1992 (table 34). All four price comparisons, which involved product 1 sold to
steel producers, showed that the imported product was priced less than the
domestic product, with margins of underselling averaging 4.1 percent.
Kazalchscan.--Based on U.S. producer artd importer questionnaire data, a
total of 17 quarterly delivered price comparisons were possible between the
domestic and imported Kazakh ferrosilicon between January 1989 and September
1992 (table 35). 10° Fifteen price comparisons involved product 2 sold to steel
companies and 2 price comparisons involved product 2 sold to iron foundries.
Eleven of the 15 price comparisons involving product 2 sold to steel producers
and both price comparisons involving product 2 sold to iron foundries showed
that the imported products were priced less than the domestic products, with
margins of underselling averaging 3.2 percent. Four price comparisons
involving product 2· sold to steel producers showed that prices of the imported
product were higher than prices of the domestic product, averaging 7.4 percent
above prices of the domestic product.

99 Price comparisons involving ferrosilicon from Argentina that were based
on questionnaire responses of U.S. purchasers are briefly discussed in
appendix E.
100 Based on purchaser questionnaire responses, the three delivered purchase
price comparisons involving combined imports of product 2 from Kazakhstan,
Russia, and Ukraine and purchased by steel producers, showed that the imported
products were priced less than the domestic ferrosilicon, with margins of
underselling averaging 7.2 percent. These latter price comparisons are not
shown in a table.
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Table 33
Net U.S. delivered selling prices of the U.S.-produced and imported Brazilian
ferrosilicon, by products and by types of customers, and margins of
under/(over)selling, 1 by quarters, January 1989-September 1992 2

Period

Product 1
. Sales to steel producers
U.S.
producer
Brazilian
Margins of
price
price
under/(over)selling
Percent
-------Per pound silicon content--------

1989:
Jan. -Mar .......... $0.6172
.5957
Apr. -June .........
.4995
July-Sept .........
.4114
Oct.-Dec ..........
1990:
Jan. -Mar ..........
.4120
.4176
Apr.-June .........
.4350
July-Sept .........
Oct.-Dec ..........
.4279
1991:
Jan. -Mar ..........
.3903
.3997
Apr.-June .........
.3967
July-Sept .........
.3800
Oct. -Dec ..........
1992:
.3580
Jan. -Mar ..........
.3673
Apr.-June .........
.3874
July-Sept .........

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

$0.3451
.4074
.3784
.4130

$0.0669
.0102
.0566
.0149

16.2
2.4
13.0
3.5

.4053
.4094
.3724

(.0150)
(.0097)
.0243

(3.8)
(2.4)
6.1

***

***

***

.3400
.3509
.3783

.0180
.0164
.0091

5.0
4.5
2.3

The percentage price differences between the U.S. and imported Brazilian
ferrosilicon were calculated as differences from the U.S. producers' price.
Figures in parentheses indicate that the price of the imported product was
higher than the price of the domestic product during that quarter.
2 The prices shown were based on total quarterly/semiannual requirements
sales and are the averages of the domestic and imported net U.S. delivered
quarterly selling prices of the reporting U.S. producers and importers
weighted by each firm's quarterly sales of the specified domestic and
Brazilian products to the type of customer shown above.
1

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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Table 34
Net U.S. delivered selling prices of the U.S.-produced and imported Chinese
ferrosilicon, by products and by types of customers, and margins of
under/(over)selling, 1 by quarters, July 1991-September 1992 2

Period

Product 1
Sales to steel producers
U.S.
producer
Chinese
Margins of
price
price
under/Cover)selling
- -- -- --Per pound silicon content- -- -- -- Percent

1991:
July-Sept ......... $0.3967
.3800
Oct.-Dec ..........
1992:
.3673
Apr.-June .........
.3874
July-Sept .........

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

1 The percentage price differences between the U.S. and imported Chinese
ferrosilicon were calculated as differences from the U.S. producers' price.
Figures in parentheses indicate that the price of the imported product was
higher than the price of the domestic product during that quarter.
2 The prices shown were based on total quarterly/semiannual requirements
sales and are the averages of the domestic and imported net U.S. delivered
quarterly selling prices of the reporting U.S. producers and importers
weighted by each firm's quarterly sales of the specified domestic and Chinese
products to the type of customer shown above.

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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able 35
et U.S. delivered selling prices of the U.S.-produced and imported Kazakh ferrosilicon, by
roducts and by types of customers, and margins of under/(over)selling, 1 by quarters, January
989-September 1992 2

'eriod

Product 2
Sales to steel 11roducers
U.S.
Margins of
producer
Kazakh
under/(over)
selling
11rice
11rice
Per 11ound
----silicon content------Percent

.989:
Jan. -Mar ... $0.5039
Apr. -June ..
.5114
.4837
July-Sept ..
.4279
Oct. -Dec ...
L990:
.4194
Jan. -Mar ...
.4234
Apr. ~June ..
.4292
July-Sept ..
.4240
Oct. -Dec ...
1991:8
.3939
Jan. -Mar ...
.3994
Apr. -June ..
.4023
July-Sept ..
.3841
Oct. -Dec ...
.3609
Jan. -Mar ...
.3627
Apr. -June ..
.3823
July-Sept ..

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

Sales to iron foundries
U.S.
Margins of
producer
Kazakh
under/(over)
price
selling
11rice
Per 11ound
Percent
-----silicon content------

$0.5004
.4438

***
***

***
***

***
***

The percentage price differences between the U.S. and imported Kazakh ferrosilicon were
calculated as differences from the U.S. producers' price. Figures in parentheses indicate that
the price of the imported product was h~gher than the price of the domestic product during that
quarter.
2 The prices shown were based on total quarterly/semiannual requirement sales and are the
averages of the domestic and imported net U.S. delivered quarterly selling prices of U.S.
producers and *** weighted by each firm's total quarterly sales of the specified domestic and
Kazakh products to each type of customer shown.
1

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. International
Trade Commission.
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Russia.--Based on U.S. producer and importer questionnaire data, a total
of four quarterly delivered price comparisons were possible between the
domestic and imported Russian ferrosilicon between January 1990 and June 1991
(table 36). All four price comparisons, which involved product 2 sold to
steel producers, showed that the imported product was priced less than the
domestic product, with margins of underselling averaging 4.3 percent.
Tabb 36
Net U.S. delivered selling prices of the U.S.-produced and imported Russian
ferrosilicon, by products and by types of customers, and margins of
under/(over)selling, 1 by quarters, January 1990-June 19912

Period

Product 2
Sales to steel producers
U.S.
producer
Russian
Margins of
price
price
under/Cover) selling
-------Per pound silicon content-------Percent

1990:
Jan.-Mar .......... $0.4194
Apr. -June. . . . . . . . .
. 4234
1991:
.3939
Jan. -Mar ......... .
.3994
Apr. -June ........ .

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

1 The percentage price differences between the U.S. and imported Russian
ferrosilicon were calculated as differences from the U.S. producers' price.
Figures in parentheses indicate that the price of the imported product was
higher than the price of the domestic product during that quarter.
2 The prices shown were based on total quarterly/semiannual requirement
sales and are the averages of the domestic and imported net U.S. delivered
quarterly selling prices of the reporting U.S. producers and *** weighted by
each firm's total quarterly sales of the specified domestic and Russian
products to the type of customer shown above.

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
Ukraine.--Based on U.S. producer and importer questionnaire data, a
total of 9 quarterly delivered price comparisons were possible between the
domestic and imported Ukrainian ferrosilicon between July 1989 and September
1992 (table 37). Eight price comparisons involved product 2 sold to steel
companies and 1 price comparison involved product 2 sold to iron foundries.
Six of the 8 price comparisons involving product 2 sold to steel producers and
the single price comparison involving product 2 sold to iron foundries showed
that the imported products were priced less than the domestic products, with
margins of underselling averaging 2.4 percent. Two price comparisons
involving product 2 sold to steel producers showed that prices of the imported
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37
let U.S. delivered selling prices of the U.S.-produced and imported Ukrainian ferrosilicon, by
iroducts and by types of customers, and margins of under/(over)selling, 1 by quarters, July
.989-September 1992 2
~able

'eriod

Product 2
Sales to steel 1a:oducers
U.S.
Margins of
producer
Ukraine
under/(over)
price
price
selling
Per pound
Percent
----silicon content-------

L989:
July-Sept .. $0.4837
Oct. -Dec ...
.4279
L990:
.4194
Jan. -Mar ...
Apr. -June ..
.4234
L991:
.3841
Oct. -Dec ...
L992:
.3609
Jan. -Mar ...
Apr. -June ..
.3627
July-Sept ..
.3823

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***

***

***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

Sales to iron foundries
U.S.
Margins of
producer
Ukraine
under/(over)
price
price
selling
Per pound
Percent
----silicon content------$0.4438

***

***

***

1 The percentage price differences between the U.S. and imported Ukrainian ferrosilicon were
:alculated as differences from the U.S. producers• price. Figures in parentheses indicate that
the price of the imported product was higher than the price of the domestic product during that
::iuarter.
2 The prices shown were based on total quarterly/semiannual requirement sales and are the
averages of the domestic and imported net U.S. delivered quarterly selling prices of U.S.
producers and *** weighted by each firm's total quarterly sales of the specified domestic and
Ukrainian products to each type of customer shown.

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. International
rrade Commission.
product were higher than prices of the domestic product, averaging 7.5 percent above prices of
the domestic product.
Venezuela.--Based on U.S. producer and importer questionnaire data, a total of 15
quarterly delivered price comparisons were possible between the domestic and imported
~enezuelan ferrosilicon between January 1989 and September 1992 (table 38).
All 15 price
comparisons involved product 1 sold to steel producers. Eight of the 15 price comparisons
showed that the imported product was priced less than the domestic product, with margins of
underselling averaging 4.7 percent. Seven price comparisons showed that prices of the imported
product were higher than prices of the domestic product, averaging 5.1 percent above prices of
the domestic product.
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Table 38
Net U.S. delivered selling prices of the U.S.-produced and imported Venezuelan
ferrosilicon, by products and by types of customers, and margins of
under/(over)selling, 1 by quarters, January 1989-September 1992 2

Period

Product 1
Sales to steel producers
U.S.
producer
Venezuelan
Margins of
price
price
under/(over)selling
-------Per pound silicon content-------Percent

1989:
Jan. -Mar .......... $0.6172
Apr. -June .........
.5957
July-Sept .........
.4995
.4114
Oct. -Dec ..........
1990:
.4120
Jan. -Mar ..........
.4176
Apr.-June .........
July-Sept .........
.4350
Oct.-Dec ..........
.4279
1991:
.3903
Jan. -Mar ..........
Apr.-June .........
.3997
July-Sept .........
.3967
.3800
Oct. -Dec ..........
1992:
Jan. -Mar ..........
.3580
Apr.-June .........
.3673
.3874
July-Sept .........

***

$0.6102
.5466

***

***

($0.0145)
(. 0471)

***

***

(2.4)
(9.4)

***

.3756
.3956
.4369
.4128

.0364
.0220
(. 0019)
.0151

8.8
5.3
(. 4)
3.5

.3786

.0117

3.0

***
***

.3676

***
***

.0124

***
***

.3299
.3547
.3779

.0281
.0126
.0095

7.8
3.4
2.5

3.3

1 The percentage price differences between the U.S. and imported Venezuelan
ferrosilicon were calculated as differences from the U.S. producers' price.
Figures in parentheses indicate that the price of the imported product was
higher than the price of the domestic product during that quarter.
2 The prices shown were based on total quarterly/semiannual requirement
sales and are the averages of the domestic and imported net U.S. delivered
quarterly selling prices of the reporting U.S. producers and importers,
weighted by each firm's total quarterly sales of the specified domestic and
Venezuelan products to the type of customer shown above.

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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Based on purchaser questionnaire data reported by U.S. steel producers,
a total of 8 quarterly delivered price comparisons were possible between the
domestic and imported Venezuelan ferrosilicon between January 1991 and
September 1992 (table 39). Seven of the 8 price comparisons involved product
1 and 1 price comparison involved product 2. Three of the 7 price comparisons
involving product 1 showed that the imported product was priced less than the
domestic product, with margins of underselling averaging 6.3 percent. Four
price comparisons involving product 1 and the sole price comparison involving
product 2 showed that prices of the imported product were higher than prices
of the domestic product, averaging 1.9 percent above prices of the domestic
product.
Exchange Rates
Quarterly data reported by the International Monetary Fund for three of
the seven subject countries indicate that the values of the reported
currencies generally depreciated in real terms relative to the U.S. dollar
between January 1989 and September 1992, or through the most recent period for
which data were ·available. Exchange-rate changes for the three countries are
shown in table 40 and discussed below. 101 102
Brazil
The nominal value of the Brazilian cruzeiro depreciated by almost 100
percent against the U.S. dollar between January 1989 and September 1992, but
due to inflation of 564,291 percent in Brazil during this period, the real
value of the cruzeiro actually appreciated by 8.4 percent.
Egypt
The nominal value of the Egyptian pound depreciated by 78.9 percent
against the U.S. dollar between January 1989 and June 1992, but due to
inflation of 68.9 percent in Egypt during this period, the real value of the
Egyptian pound fell by 66.3 percent. Producer price index data for Egypt were
available through April-June 1992.

International Financial Statistics, January 1993.
Useable market exchange-rate data for China, Kazakhstan, Russia, and
Ukraine are not available. The Government of China limits convertibility of
its currency with other currencies. Beginning in January 1991, the former
USSR Government reduced the ruble's more than 2,000 officially administered
exchange rates to 3 administered rates and allowed for a separate market rate
to be determined at currency auctions in the USSR. Instability in the
country, leading to the dissolution of the country into independent states on
January l, 1992, however, retarded full development of the currency auction
market in the now independent states, including Kazakhstan, Russia, and
Ukraine.
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Table 39
Net U.S. delivered purchase prices of the U.S.-produced and imported Venezuelan
ferrosilicon purchased by U.S. steel producers, by products, and margins of under/(over)
selling, 1 by quarters, January 1991-September 1992 2
United States 3
Quantitl
Price
1.000
pounds
Per aound
silicon
silicon
content
content

Venezuela 4
Qyantitl
1.000
:eounds
silicon
content

5,264
4,627
4,757
3,812

$0.3734
.3772
.3820
.3672

7,183
5,307
2,437

Product 2:
1991:
July-Sept .. 5,755

Product and
aeriod

Product 1:
1991:
Jan. -Mar ...
Apr. June ..
July-Sept ..
Oct. -Dec ...
1992:
Jan. -Mar ...
Apr. June ..
July-Sept ..

Price

Margins of under/(over)
selling

Per :eound
silicon
content

Per :eound
silicon
content

Percent

283
1,485
5,951
4, 726

$0.3893
.3919
.3824
.3386

($0.0159)
(. 0147)
(. 0005)
.0285

(4.3)
(3.9)
(.1)
7.8

.3373
.3506
.3873

4,368
6,036
3,080

.3095
.3515
.3760

.0278
(.0009)
.0113

8.3
(.3)
2.9

.3875

486

.3903

(.0028)

(.7)

.

The percentage price differences between the U.S. and imported Venezuelan
ferrosilicon were calculated as differences from the price of the domestic product.
Figures in parentheses indicate that the price of the imported product was higher than the
price of the domestic product during that quarter.
2 The prices shown were based on total quarterly/semiannual requirement purchases and
are the averages of the domestic and imported net U.S. delivered quarterly purchase prices
reported by purchasing U.S. steel firms, weighted by each firm's total quarterly purchases
of the specified domestic and Venezuelan ferrosilicon products. The delivered purchase prict
data do not include shipments of ferrosilicon that required SPC documentation.
3 Fourteen U.S. steel producers reported the requested purchase price data for the domestj
ferrosilicon products but not necessarily for every period requested.
4 Nine U.S. steel producers reported the requested purchase price data for the imported
Venezuelan ferrosilicon products but not necessarily for every period requested.
1

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. International
Trade Commission.
Venezuela
The nominal value of the Venezuelan bolivar depreciated by 68.1 percent against the U.S
dollar between January 1989 and September 1992, but due to inflation of 179.3 percent in
Venezuela during this period, the real value of the bolivar fell by only 16.2 percent.
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rable 40
Exchange rates: 1 Indexes of the nominal and real exchange rates between the U.S. dollar and
the currencies of three specified countries, and indexes of producer prices in the foreign
=ountries and the United States, 2 by quarters, January 1989-September 1992

Period
1989:
Jan-Mar ....
Apr-June ...
July-Sept ..
Oct-Dec ....
1990:
Jan-Mar ....
Apr-June ...
July-Sept ..
Oct-Dec ....
1991:
Jan-Mar ....
Apr-June ...
July-Sept ..
Oct-Dec ....
1992:
Jan-Mar ....
Apr-June ...
July-Sept ..

1989:
Jan-Mar ....
Apr-June ...
July-Sept ..
Oct-Dec ....
1990:
Jan-Mar ....
Apr-June ...
July-Sept ..
Oct-Dec ....
1991:
Jan-Mar ....
Apr-June ...
July-Sept ..
Oct-Dec ....
1992:
Jan-Mar ....
Apr-June ...
July-Sept ..

Brazil
Nominal
exchange
rate
index

E~t

Producer
price
index

Real
exchange
rate
index 3

Nominal
exchange
rate
index

Producer
price
index

Real
exchange
rate
index3

U.S.
producer
price
index

100.00
84.30
38.00
14.50

100.0
130.4
304.3
882.6

100.0
108.1
114.2
.126.1

100.0
100.0
63.6
63.6

100.0
108.3
107.9
121.2

100.0
106.4
67.7
75.8

100.0
101.8
101.4
101.8

3.80
1. 90
1.40
.80

4,213.0
8,160.9
10,978.3
16 ,421. 7

156.9
146.5
142.4
118.6

63.6
63.6
35.0
35.0

120.4
124.8
129.7
135.9

74.2
77 .1
43.3
44.0

103.3
103.1
104.9
108.l

.50
.40
.30
.10

26 '721. 7
34,643.5
48,678.3
89,243.5

113.9
116.8
119.9
108.5

22.3
21.4
21.3
21.0

139.4
146.l
153.6
163.2

29.4
29.9
31.2
32.7

105.9
104.8
104.7
104.8

.10
.04
,02
Veneg;uela
Nominal
exchange
rate
index

172,578.3
298,673.9
564,391,0

107.0
103.1
108,4

21.1
21.1
22.0

167.2
168.9

33.7
33.7

104.6
105.7
106.l

Producer
price
index

Real
exchange
rate
index3

U.S.
producer
price
index

100.0
57.3
57.3
51.4

100.0
145.4
158.5
160.9

100.0
81.9
89.6
81.2

100.0
101.8
101.4
101.8

50.0
47.2
44.0
43.3

167.2
174.0
185.6
191.8

80.9
79.7
77 .9
76.8

103.3
103.1
104.9
108.1

40.7
39.2
36.6
35.7

202.4
212.6
225.2
238.3

77. 7
79.5
78.8
81.2

105.9
104.8
104.7
104.8

33.8
33.0
31. 9

246.4
262.4
279.3

79.7
82.0
83.8

104.6
105.7
106.1

See notes at end of table.

(4)

(4)
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Table 40--Continued
Based on exchange rates expressed in U.S. dollars per unit of foreign
currency.
2 The producer price indexes are aggregate measures of inflation at the
wholesale level in the United States and the above foreign countries.
Quarterly producer prices in the United States fluctuated but rose, by 6.1
percent, between January 1989 and September 1992. During this period,
producer prices in Brazil rose by 564,291 percent and producer prices in
Venezuela increased by 179.3 percent. Producer prices in Egypt rose by 68.9
percent between January 1989 and June 1992, the latest period such data were
available.
3 The real values of the foreign currencies are the nominal values adjusted
for the difference between inflation rates as measured by the producer price
indexes in the individual foreign countries and the United States.
4 Not available.
1

Note.--January-March 1989-100.0
Source: International Monetary Fund, International Financial Statistics,
January 1993.
Lost Revenues
During the current preliminary ferrosilicon investigations, *** reported
lost revenue allegations involving competition from ferrosilicon imported from
Brazil, which totaled *** of lost revenues for *** million pounds of silicon
content in the ferrosilicon. 103
During the current final ferrosilicon investigations, one U.S. producer
reported lost revenue allegations involving competition from ferrosilicon
imported from Venezuela. 104 The reported allegations involving Venezuela
totaled *** of lost revenues for *** million pounds of silicon content in the
ferrosilicon. 105

***

During the current preliminary ferrosilicon investigations, four other
U.S. producers of ferrosilicon *** indicated in their questionnaire responses
that they were forced to lower their prices because of competition with lower
priced subject imported products, but were unable to provide any details or
country(ies) of origin. On the other hand, four U.S. producers *** indicated
that they were not forced to lower their prices because of any low-priced
ferrosilicon imported from the subject countries. No specific lost revenue
allegations were received that involved ferrosilicon imported from Egypt.
104 During the current final ferrosilicon investigations, *** also reported
lost revenue allegations involving competition from ferrosilicon imported from
Argentina. A discussion of telephone conversations with the cited purchasers
is presented in appendix E.
105 During the current final ferrosilicon investigations, four other U.S.
producers of ferrosilicon *** indicated in their questionnaire responses that
they were forced to lower their prices because of competition with lower
(continued ... )
103
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The Commission was able to contact 2 of the 3 purchasers cited in lost
revenue allegations involving Brazil and Venezuela; conversations are
discussed below by country of origin.
Brazil
*** alleged that it sold about *** million pounds (silicon content) of
commodity grade*** to*** during***· ***reportedly offered its U.S.produced ferrosilicon initially at *** per pound of silicon content but
asserted that to make the sale it had to lower its price to *** per pound of
silicon content to match the price of Brazilian ferrosilicon offered to ***

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Venezuela
*** alleged that it sold about *** million pounds (silicon content) of
commodity grade*** to*** for*** delivery. ***reportedly offered its U.S.produced ferrosilicon initially at *** per pound of silicon content but
asserted that to make the sale it had to lower its price to *** per pound of
silicon content because of competition with Venezuelan ferrosilicon offered to
***
*** did not know the competing price.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Lost Sales
During _the current preliminary ferrosilicon investigations, *** reported
lost sales allegations involving competition from ferrosilicon imported from
Brazil which totaled *** or *** million pounds of silicon content in the
ferrosilicon. 106

105 ( ••• continued)
priced subject imported products, but were unable to provide any details or
country(ies) of origin. On the other hand, three U.S. producers *** indicated
that they were not forced to lower their prices because of any low-priced
ferrosilicon imported from the subject countries. No specific lost revenue
allegations were received that involved ferrosilicon imported from China,
Kazakhstan, Russia, or Ukraine.
106 During the current preliminary ferrosilicon investigations, three other
U.S. producers of ferrosilicon *** indicated in their questionnaire responses
that they lost sales to the subject imported products, but were unable to
provide any details or country(ies) of origin. On the other hand, four U.S.
producers *** indicated that they had not lost sales to the subject imported
products. No specific lost sales allegations were received that involved
ferrosilicon imported from Egypt.
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During the current final ferrosilicon investigations, three U.S.
producers *** reported lost sales allegations involving ferrosilicon imported
from Russia and Venezuela. 107 These reported lost sales allegations involving
Russian and Venezuelan products totaled $6,819,750 or 17,000,000 pounds of
silicon content in the ferrosilicon. 108
The Commission was able to contact 7 of the 10 purchasers cited in lost
sales allegations involving Brazil, Russia, and Venezuela; and it also was
able to contact 3 of the 5 purchasers cited in lost sales allegations where
the reporting U.S. producer did not know the country of origin of the
competing material.
Brazil
*** alleged that it offered to sell *** pounds (silicon content) of
commodity grade ferrosilicon 75 to*** during***· *** reportedly offered its
U.S.-produced ferrosilicon at*** per pound of silicon content but asserted
that it lost the sale to imported Brazilian material priced at *** per pound
of silicon content.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*** alleged that it offered to· sell *** pounds (silicon content) of
commodity grade ferrosilicon 75 to *** during ***· *** reportedly offered its
U.S.-produced ferrosilicon at*** per pound of silicon content but asserted
that it lost the sale to imported Brazilian material priced at *** per pound
of silicon content. ***
Russia
*** alleged that a sale of ferrosilicon 50 to *** involving *** pounds
of silicon content was lost to a supplier of Russian-produced ferrosilicon on
***· *** reported that it offered the domestic ferrosilicon for ***but was
rejected by***, but*** did not know the accepted price.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

In addition, *** also reported lost sales allegations where it did not
know the country of origin of the competing ferrosilicon. The latter
allegations totaled *** million or *** million pounds of silicon content in
the ferrosilicon.
108 During the current final ferrosilicon investigations, two other U.S.
producers of ferrosilicon *** indicated in their questionnaire responses that
they had lost sales to the subject imported products, but were unable to
provide any details or country(ies) of origin. Three U.S. producers ***
indicated in their questionnaire responses that they had not lost sales to the
subject imported products. No specific lost sales allegations were received
that involved ferrosilicon imported from China, Kazakhstan, or Ukraine.
107
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*** also alleged that a sale of ferrosilicon 50 to *** involving ***
pounds of silicon content was lost to a supplier of Russian-produced
ferrosilicon on***· *** reported that it offered the domestic ferrosilicon
for *** but was rejected by *** and the accepted quote for the Russian product
was ***
*** stated that ***·
*** also alleged that a sale of ferrosilicon 50 to *** involving ***
pounds of silicon content was lost to a supplier of Russian-produced
ferrosilicon in ***
*** reported that it offered the domestic ferrosilicon
for *** but was rejected by *** but *** did not know the accepted price. ***
*** alleged 2 lost sales of ferrosilicon 50 to *** involving the Russian
imports. These sales involved the submission of price quotes in response to
requests from *** that specified both the quantity and _grade of ferrosilicon
required. *** alleged that on *** it offered to provide *** pounds (silicon
content) of ferrosilicon for *** but the sale was awarded to a supplier of
Russian ferrosilicon which bid ***· *** alleged that in *** it offered to
provide *** pounds (silicon content) of ferrosilicon for *** but the sale was
awarded to a supplier of ferrosilicon that was "possibly Russian" which bid
***

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*** alleged that it offered to sell *** pounds (silicon content) of
commodity grade ferrosilicon 50 to *** during***· *** reportedly offered its
U.S.-produced ferrosilicon at*** per pound of silicon content but asserted
that it lost the sale to Russian material priced at *** per pound of silicon
content.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Venezuela
*** alleged a lost sale
from Venezuela. *** reported
provide *** pounds of silicon
supplier of ferrosilicon that

*

*

of ferrosilicon 50 to ***
that it submitted a price
content and that the sale
was "possibly Venezuelan"

*

*

*

*

because of imports
of *** in *** to
was awarded to a
which bid ***

*
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Unlmown Country Of Origin
*** alleged that it offered to sell *** million pounds (silicon content)
of commodity grade ferrosilicon 75 to *** during***· *** reportedly offered
its U.S.-produced ferrosilicon at*** per pound of silicon content but
asserted that it lost the sale to unspecified off-shore material priced at ***
per pound of silicon content. ***
*** alleged that it offered to sell *** pounds (silicon content) of
commodity grade ferrosilicon 75 to *** during ***· *** reportedly offered its
U.S.-produced ferrosilicon at*** per pound of silicon content but asserted
that it lost the sale to unspecified off-shore material priced at *** per
pound of silicon content.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*** alleged that it offered to sell *** million pounds (silicon content)
of commodity grade ferrosilicon 75 to*** during*** and again in***· ***
reportedly offered its U.S.-produced ferrosilicon at*** per pound of silicon
content in*** and at*** per pouhd of silicon content in***• but asserted
that it lost the sales to unspecified off-shore material priced at *** per
pound of silicon content in *** and priced at *** per pound of silicon content
in ***

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Preliminary Affirmative Countervailing
Duty Determination: Ferrosllicon From
Venezuela

Import Administration,
International Trade Administration,
Department of Commerce.
EFFECTIVE DATE: August 25.1992.
AGENCY:

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

Paulo F. Mendes, Office of
Countervailing Investigations, U.$.
Department of Commerce, Room B099,
14th Street and Constitution Avenue
NW., Washington, DC 20230; telephone
(202) 377-5050. · ....,
.
.
Preliminary Determination
The Department preliminarily
determines that benefits which
constitute bounties or grants within the
meaning of section 303 of the Tariff Act
of 1930, as amended ("the Act"), are
being provided to manufacturen,
producers, or exporters in Venezuela of
the subject merchandise.

Case History
·Since the publication or the notice or
initiation in the Federal Register (57 FR
27024, June 17, 1992), the following ·
events have occurred. On June 19. 1992.
we presented a questionnaire to the
Government of Venezuela ("GOV"). On
August 27, 1992, we received responses
from the GOV and CVG-Venezolana de
Ferrosilicio C.A. ("FESILVEN"), the only
producer and exporter of ferrosilicon in
Venezuela. On August 31, 1992, we
issued deficiency questionnaires;
responses to these questionnaires were
received on August 7 and August 14,
1992.
Scope of Investigation
The product covered by this
investigation is ferrosilicon, a ferroalloy
generally containing. by weight, not less
than four percent iron, more than eight
percent but not more than 96 percent
silicon. not more than 10 percent
chromium. not more than 30 percent
manganese. not more than three percent
phosphorous, less than 2.75 percent

magnesium, and not more than 10
percent calcium or any other element.
Ferrosilicon is a ferroalloy produced
by combining silicon and iron through
smelting in a submerged-arc furnace.
Ferrosilicon is used primarily as an
alloying agent in the prt'duction of steel
and cast iron. It is also used in the steel
industry as a deoxidizer and reducing
agent. 1md by cast iron producers as an
inoc1.1jan t..
Ferrosilicon is differentiated by size
and by grade. The sizes express the
maximum and minimum dimensions of
the lumps of ferrosilicon found in a
given shipment. Ferrosilicon grades are
defined by the percentages of weight of
contained silicon and other minor
elements. Ferrosilicon is most commonly
sold to iron and steel industries in
standard grades of 75 percent and so
percent ferrosilicon.
Calcium silicon, ferrocalcium silicon,
and magnesium ferroailicon are
specifically excluded from the scope of
this investigation. Calcium silicon is an
alloy containing. by weight, not more
than five percent iron, 60 to 65 percent
silicon and 28 to 32 percent calcium.
Ferrocalcium silicon is a ferroalloy
containing, by weight. not less than four
percent iron, 60 to 65 perce.nt silicon,
and more than 10 percent calcium.
Magnesium ferrosilicon is a ferroalloy
containing, by weight. not less than four
percent iron. not more than 55 percent
silicon. and not less than 2.75 percent
. magnesium.
Ferrosilicon is classifiable under the
following subheadings of the
Harmonized Tarfiff Schedule of the
United States ("HTSUS"): 7202.21.1000,
7202.21.5000, 7202.21.7500, 7202.21.9000,
7202.29.0010, and 7202.29.0050. Although
the HTSUS subheadings are provided
for convenience and cu~toms purposes,
our written description on the scope of
this investigation is dispositive.

Injury Test
On August 31, 1990, Venezuela
became a contracting party of the
General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade ("GAIT'). Since qualification as
"country under the Agreement" under
section 701(b)(3) requires that the CATI
not apply between the United States
and the country from which the subject
merchandise is imported, Venezuela is
no longer eligible for treatment as a
"country under the Agre~ment" within
the meaning of section 701(b)(3).
However, because Venezuela is a GATI
contracting party, and merchandise
within the scope of the petition which is
imP.ott~d under lfl'SUS subheac!.ings
7202.21.1000, 7202.21.5000, 7202.29.0010,
and 72.29.0050 is nondutiable. the
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petitioner is nonetheless required to
allege that. and the International Trade
Commission ("ITC") is required to
determine whether. pursuant lo section
303{a)(2}. imports of this nondutiable
merchandise from Venezuela materially
Injure. or threaten material injury to. a
U.S. industry. The remaining HTSUS
items. as described in the "Scope of
Investigation" section of this notice. are
dutiable. Therefore. for these items. the
ITC is not required lo determine
whether. pursuant to section 303(a)(2),
imports from Venezuela of these
products materially injure. or threaten
material injury to. a U.S. industry.

Analysis of Programs
Consistent with our practice in
preliminary determinations, when a ·,,

response to an allegation denies the
existence of a program. receipt of
benefits under a program. or eligibility
of a company or industry under a
program. and the Department bas no
persuasive evidence showing that the
response is incorrect. we accept the
response for purposes of the preliminary
determination. All such responses,
however, are subject lo verification. If
the responses cannot be supported at
verification. and a program is otherwise
counteravailable. the program will be
considered a counteravailable study in
the final determination.
For purposes of this preliminary
determination. the period for whlch we
are me~·3uring bounties or grants (the
period of investigation-"POI") is
calendar year 1991. which corresponds
to the fiscal year of FESILVEN.
Program Preliminarily Determined To Be
Counteravailable
We preliminarily determine that
bounties or grants are being provided to
manufacturers. producers or exportel'9
in Venezuela of ferrosilicon under the
.
following programs=
1. Preferential power rates. The
petitioners alleged that C.V.G.
Electrification del Caroni C.A.
("EDELCA"), .a government-owned
hydroelectric power company, charges
preferential electricity rates to
FESILVE.""'J. According to the
questionnaire responses the electricity
rates EDELCA charges large industrial
consumers of electricity a~e the result of
non-discriminatory. arms-length
negotiations between EDELCA and its
customers. During such "negotiations, the
consumption pattern of each customer is
considered by EDELCA in determining
each customer's electricity rate.
When analyzing whether the
provision by a government of a good or
service pursuant to a domestic program
confers a countervailable benefit. we
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examine whether the good or service is
being provided to a specific enterprise
or indwitry or group of enterprises or
industries and wheC!er the price paid by
the producers under investigation for
that good or service is leas than the
benchmark price. See e.g.• Final
Affinnati\'e Countel'\"ailing Duty
Determination: Cer.ain Softwood
Lumber ~ducts froo Canada. 57 FR
22570, 22586 (May 2!. 1992). Although
we do not have con:olete information as
to EDELCA'a rates. i.4i.e response
provides information on rates charged to
other industrial grou;>s which are large
·consumers of electf.city. It appears from
the information pro\""ided that FESILVEN
paid a lower rate tha:i another industrial
group which consumed a larger quantity
of electricity than FESILVEi.'\J during the
POL Therefore. we p::eliminarily
detennine that FESil.\'EN received
electricity at a prefe:-ential rate. For
purposes of this preliminary
determination. the be:ichmark we are
using is the rate cha...sed by EDELCA to
the other large indus::ial consumer of
electricity referred to above.
To calculate the be::.efit, we fll'st
multiplied FESILVE.'\-s total electricity
consumption during 6e POI by the
average electricity ra~ EDELCA
charged the other inCustrial group
during the POL Next. we subtracted
from the resultant fig-2e FESIL VEN'a
actual electricity cost for the POI.
Finally, the difference was divided by
FESILVE.''4's total sales. On this basis,
we calculated estin:a!ed net bounties or
grants or 4.97 percent ad. valorem.
Respondents have argued that under
FESILVE.~'s current e!ectricity contract.
the company began paying a markedly ·
higher price for electricity after the POL
According to respoi:cents. the increase
resulted from an EDEI.CA initiative,
begun in 1990, to raise power rates paid
by large volume customers gradually so
that by 1995 those rates will equal the
long term marginal ~sts of EDELCA's
hydroelectric generat:on activities. At
this time. the Depart:::ent does not have
sufficient information to analyze
whether a program-W:de change has
occurred. We will co::tinue to seek
further information -o:i:: this issue for
. purposes er our final cetermination.
z. Export bond prog.-am. Although this
program was not alleged in the petition,
FESILVEN's financial statements and
questionnaire respon!es indicate that
FESILVEN benefited ::-Om this program
during the POI. Based on previous
investigations (see, e.g~ Final
Affirmative Counter\"ai!.ing Duty
Determination: Gerta::,. Electrical
Conductor Aluminum Redraw Rod from
Venezuela. 53 FR 2.;753 (June 30, 1988)),
we know that this prc;~am was
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designed to pro,'ide partial
compensation for the requirement that
exporters convert foreign currency
export earnings to bolivars at an o£Cicial
rate significantly lower than the free
market rate. The value or the export
bond is based on a percentage of the
FOB value of tlie product exported.
Decause this program is limited to
exporters. we preliminarily determine
that it is countervailable. To calculate
the benefit for the POI. we divided the
bolivar amount of bonds shown on
FESILVEN'e 1991 financial statements
by the company's total export sales. On
this basis, we calculated estimated net
bounties or grants 0£ 1.69 percent ad

valorern.
The export bond program was
terminated as of June 15. 19Sl.
Therefore. consistent with our policy of
taking into account program-wide
changes that occur before the
preliminary determination. the cash
deposit rate for this program is zero. See
section 355.50 of the Department's
proposed regulations. 54 FR Z3366 (May
31, 1989).

B. Program Preliminarily Determined
Not To Be Countervailable

t. GOV grants.The petitioners alleged
that in December 1987, FESILVE.~ was
authorized by the GOV to receive funds
in the form of a government grant and
loans from foreign sources to implement
a major expansion plan. According to
the questionnaire responses. FESILVE.'i
financed its expansion plan by "longtenn loans negotiated on ordinary
commercial tenns with two foreism ·
banks. a loan from an unrelated foreign
customer * * *"and capital
contributions it received from its
shareholders, composed of both private
and public investors.
•
.
Rather than a government grant. it
appears that FESILVEN received equity
infusions in 1989 and 1991. Because the
petitioners alleged that FESIL VEN had
· received an equity infusion from the
government in 1989 in their petition. tht:!
Department examined in this proceeding
FESILVEN's equityworthiness for 1989.
Based on information in the petition. we
concluded that there was no reasonable
basis to believe or suspect that
FESILVE.11\1 was unequityworthy in 1S89.
For 1991. petitioners have made no
unequityworthy allegation. The
Department's policy is not to investigate
an equity infusion in a firm absent a
specific allegation by the petitioner. See
section 355.44(e)(3) of the Department's
proposed regulations {54 FR 233G5: May
31. 1989). Accordingly, we preliminarily
determine this program to be not
countervailable.
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C. Program For Which Additional
Information Is Needed
1. GO V's assumption of debt. The
petitioners allege that under Decree
1261. the GOV assumed a portion of
FESILVEN's foreign currency debt in
1986. and the remaining portion in 1990.
Furthermore. the petitioners alleged that
the GOV only assumed the debt of 15
government-owned companies.
According to the questionnaire
responses. the GOV "assumed all of the
foreign currency debts of all
government-owned companies • • ...
Furthermore. the GOV specifically
stated that its actions regarding
FESILVEN's foreign currency debt were
only intended to suspend the company's
payment of interest and principal while
the GOV attempted to renegotiate the
terms of the debt. In addition,
FESILVEN stated that it will shortly
"recommence payment of principal and
interest on those debts."
While the beneficiaries of this
program may be limited to a specific
enterprise or industry or group of
enterprises or industries, it does not
appear that their debt was assumed.
Instead, it appears that the terms of the
debt have been renegotiated. At this
time, we have insufficient information
on the record to determine whether the
terms under which FESILVEN will repay
its foreign debt will be consistent with
commercial considerations. Therefore,
we intend to seek additional information
on this issue.
D. Programs Preliminarily Determined
Not To Be Used
· 1". Sales tax exemption.
2. Preferential Short-Term
Financing-F!NEXPO verification. In
accordance with section 776(b) of the
Act. we will verify the information used
in making our final determination.

Suspension of Liquidation
In accordance with 703(d) of the Act,
we are directing the U.S. Customs
Service to suspend liquidation of all
entries of ferrosilicon from Venezuela.
which are entered or withdrawn from
warehouse. for consumption on or after
the date of the publication of this notice
in the Federal Register and to require a
cash deposit or bond for such entries of
the merchandise in the amount of 4.97
percent ad valorem. This suspension
will remain in effect until further notice.
ITC Notification
In accordance with section 703{0 of
the Act, we will notify the ITC of our
determination. In addition, we are
making available to the ITC all
nonprivileged and nonproprietary
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information relating to this
Investigation. We will allow the ITC
access to all privileged and business
proprietary information "in our files. ·
provided the ITC confirms that it will
not disclose such information. either
publicly or under an administrative
protective order, without the written
consent of the Deputy Assistant
Secretary for Investigations. Import
Administration.
If our final determination is
affirmative, the ITC will make its final
determination within 45 days after the
Department makes its final
determination.

Public Comment
In accordance with 19 CFR 355.38 of
the Department's regulations, we will
hold a public hearing. if requested. on
October 14. 1992. at 9:30 a.m. in room
3708, to afford interested parties an
opportunity to comment on this
preliminary determination. Interested
parties who wish to request or
participate in a hearing must submit a
request within ten days of the
publication of this notice in the Federal
Register to the Assistant Secretary for
Import Administration. U.S. Department
of Commerce. room B-099, 14th Street
and Constitution Avenue. NW.,
Washington. DC 20230. Requests should
contain: (1) The party's name, address.
and telephone number: (2) the number of
participants: (3) the reason for attending;
and (4) a list of the issues to be .
.
discussed. Parties should confirm by
telephone the time. date, and place of
the hearing 48 hours before the
scheduled time.
In accordance with 19 CFR 355.38 (c)
and (d). ten copies or the b~siness
proprietary version and five copies of
the nonproprietary version or the case
briefs must be submitted to the
Assistant Secretary no later than
October 2. 1992. Ten copies of the
business proprietary version and five
copies of the nonproprietary version or
rebuttal briefs must be submitted to the
Assistant Secretary no later than
October 9. 1992. An interested party
may make an affirmative presentation
only on arguments included in that
party's case or rebuttal brief. If no
hearing is requested, interested parties
still may comment on these preliminary
results in the form of case and rebuttal
briefs. Written argument should be
submitted in accordance with § 355.38 of
the Department's regulations and will be
considered if received within the time
limits specified in this notice.
This determination is published
pursuant to section i03(f) of the Act (19
u.s.c. 1671b{f)).

Dated: August 17, 1992.

AlanM.Dwm.
Assistant Secretary for Import
Administration.
(FR Doc. 92-20229 Filed 2-24-92: 8:45 aml
llLLINQ COO£ 3510-0S-ll
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ma&erial ia;ul'y.wllae UtaoYshment
an induakJ ill Iba Uai.ted States ia
materially ne.rded. b~ reason or

or

impom &om. Venenela e( ferroailicon. 1
previdedfm: iD su&aeadiap 7202.21.10.
7202.2.1.SO. imd 720%.29.00 or the
Hamumizecf Tan11 Schedule of the
United Slates (HI'S). that are alleged to
be subsidized by the Govemment of

Veaezuela.
Purawmf fa a request from petitioner

under section 7'0S(a)(t) of the Act tt9
U.S.C. tend(a)tlJJ, Commerce has
extended the ~far its ftnaf
determinatton to coincide with that to
be made ia &be -.mn& &lltidwnping
investigation on fenaeilicoll frDm
Venezuela. Accordinsly, the
Commiaaion will not establish a
acbedale far the cmGMC:l of t.M
co1IDl...mlina d-, iaveslisatien until
Cmnnwl:& makes a prelimina"'i
deteftninati• in the an&idumpma
iaveatiptim lc:urrentlJ ac:beduled for
Odaber .za. 1982).
Forfurther iafonnatio11 caaceming the
c:oadud of thi.a. iAveatiaation. hearing
procedusea. aad Nies of general
application. c:onaulJ. the Commission's
Rule• or Practice and Procedure. part
2'>t. aubparta A through E {l9 CFR part
201). and put 'Jll'F. subparts A aad' C (19
CFR part ZO"i').
E'FECTIVE DAT£ August 21. 1992.

FOR. FUmta llllFORllATIOH CONTACT:

Vera Libeau '2DZ-2DS-3T18J, Office of
ln'ftltiptians, U.S. International Trade
Commisaion. 500 E' Street SW.,

Washington. DC 20436. Hearingimpaired peraea& can obtain iAformation
an this. matter by coDtactiag the
Commiuim'a TDD tenniaal oa 202-20!>1810. Persona witb mobility impairments
who will .need special assistance in
gaining acceaa k> the Commi1Sion
should con tad the omce of the
Secretary at ZOZ-ZOS-2000.
su.PUEllEHrARY INFOMIATIOfC

INTERNATlOlllAL TRAD£
COMlllSSION
crnwstr11H. . No. 3U-TA-D tflnelH

Fen11llcen fftMlt Vwzueha
AGENCY: United States lntemational
'Inda Commiuioll.
· M:'SIOM: lnstimlioll of a Fi.mal
auntemRtinl duty irmletifJation.

M-.trr.Tbe Comminima hereby gives
nottat of the institution of a final
cowtet tailing duty investigation (No.
303-TA-Z3 (fiDallJ under section 303 or

the Tu:ift Act or mo (19 u.s.c. 1303J
(the Act) to delenniae whether an
iDdm&ry iD &be United S&aaea. is
materially intilncl. or ia tbrealmecl with

BadcpeulMI

Thia iaveatigation. is being instituted
a result or an aff'mnafive pi:eliminmy
determination by the Department of
Commerce that certain benefits which
conatitute 1ubaidie1 within the meaning
or sectioa 303 or the Ar.I. (19 u.S.C..1303)
are being pnwided to manufacturers,
88

• The product COYeNd by lhi1 lnve1t111tion i1
fenvailicon. a '-•'111 lftmlllllJ'Clllllllmiftl,. by
weighL not leu than • percent iron. mDft thin I
thaa•,._s lliM-. aot
percent but not monr than to ,..:mt chromium. not more thin 30
percent mqan-. DOI monr tbmt s perc111t
pho.""- inl duin %.75 percent mqneaiwn. •nd
not lllOl'I duin to pet'Cllll e1lci11111 orlllf'lllher
elemlnL Caldum lllic:on. femlc:alcium 1ilic:on. and

-peulum mro.tllc:an -

from th• ICOPI of lhl1 tu

apecific.9fly eiu:fudetl

·a liaD..
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producers. or exportel'I in Venezuela of
feno1Wcon. The inve1tfaatlon wa1
reque1ted in a petition rued on May 22.
1992. by AIMCOR. Pltteburgh. PA:
Alabama Silicon. lnc.. Bessemer, AL:
American Alloya. Inc.. Plttaburgh. PA: ·
Globe MetalhqicaL Inc.. Cleveland,
OH: Silicon Metaltecb. Inc.. Seatde,
WA:. OiL Chemical• Atomic Worken
Union (local 389); United Autoworkers
of America Union (locala 523 and 12618):
and United Steelworkel'I of America
Union (locala 2528. 3081, and 5171).

Pel'IODI wishiDI to participate in the
inveatf&atlon al partiee mUlt me an
entry of appearance with the Secretary
to the Commia1ion. a1 provided in
I 201.11 of the Commia1ion'1 ruin. not
latm- than twenty-one (Zl) day1 after
publication of thi1 notice in the Federal
The Secretary will prepare a
public aervice lilt contatniq the namu
and addreaea of all peraom. or their
repreaentativea. who are partie1 to thil
lnvntf&ation upon the expiration of the
period for filina entriu of appearanr.11.

a..--.

Umlted Dildoeure of Buiaea

a

Proprietary lnfonnatioa (BPQ Under
Admiaiatntive Prolecdve Order (APO)
ad BPI Service Liit

Punuant to aection ZD7.7(a) of the
Commi11ion'1 rulea. the Secretary will
make BPI pthered in thi1 final
lnve1ttaation available to authorized
applicantl under the APO luued in the
invutfaatlon. provided that the
application ii made not later than
twenty-one (Zl) day1 after the
publication of thi1 notice In the Federal
A 1eparate service liat will be
maintained by the Secretary for those
partiu authorized to receive BPI under
the APO.

a..--.

Autllmitr: Thia lnvestiption ia be1ft1
conducted under authority of tbe Tariff Act of
1930. title VU. Tbi1 notice la publiahed
punuant to I 201.zo tbe Coaimlalton'1

or

rullL

Br order of the Commiuion.
1uuec1: September t, lllZ.
Pau1R.8enloe.
Acti111 SM:retary
(FR Doc. IZ-21811 Filed S-tCMZ: 1:'5 am)
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Background.

[Investigation No. 731-TA-167 (Final))
FerroliUcon From the People'•
Republic of China
AGENCY: United States International
Trade Commission.
ACTION: Institution and scheduling of a
final antidumping investigation.
SUMMARY: The Commission hereby gives.

notice of the institution of final
antidumping investigation No. 731-TA567 (Final) under section 735(b) of the
Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. 1673d(b))
(the Act) to detennine whether an
industry in the United States is
materially injured, or is threatened with
material injury, or the establishment of
an industry in the United States is
materially retarded, by reason of
imports from the People's Republic of
China of ferrosilicon, provided for in
subheadings 7202.21.10, 7202.21.50,
7202.21.75, 7202.21.90, and 7202.29.00
of the Hannonized Tariff Schedule of
the United States
For further information concerning
the conduct of this investigaton, hearing
procedures, and rules of general
application, consult the Commission's
Rules of Practice and Procedure, part
201. subparts A through E (19 CFR part
201). and part 207, subparts A and C (19
CFR part 207).
EFFEC11VE DATE: November 5.1992.
FOR FURntEA INFORMATION CONTACT: Brad
Hudgens (202-205-3189), Office of
Investigations, U.S. International Trade
Commission, 500 E street SW .•
Washington, DC 20436. Hearing·
impaired persons can obtain
information on this matter by contacting
the Commission's TDD terminal on 202205-1810. Persons with mobility
impairments who will need special
assistance in gaining access to the
Commission should contact the Office
of the Secretary at 202-205-2000.
SUPPLEMEN1'AAY INFORMATION:

This investigation is being instituted
as a result of an affirmative preliminary
determination by the Department of
Commerce that imports of ferrosilicon
from the People's Republic of China are
being sold in the United States at less
than fair value within the meaning of
section 733 of the Act (19 U.S.C. 1673b).
The investigation was requested in a
petition filed on May 22, 1992, by
AIMCOR, Pittsburgh, PA: Alabama
Silicon, Inc., Bessemer, AL: American
Alloys, Pittsburgh, PA; Globe
Metallurgical, Inc., Cleveland, OH;
Silicon Metaltech, Inc., Seattle, WA;
United Autoworkers of America (locals
523 and 12646); United Steelworkers of
America (locals 2528. 3081, and 5171);
and Oil, Chemical I: Atomic workers
(local 389).

Participation in the Investigation and
Public Senice List
Persons wishing to participate in the
investigation as parties must file ~
entry of appearance with the Secretary
to the Commission, as provided in
§ 201.11 of the Commission's rules, not
later than twenty-one (21) days after
publication of this notice in the Federal
Register. The Secretary will prepare a
public service list containing the names
and addresses of all persons, or their
representatives, who are parties to this
investigation upon the expiration of the
period for filing entries of appearance.
Limited Disclosun ofBusineu
Proprietary Information (BPI) Under an
Administrative Protective Order (APO)
and BPI Service List
Pursuant to§ 207.7(a} of the
Commission's rules, the Secretary will
make BPI gathered in this final
investigati()!l _available to authorized
applicants under the A.PO issued in the
investigation, provided that the
application is made not later than
twenty-one (21) days after the
publication of this notice in the Federal
llegister. A separate service list will be
maintained by the Secretary for those
parties authorized to receive BPI under
the APO.
Staff Report
The prehearing staff report in this
investigation will be placed in the
nonpublic record on January 8, 1993,
and a public version will be issued
thereafter, pursuant to§ 207.21 of the
Commission's rules.
Hearing
The Commission will hold a hearing
in connection with this investigation
beginning at 9:30 Lm. on January z~.
1993, at the U.S. International Trade
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Commission Building. Requests to
appear at the hearing should be filed in
writing with the Secretary to the
Commission on or before January 15,
1993. A nonparty who has testimony
that may aid the Commission'•
deliberations may request permission to
present a short statement at the hearing.
All parties and nonparties desiring to
appear at the hearing and make oral
presentations should attend a
prehearing conference to be held at 9:30
a.m. on January 21, 1993, at the U.S.
International Trade Commission
Building. Oral testimony and writte~
materials to be submitted at the public
hearing are governed by §§ 201.6(b)(2),
201.13(0, and 207.23(b) of the
Commission's rules.
WriHen Submissions

Each party is encouraged to submit a
prehearing brief to the Commission.
Prehearing priefs must conform with the
provisions of§ 207.22 of the
Commission's rules: the deadline for
filing is January 15, 1993. Parties may
also file written testimony in connection
with their presentation at the hearing, as
provided in§ 207.23(b) of the
Commission'• rules, and posthearing
briefs, which must confonn with the
provisions of§ 207.24 of the
Commission's rules. The deadline for
filing posthearing briefs is February 1,
1993; witness testimony must be filed
no later than three (3) days before the
hearing. In addition, any person who
has not entered an appearance as a party
to the investigation may submit a
written statement of information
pertinent to the subject of the
investigation on or before February 1,
1993. All written submissions must
conform with the provisions of§ 201.8
of the Commission's rules; any
submissions that contain BPI must also
conform with the requirements of
§§201.6, 207.3, and 207.7 of the
Commission's rules.
In accordance with §§ 201.l&(c) and
207.3 of the rules, each document filed
by a party to the investigation must be
served on all other parties to the
investigation (as identified by either the
public or BPI service list), and a
certificate of service must be timely
filed. The Seaetary will not accept a
document for filing without a certificate
of service.
Authority: This investigation is being
conducted under authorit)' of the Tariff Act
of 1930, title VII. Thia notice Is published
punuant to S207.20 of the Commission's
rules.
Issued: November 23, 1992.

By order of the Commiuion.
PaulLBard•,
Actm1 Secretary.
IFR Doc. 92-29227 Filed 12-1-92; 8:45 am)
R&JtG CODI,...._...
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wen being sold at below the coat of .
Scope oflD.....tigatiaaa
production (COP). On October 28, 1992,
The product covered by
we initiated a COP investigation of
investigatiom ii ferroailicoa, a
Minerais' sales of farroaWcon to Japan.
fenoalloy senerally contalnlng, by
For details of analysil and parties'
weight, not leas than four perc8Dt iron,
submissions, 188 analysis and
more than eight percent but Dot mon
ncommendation memorandum dated
than 98 percent silicon. not man than
October 28, 1992. (See also "COP"
10 percent chromium, not mon thm 30
section of this notice.) On October 29,
percent manganese, not mon than three
1992, we served copies of the COP
percent phosphoroua, leu than 2.75
questionnaire on the Governments of
percent magnesium. and not mon than
ICaukhstan, via the American Embassy
10 percent calcium or any other
in Alma Ata, the Ruasian Federation.
alamanL
·
and Ukraine. We also requested that
Ferrosilicon i1 a fenoalloy produced
Minerals submit ill profit and selllns.
by combbiing silicon and Iran through ·
general, and administrative costs for
smalling in a submerged-arc fumace.
ferroailicon purchased from each
Farrosilicon is used primarily u ID
country.
alloying agent in the production of steel
On October· 30, 1992, Minerais
and cut iron. It is also used in the steel
requested that we recomider and
industry u a daoxidlzer and 4 nduclng
nsdnd the COP investigation with
agent, and by cut iron producen u an
regard to ICazakhatan. On November 8,
iDoculanL
1992, Minerais again requested that we
Ferrosilicon is diffenntiated by size
rescind the COP investigatiom with
and by grade. The sizes express the
regard to ICazakhatan. the Russian
maximum and minimum dimensions of
Federation, and Ukraine. On November the lumps of fenosillcon found in a
16, 1992, petitioners submitted
given shipmenL FerroaWcon grades an
defined by the percentapl by weight of
opposition to Minerals' Novem~ 6,
1992. submission. On November 18',
contained silicon and other minor
1992, Minarais submitted opposition to · elements. Fenosillcan la most
,Petitioners' November 16, 1992,
commonly sold to the iron and steel
comments.
industries in standard padea of 75
.
On October 8, 1992, Minerais
percent and 50 percent fanosillcon.
su•bmittad a latter informing us that the
Calcium lillcon, farrocaldum .WCOn,
Gowammanll of ICazakb.stan, the
. and magnllium fam>silicon an
Rua:ian Federation, and Ukraine would speciBcally excluded from the ICOpe of
not "~'U>ond to the Department'•
t&... investigations. Calcium silicon la
(origillalij questionnaire. ·
an alloy containina. by weight. not mon
On Oct1.lher 8, 1992, Promsyn'oimport AL-- fin - n t iron 60 to 85 ~t
™
r 28
-'
r-·-informed ua ".hat the section A
.1illcan
and
to 32 percent
c:aldum.
questionn,aire rnponse it submitted wu Farrocaldum lilicon la a fenoalloy
complet!a. Promsyrioimport stated that
containing. by weight. not 1. . than four
becauP.i it bu never JOld to the United
percent iron, 60 to 65 peramt "1.lcon,
States,, it is unable to submit a respome and mon than 10 percent c:alcium.
to 18"~on C. and becauae
Magnesium fenoailicon ii a farroalloy
Pror.'nsyrioimport i1 the trading
containing, by weight. not 1... than four
or.ganization, it ls not awan of the
peramt iron, not man than 55 percent
'.nformation needed to nspond to the
ailicon, and not lea than 2.75 percent
request for facton of production
magnesium.
·
· .
information.
FerroUllcon ii clusi.liable under the
On October 16.1992, we published a
following subheedinp of the
notice of postponement of the
:
Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the
preliminary datarminatiom in these ·
·united States (HrSUS): 7202.21.1000,
investigations in the Federal 1legitler
7202.21.5000, 7202.21.7500, ·
(57 FR 47449) until not later than · .
7202.21.9000, 72o2.29.0010, and
December 18, 1992.
·
7202.29.0050. The KI'SUS subheadinp
On December 7. 1992, we ncaivecl
an provided for coilvenience and .
notification from the American Embauy c:U.llmm purpota Our writtaa
in Alma Ata that they had·juat received description of the acopa of these
the COP questionnaire (iuued OD
in'V81tiptiom it dilpoaitiYa.
October 29, 1992) and ••!_henfon, bad
or Jr:bad Alleptioa
.. . .
no~:!,fb'= it OD to 1.118 ~v~mm~t .
.
·.
.
of
•
.
. . ·. ~· . _
On October 2.1992, Min..U.S
On December 7, 1992, we r8Cei~ a. ·· "lllqU8lt8d that the Department identify
latter &om Promsyrioimport staiiq. that..' two separate clauea or kinds of
because it 11 a state trading export! ····. men:bandise: (t) Penoeilicon With a
import organization, ill "rasponse ta ···: · aWcon content of 55percmt1illcon or ..
section D is not appropriate". . · · : 1. . and (2) fmoaillcon containiq more

tbL..

a-
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than 55 percent silicon. Minarais
aliased that if two claases or kinds of
merchandise wan ldentifted, petitioner
would not have standing with respect tr
low silicon content fanosilicon. On
December 10, 1992, we received
comments &om petitioners in
oppoaition to Minaraia' request. Givan
that petitioners' comments were
submitted only eight days before the
deadline for the pnliminary
determinatiom, we have had
insufBdent time in which to consider
thia issue. We will. however, address
this luue in the final determinations.
Period ollDT..aigatiOD
The period of investigation (POij is
December l, 1991, through May 31,
1992.

Beat Information A•ailable
We have determined, in accordance
with section 776(c) of the Act, that the
use of best information available (BIA)
la appropriate for 18le8 of the subject
merchandise in th818 investigations. ID
deciding to uae BIA, section 776(c)
provides that the Department may take
into account whether the nspondent
wu able to produce information
requested in a timely JiWUler and in the
form required. ID the• cuea, u noted
in the "Cue History'" 18Ction of this·
notice, exporters of fenosilicon from
Kazakhstan, the Ruaatan Federation, an•
Ukraine did not adequately nspond to
the Department'• request.a for
information.
Jr:ezekh. . .
,
,.. detailed in the ..Cue History"
section of this notice, the Department
made numerous attempts to obtain
adequate questionnaire nspoD181 from
the Govermnent of Kazakhstan.
HoWev8r, the information which bu
been provided la inadequate. We hew
granted every possible extamion of lillu
to giw the Government of JCazllkhltan
IUftldent.time to prepare the
information requested. The section A
questionnain nspOD88 we ncaivecl la
inadequate on ill faca in that it was not
mrtilied by Ermak (the producer),
Promsyriaimport (the tradins company]
or the sovernmant of ICazakhstan. The
rnpome wu Nnt to the Department by
Shearman and Sterling, counsel for
Minerail, appanntly at Mineraia'
~

"-·--enuent0t1Y;,!::::::'umthedid n·•
UUTarnm
f k ______ "'
·produce the information requ.ted, we
hued our preliminary determination ID
thia investiption on BIA. ,.. BIA. we
ued the highest llW'8in llated in the
DotiCI oftnitlatiC?D far thia inveatigatiom
which wu bueci un the petition.
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n.. br'= ,........
Al clUiled bl tba ..Cue Hillmy"
-=t1cm of this DGtim. the Deputment
made DUJD8IOUI attmapta ta obtain
Mlequate cpstionmhe .-pomes &am
the Covernm8Dt of tbe Rnulen
Federalioa. How..,., . . did DGl receive
adequate iDfmmatiaL We have put.d
every pouib1e utaaicm of time tD giw
the Covemmmt of the Rua1m
FMleration IUfld•t time tD ~um
the in.fonmtiaD nquested We IOlidted
facton of production inbmation batb
u put of the original q1&81tinnnahe
D) d In th COP
(
18dion ID
e
questionnaire. We did DOI realin
flctan of produdicm mlannaticm fraaa
my party in the RuSliaD Fadmdiaa.
The section A questiDDDaire l'IHIDl'ID·-rwe received from Prominrrinimpart
daea
-.rnot represent e complete questimmaire
respame. We did DOI rec.tw ~
-rto .aiaa1 C. D. ar to the<X>P
·
qu~ Monovar, bi Mldftlon tD
th
e NqU81t • pmt of the arigtnal
qumtlamwlre. W9 made 8 aped&c
request ti..t the Conmmeat of the
RUllSiul F.mr.tkm mdlCllB wbetber the
aecdml A 188pODM IUbmiaM by
°""---'...__ - . .ented •
• ........,~.,-· ·-r -._
mmoii- ...,aaa .. -GuiWamml
of d. Rull• Fedlndm did Dal
respCm4 to this NqU8lt.
.·
·
Cammi1*dly, bilc:e. . dae
ea..mm..t J the Rueslan Fedentlm
did not produa the mlarmathm
requeeted, '"t.-1 oar pellm....,_
determinetion in thia inveatiE •
BIA. >.. BIA. we used the bi
margin listed in the notica o initiadcm
for this inftlltiptian. wbfcrb wa ~
DD the petition.
Ukniae

~

in'V91tiption on BIA. Al BIA, we med
wuehoma Is Dot entmiDg the camlD8!'QI
of a CUUDtlJ. '!be fad that some of this
the bipmt muglD u...d in tbe DOtice
of inftietiOD for lbia inwmptim, wbk:b mercbadlle la ~tly raaold In
Ftnhmd does Dot damcmatratw that the
WU t-ci OD the petitiaa.
mercbadll8 which Is axported ID the
Mimnis
United States entan the commerce of
Aa DOt8Cl ID the "C.. Hil&my"
Ftnlmd.
ICian of this aatlca. MiDnaia
IUhmiu.d timely questicmD&be
Collt a(J1ri1•dkm ..........._
NlpODl8a ID the KUakh laftdipt1DD
. We - N - f....n .. determine that the
Mm-•._.... •L·r · - - - " ' md commeata
. . . . 8DUllWQ w. lllM u.paDMI
COP iDV81tlptiona
onta the l8Clmd of the Ruma ·
thsecm bni become moot and need DOC
invutigation 1t a later dete. MIDaraia
be fmtber adm-d in tbw
pun:baw fmzoG1iam fram
i>--....c..i-wvw1 tbe -'-·- ..........inV81tlptlcm1. ID e DDDIDll'ket economy
• ·-,·--..-..
,..~, - r - litmtlon hm>lvfng . . - from a country
of the subject merch•ndi11 from
which quallfles u ID intermediate
r.n»stan ad tbe RuaiaD Fedantima country .....
8 CXJP aD:tion can be
to the United S'8tel..duriDg the period
mad __,.... th --'- hi
•L
o~in~
· cm. than exparta ttiil
e _....... e __. w
are we
I U.S. Ml•--buis for PMV, in dda cue. Minerais"
tD ta•'--• L1- - -••.._
.U.. to Ja-.
llec:aUM the reseller uuaa
~....__._ -'-'--d
•·t __.__i
r_...
~ "
.._
Dot .._,a...;... the mercbandise, we must
u _.
-- ind-d-n- in ...
- detarml:De
r•--....
- r - .... · · - ...
·
the COit ofproduc:tloil .........
1n•--...l•Je
.....,. .c-..tcrn
-..
. _ . . , _ ,_.,
- -...
ai.--.- ---L-~
tbe--·- 1 ._ _ _ ofp__. ....... _ of•L-

ner.

al

~-'--·'dL-L--..;....1

v ue ..... -.., • auu111 - on
.
Mlnarala' .Ues in thbd-c:owmy marbta.
not on a factor af production analyliL
Minerals dabna dlll It aboulctbe tr.led
u the rnpondeDl in the E.uakh md . ·
Rullla inftltlpllona and that the
failun of the govwmnenta.~ftbw
countriel tD l"8lpODd to requeest&· far
lnformadcmlbOuldnotaflectthe
'-'• of ... .,_ __._.-'
b;'crier ;:-~:'b. treated ..ID bslaiwedlate CDUDlrJ reteDer.
punuant to 18dfcm 7'13(Q of the Ad. the
lln c:rftmia llsbMl br llCdcm 773(ft must
be udded. la tbfl cue two of Ole five
aftmia baftnot bem lltided. ·
ftlR9prding l8Cll.cm 773(fl(2}wbicb
ltatel ~ ""prodac:m: of the mmcbandlsll
dOll na1 bow fat tbe timer al tbe
to llldt-llmt the CUGDtlj to wblc:b'
ludl
to apart the
merchmdll9•. we cUd not reali9* •
>.. detailed ID tbe -C..
c:ompi. rmpow hm the
-1• altbls nadce. tbe ~
.,..umts with wldch toclwlaudue
made DUIDllOUS atblmJU te GbtliD .
· this point. '11l9 Go¥arnment al
ad8qute ~ rnponw frmD .Jeazalhltm did not praride llctaal
the Gcrnnunmt af Ubmne but..,.
Cll'tiflc:atkm or Wlrifiable infonmdion
unable to obtain D1GN 1b811 e 191p_.
that the pNDllD8Dt claee Dot bow ta
to the Antidumpina Survey. 11MI
·
wbtn the mercbadi9e II belnt
infannatlan wbk:b baa been pnmdecl II exported. n. Guwmwww.mt of ti.
inadeqmte. We have gnml8d",,..,,
Ruma Fedendfcm ...., cartlBed
·
Promsyrioimport.. nbmiaalam a being
poasible atmlim of time to glw die
Government af Uknfne nlfldmt tiJD8 . OD behalf of the Gunrmmat of the
to produce the inform1tiaa 16Cf1h1118d. · Rmlta Pedeaation a reqaesbld by tlie
We aoUdted fectcn of production
Deputmmt.
·
'
iDfarmeUan both u put of the arlp.I
f2) Reprcllnm 18Cdan 773(1)(4) wldclt
questionnaire (-=tloD D) and In the
atalel •-U.. ~ ent8r9 the
COP questioDDain. We did Dot remhe
commerce of IUdt coantr}' 'bat II DGt
fldon of productian lnfmmatlcm lnm
1Ubltantially tnDllanwi ID lucb
my putJ in UbalM. Nar dkl we
country"', we have detenDiDed. that tba
J'8Cliw a 1erpome to m'f lldloa al the
mercbancflle da. Dal '"'mtartJae
origine) ~· :· 1·•" :: • •
•
Wddil61W of tm hataamedim WUDlij,
Comequently, bec8llle tile : , · '
FlDlad. Mlnmm bu 1t.1t11C1 t11at ta ·
Government of 1Dnlae 61 llCll pwdaw · merc:ltadbe enten a lNmded 1'lnrbaam
the infarmatian ieqwlld, we bMed oar· in l'IDJaml. The DlpwtDNilt ha

a

-n.-tntends

Hiit_,-

00

preUmiDm'Jcletwmlnatlcmlnthll

29, 1992 I NoUc.

dwtermlaeddl8teubmtntoabcmdecl

...,.... ~

ruuU10UUU

um

nomnarbd ecanamy producer ta
esteb.lisb cmt ID accordance with
llldfon --.·)al. the Act. Mtneraia'
I

I~~

.:quiaiticm prici from the JCan»
prodaClr Is Dot the cmt of produdlcm
of the mmcllandise. Howevar, afnc:e
d08I not
treetmmt
•MIDtnls
a lntermedJa.
lequalify
-·-tryfor
--Der
f"........ · ..
aales to Japan an .irrelevant and a aJP
inWltiptloD Is tb. .rore unnec:esmy•.
Tile FMV far all of the aales during fh!"

Pa must be hued on factors of
·
praduc:t:fon ID IC'uakbstan. tba ~
Federation, md Uknfne, punum« to
the Danmubt ecaDOIDJ methar"Jolaa in
lldlan 779(c) of the Act.

SI• iV. A"

"'."

,,_

.

'

·,

.

CJa. CJc:lober 1. l99Za W9 racaift;d a
letter fram Xeokuk Fano-Sfl. IDc.
(JCeokuk), a larraalloy plant ba low._, that
produces 50 percent fenoslJican. atat:lng
oppoaitian to the mtidumpln&
·_
in'V8ltiptlaDI of fanolillcOn from
.
JC87J1thatm# the Ruslim Federaticm. ad
Ulaalne. On Ortober 7, t99Z we mu.I
lluuSIDIJ queltimmailal to patitioaera
and keoblt. We racelvad NllpODlll cm
October 28 and October Z9. t99Z. We
will amdud • thorough ualysla of this
informatiaa and ccmllder wrltbm
COIDID8Dls flW by aD parti• and
cominenta made at a pUhUc heering for ·
the fl:nal determlnatiom.

r•.v.._ c ...i

1 1

To delerm!De whether uJas of
fmroalllCDD limn JCagthatan, th• ·
lluafm Pedanticm, the tJbalDe . . .
. . . at leu tha fair value, we
companrd the t1Dft8d Stat• priCI CUSP)
ta tb9 1n1p m.ac u1ue cPMVJ. ..
specia.d Ill the-united S'l8l8S Price•
and "'l'orilp Mubl VO..- -=tlon& of
thisDOUcL ·
·
-· · ·
-
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United St•t• Price
We based USP on 81A. which wa1
information supplied by petitionera.
Petitioners based their estimate of USP
on the average U.S. to.b. import value
of ferrosilicon from the fonner Un.ion of
Soviet Socialist Republics (U.S.S.R.) for
the period of September 1991 to
February 1992. The available import
statistics did not differentiate U.S.
. imports of the subject merchandise from
the former republics of the U.S.S.R. .
Ferrosillcon is sold through the same
centralized exporting company. All
ferrosilicon exported from Kez•khstan.
the Russian Federation, and Ukraine is
priced for export by Promsyrioimport.
Thus. the Customs value shown for
imports from these countries reflects the
prices actually paid for ferrosillcon sold
for exportation. PetiUoners made no
adjustments to the estimated USP
. because they stated that they were
unable to obtain information resardins
foretsn transportation costs.
Fo~ Market Value

Petiboaen used AIMCOR'• factors for
raw matenal and pl"OCllSllng matenal
inputs. electricity. and labor. Tbe naw
material. energy and labor facton tor
producing hlrr.osilicon are bued on
AIMOOR'a actual experience from
October 1990 throush September 1991
Overhead expenaes are expruaed u •
percentage of the cost of manufactura as
experienced by AIMOOR
PetitiOD81'1 tilled labor and electricity
values on 1990 wap rates and 1991energy ntn ID Mexico. Petitioners
based the value of raw material coats for
steel scrap, quartzite, coke, bituminous
coal and charcoal on 1991 f.a.1. export
values from the United States to Mexico.
Petitionen added an amount for foraipt
mland freight expense to Mexico for ·
these raw materials. Petitioners based
the value of raw material coats of
electrode paste on a delivered impon
~ from Brazil to Mexico. Petitionen
d raw material costs for diesel oil.
woodchipa. water and other processing
materials on its own Herap costs from
October 1990 through September 1991..
Pursuant to ~on 773(c) of the Ad.
petitionen added the statutory minima
of 10 percent for general axpemes md
eight percent for pro&t. and an amount
for shipment preparation.
.

We bued FMV an BIA. wbicb wu
information pruvided ·by the petitioner.
Petitionen contend that the FMV of
Kazahk-RUssian-, and Ukrainian·
produced imports subject to thi8
investigation must be determined in
Suapeuioa Gfl.iqaidatioa
accordance with 18Clion 773(c) of the
In accordance with lection 733(d)(l)
Act, wbicb concams non-market
of the Act. we are dlrectfng the Customs
economy (NME) countries. ID
&nice to llllp8Dd liquidation of all
accordance with-=tion 771(18)(c) of
entries of f'arrosillcon flam JCuakhatan,
the Act, any determin•tion tlMat a foraip the R-an Federation. and Ukraine. u
country bas at one time been amaidered defined ID the ..Scope of Investigations'"
an NME shall remain in effact until
llClton of th.ii notice, that are entered.
revoked. 'Ibis plWWDptJOD coven the
. or withdrawn from warehoUle. for
geographic area of the former
mnsumptlon on or after the date of ·
each put of which retains the prnious
publication of this notice in the Fedenl
NME status of the former U.s.s.R.
l.egilter. The Customs Service shall
Therefoni, K•ZJ1khstan, the Rusllan
require a cuh dej>omt or p.Olting of a
Federation, and Ukraine will cantinue
boDd equal to the estimat8d margin
to be treated u NMEa until this
amount by wbicb the foreigD market
presumption is avucome (988.
value of the aubJect merchandise
Preliminary Determinatiana of S.l• at
exceeds the United States price u
Lesa Than Fair Value: Uranium hm
shown below. The suspension of
Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Ruuia,
liquidation will nmaiD in effect until
Tajikistan, Uknine and Uzbekistan, 57
further notice.
FR 23380 Uune 3, 1992)). In accardanm
with aection 773(c). PMV in NME Clll8I
is based on NME producers" factors of
production (valued in a muket
..
.
_··
tOUI
economy country).
Petitioners calculated FMV on the
basis of the valuation of the f.ctors of
In aa:ordmce with eectlon 733(1) of .
.. production for AIM<X>R. a U.S.
producer of ferrosilicon. ID valuiJls the
the Act, we have notified the rrc of our
factors of production, pet.itimHn used
determinationa. If any of our final
Mexico u a surrogate country; Par - : . determimtiou are aftlnnative, the rrc
purposes of the initiation. we eccephNI · · will determine whether Imparts of.the
Mexico u having a comparable. · ·
subject merc:badf• are materially
economy and being 1 lignillaml
· injurin1. or tbnatm material injury ta,
· the U.S. bulullrJ, before the later of 120
producer of compuable merchandi•.
pursuat to section 773(c)(4) of the Act days after the date of th- prelimlnuy

u.s.s.R.•.

. =.1--

61879

detenninations or 45 dayt efter our final
determmaoon1
Public Comment
ln accordance with 19 CFR 353.38.
case bri11f1 or other wntten comm11nts in
at leall ten copies must be submitted to
the Assistant Secretary for lmpon
Aaministration no later than February 5
1992, and rebuttal briefs no later than
February 12, 1992. Jn accordance with
t 9 CPR 353.38(b), we will bold a public
hearina. if reque1ted, to give interested
parties an opportunity to comment on
arguments raised In case or rebutta1
briefs. Tentatively, the bearings will be
held on Febnaary 16, 1992, at 10 a.m. at
the U.S. Department of Commerce. room
3708, 14th Street and Constitution
Avenue. NW., Washington, DC 20230.
Parties should confirm by telephone the
time, date, and place of the bearing 48
boura before the acheduled time.
Interested parties who wish to request
a bearing must submit a written request
to the Asaiitant Secretary for Import
Administration. U.S. Department of
Commerce, room B-099, within ten
days of the publication of this notice in
tbe Federal llegiater. Requests should
contain~ (t) The party's nama, address.
and telephone number: (2) the number
of putidpants; and (3) a list of the
issues to be discussed. In accordance
with 19 CFR 353.38(b), oral presentation
will be limited to issues raised in the
briefs.
Thia determiDation is published
pumumt to section 733(1) of the Ad (19
U.S.C. 1673(f)) and 19 CFR 353.15(a)(4).
AlmaM.Dmlll.
Aailtanl Secndar7/« lmpon

AdminisaraUon..
'
IPR Doc. 92-31458 Filed 12-28-92; 8:45 aml

a&.-com•t..._.
(A-307.-r7]

Notice of Preliminary Delermlnetlan of

Sa,_ JI Lna 'n.t Fair Yeh.le:
Ferroalllcon From Venezuele

AGENCY: Import Administration,
International Trade Administration.
Department of Comm81'C1.
EFFEC11YE DATE: Decamber 29. 1992.
FOR FURTHER ..aRllATION CONrM:n.

Shawn Thompaon. Office of

•

Antidumping lnvestigationa, Import
Adminiltraticm. U.S. Departmmt of
Commerce• .14th Str.t and Constitution
· Avenua.NW •• Wahington.DC20230;
·telephone (202) 482-1778.
~~110N:We

preliminarily determine that ferroailiaw
from Venezuela is being, or likely to be.
sold ill the United States at lea than fair
value. • provided in -=tian 733 of the
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producer only in the c:ompenion
of 1930. u ameaded (the Ad). than four perc111t lrml. more than mpt
uitidumping inftltiptiona involving
pemmt bUt Dal men than 88 pm:mt
JCaukhmn, Ruaia.1Dd Ukraine and are
··suspension of Uquidlliaa" section of lilicaa. Dot more than 10 pm:mt
investigating petitionen' atanding in
thas notice
· chromium. Dal more than 30 pmamt
Cue Histmanpn-. not more than tbiee percent· those~ (See Preliminary
Determination of Sales at Less Than Fair
- J
phOlphorou. - than Z.75 permnt
Value: Ferroailic:on From ICazakhstan,
Since the nouce of initiation OD June
mlp8lium. and Dot man than 10
11 1992 (57 FR 27021, June 17, 1992),
ptl!Clllt c:alclum or ID)' other element.
Russia and Ubaine, published
the· following evatl have oa:uned.
Ferrolillc:ml la a farioeJloy produced
elsewhere ID this iaue of the Fed•al
Oh July 8, 1992, the IDtematimW
by c:omblDiDg ailiam IDd kaD tbraugb
........) We note that th11e
investigations.,. separate and disind ·
TNde Commilaion (ITC) ilaued.an
in a aubmerpcl11e funua.
from this proceeding. Nonetheless.
affirmative preli~ detsmination.
P:
c:on la med~ u a
On July 17, 1992, the Department ·
alloylllg epnt in the production of ltell because the petitioners in these cases
presented its questlcnmalra to CVGand cut iron. It la a1IO ulld ID the ltee1 an the aame, our finclinp in the
Venezolana de Ferroellido C.A. (CVG-- lDdustry u a deoxidizm ud a redudq Kazakh, Russian ud Ukrainian
FESILVEN), the Venezuelan producer
agent, ud by cut iron productn u a
investiptiona may apply here as well.
wbo accounted far at leut 60 pel'Clllltof IDoculant.
Pwiad f/llaftlligalloa
known ul11 to the United Stat11 during
Flll'l'DlilicoD la dlffermtrmd by lb8
The POI la December 1, 1991. through
the period of invtlltiptian (POQ, in
and by grade. 'lbe sizes ain- tbe
ecc0rdane1 with 19 CFR 353.42(1>).
maximum ud minimum dbnmaiona of May 31, 199Z.
CVG-FESILVEN submitted a rmpoDl8 the lumps of lmoailiam found in a
Sada ar SimlJu Compariloaa
to section A of the qulltioanaire an July .· given alilpment. FlllTOlilicon pades are
We have determined for purposes of
31. 1992, ud a rmpome to aecticms B
defined by the percentqea by weight of
the
preliminary determination that the
and C of the qulltiomWrl DD Aupat
contained allicon ud other minor
prod-=t covered by this investigation
Zl, 1992. On August 28 and September
elements. Fenoailicoa·la mOll ·
c:ompri. . a single category of "such or
Z4, 1992, we ialUed supplemental
commonly sold to the lnm ud ateel
similar" mercbandiee. We made similar
questionnaires to CVG-FESILVEN. We
induatri11 in ltalldud padea of 75
merchandise compariaom on the buis
naived the napome to the fint of
~t ud 50 ~t fmoaiUam.
th... questionnairll on September 11,
Calcium ailican, fmocaldum ailic:on, of: (l) SilimD content range. (2) grade,
Uld (3) liew m.. u described in
1992, ud the reaponaa to tbe-=ond
and llllp8Sium fmroalliam are
on September 30 iaod October 2, 1992.
aped&clllJ excluded from the scope of appendix V of the questionnaire.
In ill reapome, reapondent proposed
On October 5, 1992, petitioners
tfus investiptiou. Caldum lilic:on is Ul
matching Products using that three
19QUested a postponement of the
alloy containing, by weight, not more
preliminary determination. We panted than &w percent iron, 60 to 85 percent c:banctmUtic:I noted abOve •. plus a
fourth c:bu8cteriatic: Exact silicon
tbia requeat, ud on October 9. 1992, we ailiccm ud 28 to 32 pen:mt calcium.
c:ontenL HOW9¥9r, we bad already
postponed the pralimbwy
Fenocaldum lilicon la a lmoelloy '
determlnatloa until DeClmber 11, 1992. ccmtaining, by weight. Dot 1eu than faUr conaiderecl comments by all parties on
tbia matter and determined that
On October 30, 1992, petitionen
perc:eat iron, 60 to 65 percmt ailic:oD,
metchiq usiDs only the three
submitted a timely alleption that CVG-- ud more than 10 pmant. c:alclum.
charac:tenatic: in appendix V WU the
FESILVEN bad made ulll in the home Mapelium r.rrmwcon ii a fenoalloy
marltet below the coat of productiou · c:ontainlng. by weight. Dot Illa than four malt appropriate aietbod. Therefore, we
matched aci:ardiDg to ap~dix V.
(<X>P). On November 19, 1992, we
pen:ent iron, not more than 55 percent
ID addition, resJiond8nt designated
initiated a <X>P investiption ofCYcr
lilicon, 1Dd not leu than 2.75 percent
certain matches u "identical," hued on
FESILVEN's home market aalea ud
JD81D91ium.
the four crltmia it used to determine the
issued a <X>P questionnaire to ever
YarrD1ilicon is duaifiable under the
· malt similar comparisons. However,
FESILVEN.
· ·
mllowing aubbeadinp of the
appendix V nquiiea that identical
On December 8, 1992, CVGHarmonized Tariff Schedule of the
matcbea involve producta which are
FESR.VEN requested that the
United Stalll (HI'SUSh7202.2t.1000,
identical in all physical characteristics,
Department investigate whether certain 7202.21.5000, 7202.21.7500,
. not just those identi&ecl in the
of the petitioners in this invNtiption · 7202.21.9000, 7202.29.0010, ·ud
(AJMCOR: Alabama Silicaa, Inc.:
720Z.29.0050. 1be HTSUS subheadings appendix. AJ reapODdent did not claim
that the products compared were
American Alloya, IDc.: Globe
are provided for conven~enca ud
identical in any phyaiCal characteristics
Metallurgical, Inc.; and Silicon
cuatoma purpoaea. Our written
other than the four noted above, we
Metaltecb. Inc.) have ltallding to &le the deac:ription of the scope of this
treated tbeae matches u "similar" and
petition Oii "behalf or· the U.S.
investiption is dispoaitive.
revised this portion of the product
Stud'
fenosilicon industry. For fwtber
concordance \ISin8 the criteria outlined
discussion of tbia topic, . . the
IDI
"Standing" section of tbia notie1..
On DeClmber 8, 1992, CVGin aJ'SJ!Ddix V.
FUially, nspondent nquested that we
On December 18, 1992, we received
FESILVEN requested that the
the raspon• to the <X>P questionnaire. . Department investigate whether certain make price-to-price comparilODI hued
on the ...., weight (i.e., the weight of
Althousb tbil information wu not
.of the petitionen in tbia inYtltiptioa
· contained lilicon) of the merchandise.
received in time to uae ~ of
have ltallding to &le the petition on
However, reapondant failed to
the preliminary determrnation, we will "behalf of" the U.S. fell'Dlilic:QJl
demonstrate that the prices, •llin1
consider it for the final del8radilatian. . indUltrJ.. ID tbia request. CVGC - - of'ID-'-atiaa
:;.. -.,: ·. ·
. FESILVEN ~techhat one U.~. producer 9xpen111. and movement charan
involved in aalea of this merchandise
...........
··-.. - ·
bu affirmatively opposed this
1be product covered by thia
pmc•cHng. However, tbia atatament la
are bued strictly on uaay weight.
investigation la mrroailicon, a r.noa1_1ay . inc:mnc:L To date WI have received a
Moreover, the aalea documentation
generally containing, by weight, not 1ela . atandina chellenp .fmm a domestic
submitted in the questionnaire reapoue
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'm-T..a .... -..10CFlnlll

,..._.llcan From Kaaldlmn, .........
Ulnlm,MllV......
M81CY: UDit.t ~ lnternati..W

TIDCmnni••

AC1IDN: JnatltutlOD ancl ICheduJiDa of

fiml mtldumpma ID'ftltiptlom and
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mpeuwcl ~ c:aa abtaaa
mfannaticm CID tbil
tbe CommlalC1D'1 TDD
CID ZOJZOS-1810. Pml with mablllty
tmpainMDll
trill Dlld lpKlll
·llllMIW ID lliDIDI 1am1 to the
r..nmtlllma ihauhfmatll:t tbl 01Bm ·
of tbt Secn1u7 ll zoz-zas-zooo.

S1ctima 201.7(8) of IM Cmn•••cm'1
rui.11 blnby Wlhld. A~
. . U Ult will be malntalnid by tbt
Secntary far tbclll putlll 1utboltacl to

am:!f.!jtldln&

1

who

..,..'lmAIW IRl•TIDN:
1.a,t11 •d

n. IUblC atldumplna

. .

· lnweltipllou 1r1belnalmtltut8d•1
nmlt Of afllnDltlw ~
dturmlnatialll by tbe Deputmmt ol
Cam!!MllCI that Im__.. ol llllrOIWam
. . - - Tft-1-- -..1
Ina KaralrbPan. ltullia. w-..-. Venezuela 1r1 beiDlt IOld In tbl umt.d
Stal8I at lw tbaD lilr Yllue within th.

='?.~it~=::~ (ti

NClliw BPI under tM APO.

se.•-r-•

·

'n. snllelliDl ltd~ ID_....
ID........ wlll he pJICacl la tb9
~ NCald on~ I. 11113,.
~ ftlliaa wtD bi l....s
• ~to I 111.21 of tbl
nalll.
.....

-commen:. la due cm March 8, 1993. The
brief mar not eXClld ll" (5) J>1891 In
lmgth. All written IUbmlaions muat
coDfanD with the provlsiom of section
201.8 of the Commlaioa'1 rules; any
1Ubmilsiom that coalllD BPI must also
c:mafmm with the requirtmentS of
IS Z01.I, 207.3, and 207.7 of the

Camm1.;on•1 na11L
ID mrdanc» with SS 201.l&(c) and
207.3 of the nai.. w:h document filed
by a puty to the IDftldptiom must be
.erftd on Ill otbs puti• to the
lnt1rt•ptiona (u identi&ed by either
th. pulilk: or BPI 18rVice list), and a
1be Cc-ml.ton wtD bold'• hMrinl
cerdflcate of._... must be timely
. In CODDl'diCID with ti.- baftltialllcml
ftled. The C--will
besinni.. at l:30 LID. cm JmUUJ zz.
- -1
not accept a
lll3, ll th9 U.S.1Dt9mlllaaal ,.,_
. docummt for 611ns without a c:eniftc:ate
Com•ielm Buildl• . . . . - to
of .me..

Cam••••'•

. , , . . • the beering abould be llW In

wri~ wftb tbl ~to tbe

IDltituted tbe IUbject c:ountmnOlna

~~S:::::who._Jm..:;:!~

==

ai::.:~.=:::

of 1930. title W. 11111 DOtice ii publilbed
punuuttoSZ07.20oftbeC".ommillm'1
luleL

dutJlnftltiptiononAuplllt, tllZ

·

lnftltiptioa1 wwe requmted In a
pedtian Bled cm M8y 22, 111Z, bJ
A1MOOI. Plttllnaqb. PA; Alalwma
Silkm, lllc., B1111ms, AL; Americ:ln
AD.,,.. Piltlburgb. PA; Globe

that may atcftbe-Comm••cm'1
. dellbendiODI may request~ to·
~ Dlclmher zz. 1112.
~ta lbart ltatelHnt It the.........
a, order of tbe CG«nmtmoa.
All partlm and nmaputt.·deslring to
.... L ...._
appe1r at the bearbla and mab onl
~Seen..,..
p,_.tatlODI lboulcl attmd a
. IPR Doc. 12-31411 FUed 12-23-92: 8:45 aml
~caUnncetobeheld atl:30 aUllG

·(57 PR 41777, Sept8mber n. 1111). n.

~·~~~~

ODDI,_••
=..,t::.u.s. ------------

United Autoworbn of Amsica (1ocall
~':r:J:.~
523 and 12841); United Steelwork.. of BuUclipa. Oral t8ltlmaay and written
America (loc:ala 2528, 3081, and 5171); . ........ to he aubmittad It the _,I.I&..
and Oil, Olemica1 I: Atomic Worbll
......._
Oocal 381)
. beariDa .. FMNMd by.ff 20t.8(1t)(Z), ·
20t.t3(f). llMI 201.23(b) of tbe
•
Putidpatlaa Iii tM ln'Nlliptiw wl
°'Dunlwlm'1 na111. Putie1 1r1 ltraally
hlllk:Serrim Liit
.......... to mhmlt •early In the
. Any plllOD bavlai a1Jwly 1Jed ID
. lnftllltlamiam U pcmlble any NC(1l9lt to
entry of·~~ In the
· · pr1111at • padicm of their belriDa
CDUDtervaWJl8 dutj lnftlti8ltian la
teltimany Ill ClllJm'D,
.
CDDlidend a party In the aDtklumplna
........ ...,..;.,,.
lnftltiption. Ally other penaaa
Eada pllty 11 .......- to IUbmlt •
wilhina to putidpatl ID tbe
· · ~ Wto the Comm•atcm.

lnY8ltilltiOlll • puti• mUlt 1119 a
a...a.-.i.:; bdefa muat CDDlann with tbe
mtry ol apptlllDCI with the Sec:ntalJ . .--,..
of the (;ommlMiaa not later tblD..,. pnwWw 1207.11 of tbl
(7) days after publication of tbll noUc:e · Cmun•Micm • rulel: the deadli"l.lar .
In the,....... ......-. Sectlma 201.11
&Jina 11 JanUIJ ti, 1913. Putie1 may
of the Commilliaa'a rulea
abo lie written tlldmcmy In c:anmc:ti1llll
waived. Tbe Secretary will prepll'l I · -with their ,,....tatton at tbl heuiJI&. •
public .me. lilt cunt8JD1Ds Ille 11111111 ··-ded ID I 207.13(b) of tbe
and adchwes of all penona. ar tWr ' · · Caaun••cm'a rulel. llld pOltbeuina
repnltlltatiftl, wbO 1r1_puti• to tbe · brWa. wbk:b mUlt caabm with.~
lnftltiptioaa upon the explratiaa of the pnwislCIDI of I 207.24 of tbl
·
period for &ling 111tri• of appemDCL
l)vmrttetcm•1 ruleL 'l'be d•dllne far
.
. ·.
flllna poltbNrina briefl la February i.
1113: wilDlll tlltimaa7 mUlt be'BW .
PlaprietarJ ............ (llPQ U. . . . . ·DO JatartblD tbz9e (3) daya befo19 tbe
.Ad.alnilllralh ~Order (APO) • hNrina: ID eddltiOD, IDy penoD wbo
ad BPI s.nlclLllt
.
· · - -........ .,,..,... • • puty
The Secretary
make BPI ptlund 'to the lnftltlptiou 11111 IUbmit • ·.
in tbele &Dll investiptiom...u.ble to· · written ltatemeat of lnfanutlon
authmimd appllc:anll
APO · ·. pmtlnmt to the lllbject of the
iuued In the lnYeltiptiaaa. praftdecl
lnft¢i&atiou oa ar hefln Februmy t,
that the application ii made aot lats . 1113. A 1Upp-.ta1 W acldnv'na
than l8V8D (7) days after the publlc:aticm oaly the 8Dal antldumplng
of this notice In the Federal.......... . determlnatiam of the o.p.rtmmt of ..
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Flnm Determination of Salea at Lesa
Thlln F81r V..ue: Ferroalllcon From the
People'• Republic of Chfftll
AGENCY: Import Administration.

International Trade Administration,
Department of Commerce.
EFFEC11VE DATE: January 21, 1993.
FOR """1fElt INFORMATION CONTACT:

Kimberly Hardin, Office of
Antidumpfng lnt&ltigations. Import
Adminiatratioa. U.S. Departmeut of
Coaamema. 14lh Street and Comtitution
Avenue NW.. Wuhiagtan., DC 20230; ·
telephone '202) 482--0371.
FINAL DEIEZIWHATION:

Backpouad
Since ahe publication of om
aflirmatin praliminay detenninKion
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Poraip Mubt Value
We based FMV on BIA. which was
information supplied by the petiliolllr.
Petitioners calCUlated FMV on the basis
of the valuation of the factors of
production for AIMCX>R. a U.S.
of ferrosilicon. In valuing the
of production, petitioners used~
Period of lnft!ltiption
India u a aunogate country. For
The period of investigation (POQ is
purp018S of the initiation, we accepted
December 1, 1991, through May 31,
India u having a comparable economy
and being a signl&cant producer of .
1992.
comparable merchanclise, punuant to
Best lnformatioa Available
section 773(c)(4) of the Act.
Petitionen med AIMCOR's factors for
We have determined, in accordmce
nw malarial md proceuins material
with section 776(c) of the Tariff Ad. of
Scope of lnv81tigat1Da
1930, u amended, (the Act), that the use inputs, electricity, and labor. The raw
material, energy and labor factors for
The product covered by this
of BIA ls appropriate for Ml• of tba
produciq farrolilicon are based on
investigation is ferrosilicon, a ferroalloy subject mercbandile in this
AIMCXlR's actual experience from
generally containing, by weight, not lw invelli9ation. ID dec::lding to me BIA.
October 1990 through September 1991.
than four percent iron, more than eight
section 776(c) provides that tbe
However, petitioners made an
percent but not more than 96 percent
Department of Commerce (the
adjuatmeut
to the labor factor to account
silicon, not more than 10 percent
Department) may take into account ·
for more labor-intensive ferrosilicon
chromium, not more than 30 percent
whether the respondent wu able to
operations existing in the PRC.
manganese, not more than three percent produce information requested in a
Overhead expenses are expressed u a
phosphorous, le11 than 2.75 percent
timely manner and in the form requind. percentage of tile cost of manufacture u
magnesium, and not more than 10
ID this case, exporten of r.no.ilicon.
experienced by. AIMCOR.
pB?Dt calcium or any other elemenL
from the PRC did not respond to any
Petitioners based labor and electricity
Ferrosilicon is a 1'erioalloy produced
request for information.
values on 1991 wage rates and energy
by combining silicon and iron throush
As outlined in the preliminary
ntes in India. Petitionen based on the
smelting in a submerpd-erc furnace.
determination, the Department made .
value of nw material costs for lteel
Ferro&ilicon is uaed primarily as an
scrap, quartzite, coke, bituminous coal,
alloying agent in the production of steel several attempts to obtain infmmation
diesel fuel, and water on Indian valU88.
and cut iron. It is also uaed in the steel from the American ~busy in Beijing,
Petitioners based the value of nw
industry as a deoxidizer and a reducing the Embassy of the PRC. &om the
Ministry of Foreign Economic:a,
material COits for electrode pule on a
agent, and by cast iron producers u an
Relations, and Trade, and from the
delivered import price from Italy to
inoculant.
Ferrosilicon is differentiated by size
Chamber of Commerce. However, the
India. Petitionen based nw material
and by grade. The sizes express the
Department raceived no information
coats for charcoal and woodcblp1, and
maximum and minimum dimensions of from any of th. . sources.
other proceaslng materiala on AIMOOR'1
the lumps of ferrosilicon found in a
Comequently, we based our preliminary avenge costs from October 1990
given shipment. Ferrosllicon grades are determination in this investigation on
through September 1991.
defined by the percentages by weight of BIA. As BIA, we used the highest
Pursuant to 118clion 773(c) of the Act.
petitionen added the statutory minima
contained silicon and other IQinor
margin listed in the notice of initiation
elements. Ferrosilicon is most
of 10 percant for seneral axpensea and
for this investiption, which was based
commonly sold to the iron and steel
eisht percent for profit. and an amount
OD the petitiOA.
for shipment preparation.
·
industries in standard grades of 75
Fair Value Compari9om
percent and ·50 percent ferrosilicon.
Jntensted PartyCoaumat
Calcium silicon. ferrocalcium silicon.
To determine whether sales of
A reseller of fem>silicon from the·
and magnesium ferrosilicon are
ferrosilicon &om the PRC wen made at
specifically excluded from the scope of
PRC, usartiDg that it accounts for a
less than fair value, we compared the
this investigation. Calcium silicon 11 an
United States price, (USP) to the· foreign sisnf licant percentage of ferroailicon
alloy containing, by weight, not more
imported &om the PRC in 1991,
market value (FMV), as specified in the
than five percent iron, 60 to 65 percent
requested that the Department postpone
"United States Price" and "Foreign
silicon and 28 to 32 percent calcium.
the final determination for 60 days iD
Market Value" sections ofthil notice.
Ferrocalcium silicon is a ferroalloy
order to study the situation regard.ins
containing, by weight, n6t less th1111 four United Stat• Price
ferroailicon from the PRC. to consult
percent iron, 60 to 65 percent silicon,
with its PRC supplien and U.S.
We based USP OD BIA, which WU
and more than 10 percent calcium.
customen and to decide whether to
information supplied by petitionen.
Magnesium ferrosllicon is a ferroalloy
retain counsel for purposes of
containing. by weight, not less than four Petition., based their estimate of USP
evaluatins its procedural and legal
on the average U.S. f.o.b. import value
percent iron, not more than 55 percent
ripts in this investisation.
of farrosilicon for the period September
silicon, and not less than 2.75 percent
Petitioner rMponded that the
1991toFebruary1992. Petitianen made Department should not postpone the
magnesium.
Ferrosilicon is classifiable under the
no adjustments to the estimated USP
final determination because such an
following subheadings of the
because they stated that they were
extension is not available to the party
Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the
unable to obtain information raprdins
requestins postponement for purpoees
United States (HTSUS): 7202.21.1000,
foreign transportation c:o8ta.
of 19 Qi'R 353.20(b), there is no

on November 5, 1992 (57 FR 52759), the
followins went occurred.
On November 23, 1992, petitioners
filed a
brief reprdins the
Department'• use of belt information
av8ilable (BIA) ill the preliminary
determination.
On January 8, 1993, a "reseller" of
·1errosilicon from the People's Republic
of China (PRC) filed a request for
postponement of the final determination
for60daya.
On January 12, 1993, petitionen
submitted comments to the Department
objecting to any pollpone,ment of the
final determination.

ca•

7202.21.5000. 7202.21.7500,
7202.21.9000, 7202.29.0010, ud
7202.29.0050. The HTSUS 111bheedinp
are provided fQr convenience and
customs purpoaes. Our written
description of the ecope of this
investigation is dispositive.

c..ucer
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evidence that this party was a reseller of
a major portion of ferrosilicon from the
PRC during the POI, and under the
circumstances of this investigation. the
requested extension would serve no
purpose.

or destruction of proprietary
information disclosed under APO in
.accordance with 19 CFR 353.35(d).
Failure to comply is a violation of the

APO.

Thisdetenninationispublisbed
punuant to ledion 735(d) of the Act (19
DOC Position
U.S.C. 1673(d)) and 19 CPR 353.20.
We agree with petitioner. We declined
Dated: Jan~ 12, 1993.
to postpone the final determination
AluM.Dmm,
because the. party requesting
~istant Secretal)' for lmpolf
postponement does not qualify as a
Admini.tlution.
"reseller" in this investigation, pursuant
IFR Doc. 93-1344 Piled i-19-93; ~:ts amJ
to 19 CFR 353.2(1), because its sales
a.&.ING COOi . ,. . . . .
were not used to calculate either FMV ·
or USP. Therefore, the party in question
cannot request a postponement under ·
19 CFR 353.ZO(b).
Moreover, insofar as the requesting
party wanted the additiomJ time to
consult with its suppliers, any new
information obtained therefrom could
not be utilized by the Department in its
less than fair value calculation because·
the deadline for submission of factual
information, pursuant to 19 CFR 353.31,
bad passed. Therefore, it would ·have
been futile to postpone the final
determination.
Accordingly, the Department denied
the request to postpone the final
determination.

Continuation or Suspension or
Liquidation
In accordance with section 733(d) or
the Ad, we are directing the Customs
Service to continue to suspend
liquidation of all entries of ferrosilicon
from the PRC, as defined in the "Scope
of Investigation" section of this notice,
that are entered, or withdrawn from
warehouse, for consumption on or after
the date of publication of this notice iD
the Federal llegister. The Customs
Service shall require a cash deposit or
posting of a bond equal to the estimated
margin amount by which the foreign
market value of the subject merchandise
exceeds the United States price as
shown below. The ~pension of
liquidation will remain in effect until
further notice.

All manutadurers/pl'oduCelselll)Ol1ers ..•••

137.73

ITC Notification
In accordance with seciion 735(d) of
the Ad, we have notified the ITC of our
determination.
Notification to Interested Parties
This notice also serves as the only
remainder to parties subject to
administrative protective order (APO) of
their responsibility covering the mum
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make ID oral p,_ntation at the
conference. A ncmparty who bu·
testimoay that may aid the
Commission's deliberations may request
permission to prment a short statement
at the amr.nmca.
Writtm S11,..,ininn1
As provided iD SS 201.a and 201.15 of
the Commillicm's rul•. any person may
submit to the Commission on or before
Fabruuy 8, 1993, a written brief
contaiDing information and a:rpments
pertineut to the subject matter of the
investiptioDL Parties may file written
testimony in connection with their
presentation at the conference no later
than three (3) days before the ·
conference. If briefs or written
testimony cautain BPI. they must
confonn with the requi.-ements of
§§ 201.6, 207.3, and 207 .7 of the
CoDUDissiOD's rules.
ln aa:mdance with§§ 201.l&(c) and.
207.3 of the rules. eacb document filed
by a party to the investigations must be
served aa all other parties tp the
.
investiptiom (as identified by either
the public or BPI service list), and a
certificate of service must be timely
filed. 'Iba Seaetary will not accept a
document for filing without a certificate
of service.
Authority: Tbme illvesti@ati"ons are being
conduc:tlld unde:z' aulho:it\' or the Teriff Act

or 1930. litle \'IL -r-...:s notl::e is publii:hed
pursuul to S 207.12 cf the Commission's
~les.

Issued: January 13, 1993.

By olds of the U>mmissloa.
PaalLB.udas.
Actings~.

IFR Doc. 93-1322 Filed 1-14-93; 2:15 pm)
BILUNG CGDE

~

Jmuary

21, 1993 I Notic:e1
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lntematloM Trmde Administration
(A-351~

A-72t-I01)

Initiation of Antldumplng Duty
lnveatlgatlona: Ferroalllcon From
Brull Md Egypt
AGENCY: Import Administration,
Intemational Trade Administration,
Department of Commerce.
EFFEC11VE DATE: January 8, 1993.
FOR FURTHER INFOAllATION CONTACT:

Mary Jenkins, Office of Antidumping
Investigations, Import Administration,
International Trade Administration,
U.S. Department of Commerce, 14th
Street and Constitution Avenue, NW.,
Washington, DC 20230; telephone (202)
482-1756.
N11A110N OF INVESTIGATIONS:

The Petitiom.
On January 12, 1993, we received
petition• filed in proper form by
AIMCOR, Alabama Silicon, Inc.,
American Alloys, Inc., Globe
Metallurgical, Inc., Silicon Metaltech
Inc., United Autoworkers of America
Local 523, United Steelworbn of
America Locals 12646, 2528, 5171 and
3081, and Oil, Chemical I: Atomic
Workers Local 389 (petitionen). In
accordance with 19 aR 353. t:l, the
petitioners allege that fenolilicon &om
Brazil and Egypt ii being, or ii likely to
be, 10ld In the United States at )911 than.
fair value within the meaning of sectlon
731 of the Tariff Act oft930, u
amended (the Act), and that these
Imports are materially injuring. or
thnatan material Injury to, a U.S.

Industry. .
The petitioners have stated that they
have standing to file the petitlou · ·
becaUM they are lnterast8d puti-. u
defined Wider 18Cliom 711(9KC) ad.
7n(9)(D) of the Ad. and becaUM the
petitiom were Bled on behalf of the U.S.

A-23

r..-....i ....... I VoL 58, No. 24 I MandaJ, February 8, 11113 I Notk:al
1Dd men

"':i:Ctiicaldum.
·
a -.nay

M.pmum

amtaizlina, by w.ight. Dot - tbm bu
pe!Clllll inm. not men tbaa 55 ,__i
lillcaD, IDd Dot lea tbaa Z.75 pm:mt

,.mmlllmn ii daulflable under the

IUlllltlSlum.

fnllowiDa IUbheadlnp of the

Hmmcmlzed Tariff Schedule of the
Unit8Cl Statel (Hl'SUS): 7202.Zt.1000.
720Z.2t.5000. 7202.21.7500,
7202.21.llOOO, 7202.21.0010, aad
7202.2l.0050. Althaqb the HTSUS

nbbecffnp me pnmct.cl ilr
amvmiaca ad CUllaml parpaw. am
written dMcriptian of the ICOpe of dame
IDWltiptiom ii dllpolitin.
u.w ... Plice ... , ..........

v.-
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Commiuion (rI'CJ of these actiou and
we ba'V8 done IO.
PnlimlaarJ' Detsmlaatiaaa ..,. 11ae nc
nae rrc wW determine by February
28, 1993, whethar there la a reuomble
Indication that imports of lmrolWcon
from Brull ud Ean>t an materially
lnjurtna. or thratm material Injury to,
a U.S. industry. Azly rrc determination
which la n•tive will result In the
nspectiw lnvllltiptian being
terminated: otherwt., the
lnft9ti&atiom wW pioceed to
conclusion In eccordance with the
ltatutory ud regulatory time llmita.
1bi1 notice la publilhed pW'IUallt to
18dion 732(c)(2) of the Act and 18 aR
353.13(b).
Dmcl:-Pebnwy 1, 1913.
, ..... A. ........
Actinf Aailtant Secnltaryfor lmpon
Adminllfnltion.

IPR Dae. 13-2171 Flied 2-5-93: 1:45 1ml

.u..com••.._...

7531
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APPENDIX B
LIST OF PARTICIPANTS IN THE HEARING AND THE CONFERENCE

B-2

CALENDAR OF PUBLIC HEARING
Those listed below appeared as witnesses at the United States International
Trade Commission's hearing:
Subject

FERROSILICON FROM THE
PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF
CHINA, KAZAKHSTAN,
RUSSIA, UKRAINE, AND
VENEZUELA

Inv. No.

303-TA-23 (Final)
731-TA-566-570 (Final)

Date and Time

January 22, 1993 - 9:30 a.m.

Sessions were held in connection with the investigation in the Main Hearing
Room 101 of the United States International Trade Commission, 500 E St., S.W.,
Washington, D.C.
OPENING REMARKS:
Petitioner
Respondents

(Mr. Kramer)
(Mr. Finlayson)

In support of Imposition of
Antidumpin& Duties/Countervailin&:
Baker & Botts
Washington, D.C.
On behalf of
AIM:COR
Alabama Silicon, Inc.
American Alloys, Inc.
Globe Metallurgical, Inc.
Silicon Metaltech Inc.
Oil, Chemical & Atomic Workers Local 389
United Autoworkers of America Local 523
United Steelworkers of America,
Locals 2528, 3081, 5171 and 12646
Dr. Kenneth R. Button, Vice President,
Economic Consulting Services, Inc.
William D. Beard, President and CEO,
American Alloys, Inc.

B- 3

In support of Imposition of
Antidumpine Duties/Countervailine:
Baker & Botts
Washington, D.C.
On behalf of
Alfred F. Koestner, Director of Marketing,
Metals Division, Applied Industrial
Materials Corporation
William D. Kramer
John B. Veach III
Michael X. Marinelli

)

)--OF COUNSEL
}

In Opposition to the Imposition of
Antidumpine/Countervailine Duties:
Shearman & Sterling
Washington, D.C.
On behalf of
S.A. des Minerais
Minerais U.S. Inc.

Grant E. Finlayson )--OF COUNSEL

B-4

CALENDAR OF THE PUBLIC CONFERENCE
Those listed below appeared as witnesses at the United States International
Trade Commission's conference:
Subject:

FERROSILICON FROM BRAZIL AND EGYPT
Investigations Nos. 731-TA-641-642 (Preliminary)

Time and Date:

February 3, 1993 - 9:30 a.m.

Sessions were held in connection with the investigations in the Main Hearing
Room 101 of the United States International Trade Commission, 500 E Street, SW,
Washington DC.
In Support of the Imposition of Countervailing and Antidumping Duties:
Baker & Botts--Counsel
Washington, DC
On behalf of
AIMCOR; Alabama Silicon, Inc.; American Alloys, Inc.; Globe Metallurgical,
Inc.; Silicon Metaltech, Inc.; Oil, Chemical & Atomic Workers Union (local
389); United Autoworkers of America Union (locals 523 and 12646); and
United Steelworkers of America Union (locals 2528, 3081, and 5171)
Kenneth R. Button, Vice President
Economic Consulting Services, Inc.
William Kramer

)

)--OF COUNSEL
John B. Veach ID

)

In Opposition to the Imposition of Countervailing and Antidumping Duties:
Rogers & Wells
Washington, DC
On behalf of
Ulrich Krauskopf, Vice President
MG Ores and Alloys
Robin Snyder, Administrator
ACI Chemicals
William Silverman

)

Doug Heffner

)

)--OF COUNSEL
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APPENDIX C
SUMMARY DATA
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Table C-1
Ferrosilicon:
1992

Sunmary data concerning the U.S. market, 1989-91, January-September 1991, and January-September

{Quantity•silicon-content short tons, value•l,000 dollars, unit values and unit labor costs are per
silicon-content short ton, period changes-percent, except where noted)
Reported data
Item
U.S. consumption quantity:
Amount .................... .
Producers' share 1/ ....... .
Importers' share: l/
China ................... .
Kazakhstan .............. .
Russia .................. .
Ukraine .............. ·... .
Venezuela ............... .
Brazil .................. .
Egypt ................... .
Subtotal .............. .
Argentina ............... .
Subtotal .............. .
Other sources~/ ........ .
Total ................. .
U.S. consumption value:
Amount .................... .
Producers' share!/ ....... .
Importers' share: !/
China ................... .
Kazakhstan .............. .
Russia .................. .
Ukraine ................. .
Venezuela ............... .
Brazil .................. .
Egypt ................... .
Subtotal .............. .
Argentina ............... .
Subtotal .............. .
Other sources~/ ........ .
Total ................. .
U.S. importers' imports from-China:
Imports quantity ........ .
Imports value ........... .
Unit value .............. .
Ending inventory qty .... .
Kazakhstan:
Imports quantity •........
Imports value .•..........
Unit value ....•..........
Ending inventory qty .....
Russia:
Imports quantity ........ .
Imports value ........... .
Unit value .............. .
Ending inventory qty .... .
Ukraine:
Imports quantity ........ .
Imports value ........... .
Unit value .............. .
Ending inventory qty .... .
Venezuela:
Imports quantity ........ .
Imports value ........... .
Unit value .............. .
Ending inventory qty .... .
Brazil:
Imports quantity ........ .
Imports value ........... .
Unit value .............. .
Ending inventory qty .... .

1989

Period changes

1990

***
***
***
***

•••
***
•••
•••

***

•••
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

1991

***

•••
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

•••

***
***

.....
***
***

•••
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***

•••

***

***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

Jan.-Sept.-1991
1992

....
***

***
***

***
***
***

·····
***
........

...

.

.

***
***
***
***

•••
•••

***
***
***
***
***
***

•••
•••

•••
•••
•••
•••

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

•••
•••
•••
***
***

•••

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***
***

***
***

•••

•••

***

19~0~91

***

***
***

***
**"

•••
***
•••
•••
•••

***
***
***

•••

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

•••
•••

***
***

***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

•••
•••
***
•••

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

•••

•••
•••

***

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

•••

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

....
•••
. ..
***
***
***

""**

***

·*"'*

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

***
***

"""'

***

***

***
***

***

***

***

• ••
***
***
***
***
***
***

'lr'ir'it

***

***

"'**

"'"'
***
**"

***
***

***

***
***
***

•••

•••
***
•••
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

•••

***.

***
•••

***
***

***
***
***
***

•••

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

-31. 9

+644.7
+589.3
-7.5
+184.0

• ••

•••
***
•••
•••
•••
•••

.........

•••

***
***

***

***
***

........
....

***
***
***

•••

***
***
***
***

***

***

21,624
20,819
$963
9,978

26,585
16,811
$632
6,514

32,979
21,561
$654
12,109

17,197
11,309
$658
6,883

11, 703
7,330
$626
3,687

+52.5
+3.6
-32.1
+21.4

+22.9
-19.3
-34.7

+24.1
+28.3
+3.4
+85.9

13,435
12,055
$897
6,045

30,063
20,952
$697
14,242

11,700
7,001
$598
4,785

5,924
3,904
$659
6,335

44,118
26,909
$610
17,990

-12.9
-41.9

+123.8
+73.8
-22.3
+135.6

-61.1
-66.6
-14.1
-66.4

Footnotes appear at end of table.

***
***

***

•••

***

Jan. -Sept.
1991-92

***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***

•••
•••
•••
•••
•••
•••
•••
***
•••

1989-90

***

-33.3

-20.8

-3lo .3

***
***

***

***
***
***
-35.2
-4.8
-46.4
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Table C-1--Continued
Ferrosilicon: Sumnary data concerning the U.S. market, 1989-91, January-September 1991, and January-September
1992
(Q.,ar.c-ity=silicon-content short tons, value=l, 000 dollars, unit values and unit labor costs are per
silicon-content short ton, period changes"'Percent, except where noted)
Reported data
1989
Item
U.S. importers' imports from-Egypt:
***
Imports quantity ........ .
Imports value ........... .
Unit value .............. .
Ending inventory qty .... .
***
Subject sources:
Imports quantity ........ .
Imports value ........... .
***
Unit value .............. .
***
***
Ending inventory qty .... .
Argentina:
7, 718
Imports quantity ........ .
Imports value ........... .
8,312
Unit value .............. . $1,077
597
Ending inventory qty .... .
Subject sources (plus
Argentina):
Imports quantity ........ .
***
***
Imports value ........... .
Unit value .............. .
***
Ending inventory qty .... .
***
Other sources:
Imports quantity l/ ..... . 44,642
Imports value l/ .. ...... . 41,035
$919
Unit value l/ ... ........ .
All sources:
Imports quantity ........ .
Imports value ........... .
Unit value ....•..........
***
U.S. producers'-Average capacity quantity .. 318,332
Production quantity ....... . 270,923
85.1
Capacity utilization!/ ... .
U.S. shipments:
Quantity ................ . 246,632
Value ................... . 254,143
Unit value .............. . Si,030
Export shipments:
Quantity ................ . 10,939
4.2
Exports/shipments!/ .... .
Value ................... . 16. 319
Unit value .............. . $1,492
Ending inventory quantity .. 52,642
20.4
Inventory/shipments!/ .... .
1,034
Production workers ........ .
2,286
Hours worked Cl,OOOs) ..... .
Total comp. ($1,000) ...... . 39,373
Hourly total compensation .. $17.22
Productivity (siliconcontent short ton/
118.5
l, 000 hours l ............ .
Unit labor costs .......... . $145.33
Net sales value ........... . 252,136
83.4
COGS/sales!/ ............. .
Operating income Closs) ... . 27,801
11. 0
Op. income (loss)/sales !/.

......

. ....

.....

......
......

Period changes
Jan.-Sept.-1991
1992

1991

1990

.. ..... .,,
.....
. . .,,
***
......

.....
.....

***
***
***
***

.....

***
***
***
***

***
***
***

***

***
***
***
***

5,432
3,&76
$677
1,281

7,829
4,857
$620
3,931

6,487
4,005
$617
5,290

0
0

***

***
***

***
***

.....
.........***

47,883
39,104
$817
***
***
***

***

***

**"'

***

***

***
***
***

•••
4/

1,272
***
***
***

. ...

.....

43,917
36,088
$822

28,639
24,217
$846

41,765
32,124
$769

***

•••

***

***
***
***

297,226
227,093
76.4

300,918
184,818
61.4

234,031
147,088
62.8

219,185
192,402
$878

188,024
156,341
$831

8,568
3.8
11,679
$1,363
51,982
22.8
890
1,875
33,712
$17.98

7,402
3.8
10,252
$1,385
41,374
20.6
655
1,405
24,945
$17.75

***

Jan. -Sept.
1991-92

1989-91

1989-90

1990-91

......
.....
. ...

.......
***

..........

. ....
.. ........

***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
**"

+1.4
-41. 6
-42.4
+558.5

-29.6
-55.8
-37.2
+114.6

+44.l
+32.l
-8.3
+206.9

-100.0
-100.0

***
***

***
***

***
......
. .....

....
....

.......

***
-1. 6

-12.1
-10.6

.....
......

.....
. ....

...,, .

......
...,, .
.,...,.,

.....
*'"'

4/

-76-:-o

.... .,,

***

+7.3
-4.7
-11.2

-8.3
-7.7
+0.6

***
***

+45.8
+32. 7

-9.0

......
.....,,

***

***

**"
***
***

217,194
129,298
59.5

-5.5
-31.8
-23.7

-6.6
-16.2
-8.7

+1.2
-18.6
-15.0

-7.2
-12.1
-3.3

138,897
117. 364
$845

119,790
96,467
$805

-23.8
-38.5
-19.3

-11.1
-24.3
-14. 8

-14.2
-18.7
-5.3

-13.8
-17.8
-4.7

5,304
3.7
6,883
$1,298
54,869
28.0
729
1,086
19,383
$17.85

5,311
4.2
o,971
$1,313
45,571
26.7
611
860
15,795
$18.37

-32.3
-0.5
-37.2
-7.2
-21.4
+0.2
-36.7
-38.5
-36.6
+3.1

-21.7
-0.5
-28.4
-8.6
-1. 3
+2.4
-13.9
-18.0
-14.4
+4.4

-13.6

+0.1
+0.6

-12.2
+1.6
-20.4
-2.2
-26.4
-25.l
-26.0
-1.3

-16.2
-20.8
-18.5
+2.9

+5.8

+0.2
+4.2
-19 .1
+15.9
-136.9
-16.l

+5.6
-6.5
-19.9
+3.0
-21.0
-2.6

+16.l
-11.4
-12.1
+0.3
+2.7
-0.8

***
***

118. 7
125.4
129.5
150.3
$151.44 $141. 59 $137.85 $122.16
204,081 163,526 119,158 104,714
99.3
102.3
101. 9
102.3
(10,253) (12,406) (8,561) (8,329)
(7. 6)
(5.0)
(7.2)
(8.0)

-2.6
-35.1
+18.9
-144.6
-18.6

'j,_/

......

+1.3
+1. l

-16.9
-1. 3

1/ 'Reported data' are in percent and 'period changes' are in percentage-point.
An increase of less than 0.05 percentage points.
Official import statistics of the U.S. Department of Conmerce.
4/ Not applicable.
~/ An increase of 1,000 percent or more.

Z/

11

Note.--Period changes are derived from the unrounded data. Period changes involving negative period data are
positive if the amount of the negativity decreases and negative if the amount of the negativity increases.
Because of rounding, figures may not add to the totals shown. Unit values and other ratios are calculated using
data of firms supplying both numerator and denominator information. Part-year inventory ratios are annualized.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. International Trade Co11111ission,
except where noted.
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Table C-1--Continued
Ferrosilicon: Sumnary data concerning the U.S. market, 1989-91, January-September 1991, and January-September
1992
(Q,,ar.c.itycsilicon-content short tons, value=l,000 dollars, unit values and unit labor costs are per
silicon-content short ton, period changes"'Percent, except where noted)
Reported data
1989
Item
U.S. importers' imports from-Egypt:
***
Imports quantity ........ .
Imports value ........... .
***
Unit. value .............. .
***
Ending inventory qty .... .
***
Subject. sources:
Imports quantity ........ .
***
Imports value ........... .
***
Unit value .............. .
***
Ending inventory qty .... .
***
Argentina:
7,718
Imports quantity ........ .
Imports value ........... .
8,312
Unit value .............. . $1, 077
597
Ending inventory qty .... .
Subject sources (plus
Argentina) :
***
Imports quantity ........ .
Imports value ........... .
***
***
Unit value .............. .
***
Ending inventory qty .... .
Other sources:
Imports quantity A/ ..... . 44,642
Imports value A/ ........ . 41,035
$919
Unit value A/ ........... .
All sources:
Imports quantity ........ .
***
Imports value ........... .
***
***
Unit value ....•..........
U.S. producers'-Average capacity quantity .. 318,332
Production quantity ....... . 270,923
85.1
Capacity utilization!/ ... .
U.S. shipments:
Quantity ................ . 246,632
Value ................... . 254,143
Unit value .............. . Si,030
Export shipments:
Quantity ................ . 10,939
4.2
Exports/shipments!/ .... .
Value ................... . 16,319
Unit value .............. . $1, 492
Ending inventory quantity .. 52,642
20.4
Inventory/shipments!/ .... .
1,034
Production workers ........ .
2,286
Hours worked (l,OOOs) ..... .
Total comp. ($1, 000) .•..... 39,373
Hourly total compensation .. $17.22
Productivity (siliconcontent short ton/
118.5
1,000 hours) ............ .
Unit labor costs .......... . $145.33
Net sales value ........... . 252,136
83.4
COGS/sales 1/ ............. .
Operating income (loss) ... . 27,801
11. 0
Op. income (loss)/sales l/.

Period changes

1990

Jan.-Sept.-1991
1992

1991

1989-91

1989-90

1990-91

....

Jan.-Sept.
1991-92

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

.....
***

.....

***
***

***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***

5,432
3,676
$677
1,281

7,829
4. 857
$620
3,931

6,487
4,005
$617
5,290

0
0

4/
1,272

+1.4
-41. 6
-42.4
+558.5

-29.6
-55.8
-37.2
+114.6

+44.1
+32.l
-8.3
+206.9

***
***
***

.....

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

***
***
***
***

**"
......
.......

47,883
39,104
$817

43,917
36,088
$822

28,639
24,217
$846

41,765
32,124
$769

-1. 6
-12.1
-10.6

+7.3
-4.7
-11.2

-8.3
-7.7
+0.6

+45.8
+32.7
-9.0

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***

297,226
227,093
76.4

300,918
184,818
61.4

234,031
147,088
62.8

217,194
129,298
59.5

-5.5
-31.8
-23.7

-6.6

-16.2
-8.7

+1.2
-18.6
-15.0

-7.2
-12.1
-3.3

219,185
192,402
$878

188,024
156,341
$831

138,897
117' 364
$845

119,790
96,467
$805

-23.8
-38.5
-19.3

-11.1
-24.3
-14.8

-14.2
-18.7
-5.3

-13.8
-17.8
-4.7

8,568
3.8
11, 679
$1,363
51,982
22.8
890
1,875
33,712
$17.98

7,402
3.8
10,252
$1,385
41,374
20.6
655
1,405
24,945
$17.75

5,304
3.7
6,883
$1,298
54,869
28.0
729
1,086
19,383

5, 311
4.2
D,971
$1,313
45,571
26.7
611
860
15,795
$18.37

-32.3
-0.5
-37.2
-7.2
-21.4
+0.2
-36.7
-38.5
-36.6
+3.1

-21.7
-0.5
-28.4
-8.6
-1. 3
+2.4
-13.9
-18.0
-14.4
+4.4

-13. 6

+0.1
+0.6
+1.3

+5.8
-2.6
-35.1
+18.9
-144.6
-18.6

+0.2
+4.2
-19 .1
+15.9
-136.9
-16.1

+5.6
-6.5
-19.9
+3.0
-21.0
-2.6

s11 .es

118. 7
125.4
129.5
150.3
$151.44 $141.59 $137.85 $122.16
204,081 163,526 119, 158 104. 714
102.3
101. 9
102.3
99.3
(10. 253) (12,406) (8,561) (8,329)
(7. 6)
(7 .2)
(8.0)
(5.0)

***

***

***
***

**"
**"

*'"'

.....
***

21

-12-:-2
+1.6
-20.4
-2.2
-26.4
-25.l
-26.0
-1. 3

-100.0
-100.0
4/

-76-:-o
***

....
*""'

+l. 1

-16.9
-1. 3
-16.2
-20.e
-18.5
+2.9
+16.1
-11.4
-12. l
+0.3
+2.7

-o.e

l/ 'Reported data' are in percent and 'period changes' are in percentage-point.
An increase of less than 0.05 percentage points.
J/ Official import statistics of the U.S. Department of Comnerce.
4; Not applicable.
~/ An increase of 1,000 percent or more.

2;

Note.--Period changes are derived from the unrounded data. Period changes involving negative period data are
positive if the amount of the negativity decreases and negative if the amount of the negativity increases.
Because of rounding, figures may not add to the totals shown. Unit values and other ratios are calculated using
data of firms supplying both numerator and denominator information. Part-year inventory ratios are annualized.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. International Trade Conmission,
except where noted.
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APPENDIX D
COMM:ENTS RECEIVED FROM U.S. PRODUCERS ON THE IMPACT OF
IMPORTS OF FERROSILICON FROM ARGENTINA, BRAZIL, EGYPT,
KAZAKHSTAN, CHINA, RUSSIA, UKRAINE, OR VENEZUELA ON THEIR
GROWTH, INVESTMENT, ABILITY TO RAISE CAPITAL,
AND/OR EXISTING DEVELOPMENT AND PRODUCTION EFFORTS

D-2

In the final investigations, the Commission requested U.S. producers to
describe any actual or anticipated negative effects of imports of ferrosilicon
from Argentina, Kazakhstan, China, Russia, Ukraine, or Venezuela on their
growth, investment, ability to raise capital, or existing development and
production efforts, including efforts to develop a derivative or more advanced
version of the product. *** indicated "no" to all questions. The remaining
responses are as follows:

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

In the preliminary investigations, the Commission requested U.S.
producers to describe any actual or anticipated negative effects of imports of
ferrosilicon from Brazil and Egypt on their growth, investment, ability to
raise capital, or existing development and production efforts, including
efforts to develop a derivative or more advanced version of the product. ***
indicated "no" to all questions. The remaining responses are as follows:

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

E-1

APPENDIX E
DATA CONCERNING ARGENTINA

E-2
Data on the ferrosilicon industry in Argentina are presented in table El, and available U.S. pricing data on imports from Argentina are presented in
tables E-2 and E-3. Additional information on the Argentine product follows.
Table E-1
Ferrosilicon: Argentina's production capacity, production, shipments, and
end-of-period inventories, 1989-91, January-March 1991, January-March 1992,
and projected 1992 and 1993

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Product Comparisons
Four U.S. ferrosilicon producers *** and one importer *** commented on
the imported Argentine ferrosilicon. 1 ***considered the supply of the
Argentine material to be less reliable than that of the domestic product. ***
indicated that no significant quality differences existed between the domestic
and imported Argentine commodity grade ferrosilicon 75, although*** noted
that the Argentine material was not available in odd sizes. ***noted that it
had to screen the imported product in the United States to sell specific
sizes, 2 and that ferrosilicon imported from Argentina is not considered by end
users that require specialized ferrosilicon such as high-purity or lowaluminum grades and foundry-grade inoculants. On the other hand, ***
indicated that relatively high calcium in the Argentine ferrosilicon made it
useful to both steel producers and iron foundries.
Three purchasers, ***--all steel producers, commented on the quality of
the Argentine ferrosilicon. All of these firms indicated that the imported
Argentine commodity grade ferrosilicon 75 was comparable in quality to the
U.S.-produced product and was priced about the same as the domestic product.
*** asserted that the domestic ferrosilicon 75 was not always available.
Price Trends And Price Comparisons
Based on U.S. producer and importer questionnaire data, net weightedaverage quarterly U.S. f .o.b. prices and shipment quantities of the specified
Argentine ferrosilicon product 1 sold to steel producers are shown during
January 198~-September 1992 in table E-2. 3 The quarterly average selling
price of the imported product 1 sold to steel producers ***
In comparison,

Importers reported importing ferrosilicon 75 from Argentina.
*** reported in its questionnaire response that it screened in the United
States about *** percent of total U.S. shipments of the imported Argentine
ferrosilicon between January 1989 and September 1992. The screening costs
added *** per pound of silicon conterit to the U.S. selling price of the
imported ferrosilicon. The *** reported share of import shipments that were
screened and the *** additional cost of screening in the United States
suggests that U.S. screening costs had *** impact on U.S. selling prices of
the ferrosilicon imported from Argentina.
3 Two responding U.S. importers provided the price information, which
accounted for *** percent of the total quantity of reported U.S. shipments of
all imported Argentine ferrosilicon between January 1989 and September 1992.
1

2

E-3
Table E-2
Net weighted-average U.S. f .o.b. selling prices and quantities of ferrosilicon
imported from Argentina, by products, by types of customers, and by quarters,
January 1989-September 1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

quarterly net f .o.b. prices of the domestic product 1 sold to steel producers
fell by 37.7 percent during January 1989-September 1992.
Based on U.S. producer and importer questionnaire data, a total of 11
quarterly delivered price comparisons were possible between the domestic and
imported Argentine ferrosilicon during January 1989-September 1992 (table E3). 4 All 11 price comparisons involved product 1 sold to steel producers.
Seven of the 11 price comparisons showed that the imported product was priced
less than the domestic product, with margins of underselling averaging 2.3
percent. Four price comparisons showed that prices of the imported product
were higher than prices of the domestic product, averaging 4.5 percent above
prices of the domestic product.

Lost Revenues
*** reported lost revenue allegations involving competition from
ferrosilicon imported from Argentina. The reported allegations totaled *** of
lost revenues for *** million pounds of silicon content in the ferrosilicon.
The Commission was able to contact both of the purchasers cited in the lost
revenue allegations; the conversations are discussed below.
*** alleged that it offered to sell *** pounds (silicon content) of
commodity grade ferrosilicon 75 to***· ***reportedly offered its U.S.produced ferrosilicon at *** per pound of silicon content but asserted that it
had to reduce its price to *** per pound of silicon content to make the sale
because of competition with ferrosilicon imported from Argentina; *** did not
know the price of the imported material. ***

In addition, 3 quarterly price comparisons involving the imported
Argentine product 1 purchased by U.S. steel producers were possible based on
delivered purchase price data reported in purchaser questionnaires. These
data, which did not include shipments requiring SPC documentation, are not
shown in a table but are discussed below. Two of the delivered purchase price
comparisons showed that the imported product was priced less than the domestic
product, with margins of underselling averaging almost *** percent. One price
comparison showed the imported and domestic product 1 to be priced ***
4
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Table E-3
Net U.S. delivered selling prices of the U.S.-produced and imported Argentine
ferrosilicon, by products and by types of customers, and margins of
under/(over)selling, 1 by quarters, April 1989-September 1992 2

Period

Product 1
Sales to steel producers
U.S.
producer
Argentine
Margins of
under/(over)selling
price
price
Percent
-------Per pound silicon content--------

1989:
Apr. -June ......... $0.5957
July-Sept .........
.4995
Oc~.-Dec ..........
.4114
1990:
Apr.-June .........
.4176
July•Sept .........
.4350
1991:
Apr. -June .........
.3997
July-Sept .........
.3967
Oct.-Dec ..........
.3800
1992:
Jan. -Mar ..........
.3580
Apr.-June .........
.3673
July-Sept .........
.3874

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***

The percentage price differences between the U.S. and imported Argentine
ferrosilicon were calculated as differences from the U.S. producers' price.
Figures in parentheses indicate that the price of the imported product was
higher than the price of the domestic product during that quarter.
2 The prices shown were based on total quarterly/semiannual requirement
sales and are the averages of the domestic and imported net U.S. delivered
quarterly selling prices of the reporting U.S. producers and importers,
weighted by each firm's total quarterly sales of the specified domestic and
Argentine products to the type of customer shown above.
1

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
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*** alleged that it sold about *** million pounds (silicon content) of
commodity grade ferrosilicon 75 to***, for*** delivery. *** reportedly
offered its U.S.-produced ferrosilicon initially at*** per pound of silicon
content but asserted that to make the sale it had to lower its price to ***
per pound of silicon content to match the price of Argentine ferrosilicon
offered to ***
*** did not know the competing price.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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APPENDIX F

MONTHLY IMPORT STATISTICS
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Table F-1
Ferrosilicqn:

U.S. imports, by sources and by months, January 1991-September 1992
Kazakhstan

Item

Russia

Ukraine

Former USSR

World

Quantity (silicon-content short tons)
1991:
January .........................
February .. , .....................
March .... , ......................
April ...........................
May .............................
June ............................
July ............................
August ..........................
September .......................
October .........................
November ........................
December .........................
1992:
January .........................
February ........................
March ...........................
April ...........................
May .............................
June ............................
July .............................
August ..........................
September .......................

0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1,125
3,026
0
0
3,032
3 '717
946
0
4,614
957
287
0

8,229
9,818
1,202
10,670
9,821
7,010
12,872
13 ,050
14,011
8,431
9,764
17,570

0
0
0
0
793
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

12,677
0
0
14,512
0
58
0
0
0

17,817
11,453
9,916
21,769
23,567
16,878
6,705
20,074
20 600

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
1,433
1,199
3,003
0
0
0

0
0

Value (1,000 dollar§)
1991:
0
January .........................
0
February ..•.....................
0
March ...........................
0
April ...........................
0
May ..............................
0
June ............................
0
July ............................
0
August ..........................
0
September .......................
0
October .........................
0
November ........................
0
December ........................
1992:
0
January .........................
0
February ........................
0
March ...........................
955
April ...........................
798
May .............................
June ............................ 2,000
0
July ............................
0
August ..........................
0
September .......................
Source:

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

832
1,997
0
0
2,183
2, 714
690
0
3,158
699
209
0

6,148
6,978
1,125
7,205
7,500
5,072
9,937
9,334
9,036
6,298
6. 594
11,481

0
0
0
0
518
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

8,324
0
0
9,664
0
40
0
0
0

11, 657
7,926
6,089
14 '718
15,005
10,652
4,930
13,575
14,969

Compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department of Commerce.

